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1
Shipping and Globalization

in the Post-War Era: Contexts, Companies,
Connections

Niels P. Petersson, Stig Tenold and Nicholas J. White

Introduction

In the early autumn of 2016, the major South Korean shipping company
Hanjin filed for bankruptcy. The collapse of the company, which had
specialized in container shipping, left much of its fleet marooned at sea.
More than 60 ships, with cargoes and sailors, were involved. If the ships
went to port, it was likely that the creditors would attempt to seize the
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vessels. Some ports were unwilling to admit Hanjin ships out of fear that
the company would not be able to pay the costs of docking and unloading,
or that the vessels, with disputed ownership, would occupy valuable berths
for long periods of time.1

The case received substantial publicity. One reason for this was the
fact that Hanjin was a leading shipping company, controlling the seventh
largest container fleet in the world. Another reason—and the one that
brought the case into non-business media outlets—was the timing of
the incident. The Hanjin ships were carrying goods intended to fill shop
shelves before the Christmas period. A number of large retailers in Europe
and North America feared that thousands of containers with valuable
cargo on their way from Asia would not reach their destinations on time.
Was Hanjin really the Grinch that would steal Christmas, as a Bloomberg
journalist suggested?2

The incident found a temporary solution, and Christmas was saved.
However, there are several aspects of the Hanjin debacle that illuminate
the topics thatwedealwith in this book—shipping and globalization in the
period afterWorldWar II. First, the example illustrates the crucial role that
foreign trade plays in the economies of most nations. Shipping is crucial in
ensuring the smooth operation of this trade system. Second, the case shows
howEast Asian economies havemanaged to obtain a central position in the
global production system, supplying finished goods to consumer markets
in Europe and North America. Third, the fact that the company involved
was South Korean illustrates that not only manufacturing production, but
also a service industry such as shipping has increasingly moved towards
Asia. Finally, the sheer amount of cargo involved is a testament to the
manner in which the shipping industry has grown in the post-war period,
where ships and companies have become ever larger.

Shipping was both an example and an engine of globalization in the
post-war era. In turns, the shipping industry experienced and pioneered,
mirrored and enabled key developments that led to the present-day glob-
alized economy. Shipping was among the first industries exposed to fierce
globalized competition. The shipping industry pioneered many of the

1See Ilmer (2016) and The Economist (2016) for news reports about the case.
2Cooper (2016).
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organizational models and mechanisms that characterize the current cor-
porate landscape. The slicing up of the value chain and the strategic loca-
tion of business functions is one example, the use of low-cost and low-tax
jurisdictions, often in small countries ‘offshore’, is another. Meanwhile,
many business strategies and dynamics in shipping reflected those in the
wider economy: strategic management, outsourcing, the focus on core
businesses. As the main means of production—the ship—is mobile, ques-
tions of nationality and legal domicile are far more complex in shipping
than in other industries. This increasingly transnational nature of the
industry in turn stimulated the emergence of new forms of global gover-
nance.

Cheap mass transport, first for bulk commodities and oil and then for
general cargo, underpinned the growth of world trade, the migration of
production to Asia’s Newly Industrialized Countries, and the emergence
of complex global supply chains. The container is often seen as the ‘typi-
cal’ symbol of globalization, and the rise of container shipping coincided
with the strong growth of international trade after World War II. Con-
tainer shipping ‘changed the world’ and ‘made the world smaller and the
world economy bigger’, if we are to believe the titles of the books pub-
lished to commemorate the ‘50th anniversary’ of container shipping in
2006.3 Yet container shipping, which primarily involves the transport of
finished goods, is far from the largest segment of the shipping market.
The most important cargoes are raw materials such as oil, ores, grain, etc.
The efficient and ever cheaper seaborne transport of such raw materials
has been a necessary condition for the increasing division of labour in the
world economy. However, such cargoes are primarily transported to and
from terminals near mines and factories, andmost people never encounter
these gigantic ships. On the transport side, shipping has thus contributed
to world trade both in a visible and an invisible way.
Without shipping and its ability to forge connections and networks of a

global reach, the modern world would look very different. Famously, ships

3Cudahy (2006) and Levinson (2006); see also Donovan and Bonney (2006). The converted oil
tanker Ideal X is usually referred to as the ‘first’ container ship.
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nowadays transport ‘ninety per cent of everything’ we produce and con-
sume.4 However, shipping’s effect on today’s society reaches far beyond the
provision of low-cost transport links, into what economists call the supply
side, creating global markets for labour and finance.Today, Filipino sailors
are creating value on German-owned ships built and financed in China
and flying the flag of the Marshall Islands on a voyage between Australia
and the United States. The wider connections forged by offshore compa-
nies developed gradually from roots sometimes stretching back into the
interwar years and even earlier, with an acceleration from the 1970s. At the
same time, shipping still remains embedded in national frames of reference
in important respects, including business and worker cultures, regulations
enforced under port state controls and national industrial policies.

How can we understand the interaction between globalization and
shipping? This book highlights the importance of dialogue connecting
historians of various specialist backgrounds as well as social scientists. It
demonstrates the value of interdisciplinary approaches to analysing com-
plex connections across various parts of Europe, Asia, Africa, the Americas
and Australasia. It throws new light on the transformations of the period
sinceWorldWar II—political, ideological and technological as well as eco-
nomic—and stimulates further enquiry. It combines the key benefits of a
historical perspective, such as awareness of longer-term structural change,
context and the dynamic interplay of continuity and change, with social
scientists’ interest in the forces shaping the present-day world.
The book is divided into three sections entitled Contexts, Companies

and Connections. The first section illustrates the usefulness of a multi-
disciplinary approach, investigating three large-scale historical processes,
decolonization, the rise of Asia and the emergence of new structures of
international governance, through the lens of shipping.The second section
analyses one of the important driving forces of these macro-processes—
the companies that created newmarkets and forged new connections. Our
case studies of three liner shipping companies, Maersk, EAC and Ocean,
and their very different trajectories provide insight into the strategies and
performance of both successful and unsuccessful firms. The third section
focuses on shipping’s role in the emergence of new global connections at a

4George (2013).
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more specific level, studying individual ships’ global ‘biographies’ and how
business leaders were breaking down established institutional forms and
transcending boundaries between countries and industries. Through the
analysis of such examples, the book highlights how shipping was embed-
ded in and contributed to the transformations of business and society in
the post-war era.
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2
The Declining Role of Western Europe

in Shipping and Shipbuilding, 1900–2000

Stig Tenold

Introduction

During the twentieth century, and in particular in the period after 1970,
Western Europe lost its hegemony in international shipping and ship-
building. The aim of this chapter is to present this decline, and to discuss
its basis. The reduction of the European position was a necessary con-
dition for the international spread—the globalization—of shipping and
shipbuilding after World War II.
The chapter consists of three sections. In the first section, Western

Europe’s dominant position in world shipping and shipbuilding at the
start of the twentieth century is presented. Among the factors that are
emphasized to explain the hegemony are Europe’s (and, in particular, the
UK’s) leading position within global production, trade and politics; the
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10 S. Tenold

superior access to technology and capital; and the cost structure within
shipping.

Starting with a quantification of the reduction in the role of West-
ern European countries in world shipping and shipbuilding, the second
section of the chapter suggests some factors that can explain the diminish-
ing position. This analysis follows the scheme used in Stanley Sturmey’s
examination of the decline of theBritish-registeredfleet from1900 to 1960
in his classic book British Shipping andWorld Competition. Four factors are
considered; competitiveness, subsidies, random factors and internal (busi-
ness) constraints in European shipping and shipbuilding companies.1

In his analysis of British shipping, Sturmey largely exonerated the first
three factors. He primarily blamed British shipowners and their com-
mercial lethargy for the fleet’s decline. The analysis in this paper shows
that when we consider the relative reduction of European shipping and
shipbuilding as a whole, and extend the time frame to include all of the
twentieth century, the other factors take on a much more prominent role.
Moreover, the manner in which the shipping industry adapted to, and
partly stemmed, the decline, was different from what occurred within
shipbuilding.
The final section of the chapter discusses the timing of the transfor-

mation of the maritime industry. At the start of the twentieth century,
and even in the first years after World War II, the European position
should be considered ‘abnormally strong’. In the first post-war decades,
the hegemony was increasingly challenged. However, a combination of
defensive national policies and technological limitations initially muted
the decline both within shipping and within shipbuilding. Towards the
end of the century, we see that the developments of these two maritime
sectors diverged.

In shipping, the manner in which the industry was organized became
totally transformed, and the question of nationality became very elusive.
Still, behind this veil of stateless business, European capital and compe-
tence continued toplay a crucial, albeit reduced, role.Within shipbuilding,
however, Asian shipyards had managed to acquire a dominance that was
similar in scale to the European leadership 100 years earlier.

1Sturmey (1962/2010, 1–2).
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The Starting Point—The European Hegemony

Today, particularly with regard to manufacturing production, the world
appears to be borderless and ‘global’. Distances used to pose a problem
for businesses—in terms of communication and transport costs, and in
particular in terms of ‘time costs’. This is no longer the case. From the
perspective of an enterprise at the start of the twentieth century, transport
and communication today would seem unbelievably fast and inexpensive.
Information, commodities and products move rapidly, all over the globe.
With this current context as the starting point, itmay be difficult to fathom
how ‘European’ most of the maritime industry was around the year 1900.
The establishment and growth of the international economy during the

nineteenth century had primarily been a European endeavour.2 Of course,
the economic integration with other parts of the world (North America,
in particular, but also the other continents) was the defining factor of
this ‘first era of globalization’. However, it happened largely on European
terms, on European keels and with European capital and technology. The
only area that had provided a short-lived challenge to the European mar-
itime dominance—the North-American continent—preferred landward
expansion and during the last decades of the nineteenth century gradually
built down its presence within shipping and shipbuilding.3

Europe determined the scale, the scope and the speed of the world
maritime industries, and nowhere was this more evident than in the case
of the United Kingdom.

In 1900 the global shipbuilding industry had two centres: The Clyde
and The Tyne and Wear-region—the west of Scotland and the northeast

2This paragraph can—rightly—be criticized for being Eurocentric. However, such an orientation
is not ‘wrong’, as developments in intercontinental shipping to such a large degree had their basis
in Europe. There were of course important and interesting maritime connections and expansion
in other parts of the world. Yet, when we look at the construction of ocean-going ships and the
ownership of the world fleet, the data show European market shares of more than 90%—confer
Figure 1 and Table 1. It would thus be misguided to put the main emphasis elsewhere.
3With regard to the US ‘withdrawal’, the initial economic explanation—profits were higher on land
than at sea—was shortly after World War I given a political justification as well. ‘The Jones Act’—
formally the Merchant Marine Act of 1920—imposed restrictions that ensured that US shipping
could not possibly be competitive, and thus profitable, in the international market, at least for new
ships flying the American flag.
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of England.4 More than 70% of the world’s steamship fleet at that time
had been produced in the United Kingdom, and most alternatives to
British-built shipswere relatively expensive, technologically inferior vessels
that found willing buyers mainly as a result of nationalistic attitudes or
government initiatives.5

The basis for the strong position of UK shipyards was primarily techno-
logical; The Industrial Revolution had given them a first-mover advantage
that lasted well into the twentieth century.TheUKhad the right combina-
tion of capital and competence—both skilled and unskilled labour—and
could take advantage of their technological lead. Moreover, the country’s
shipbuilding industry had the size that was necessary to fully utilize the
economies of scale in both steel and ship production.6

In the period 1901–1905, British yards produced almost 60% of the
world’s new shipping tonnage. As Pollard points out, this market share
underestimates the British position, due to the fact that ‘the tonnage
launched in the United Kingdom was of a higher quality, ton for ton,
than that of the rest of the world’.7 Although the United States was the
second-largest producer, the European market share was close to 85%
of the market for merchant ships. However, much of the non-British
production was subsidized; ‘Britain kept her share of the world mar-
ket because few of the shipyards abroad were truly competitive’.8 This
was particularly evident with regard to labour productivity; annual out-
put per shipyard worker in the UK was 12.5 tons at the start of the
century, the United States came second with 6.8 tons and Germany
third with 3.3 tons. For France and Holland, the figure was less than

4In 1911–1912, yards on the Tyne and the Wear produced around 35% of the UK output, while
yards on the Clyde produced 31.5%; data from Fairplay in Slaven (2013, 51).
5Calculated on the basis of Table 4 in Lloyd’s Register (1901, supplement, 758–759). The followers
were Germany with 6.8%, the United States with 6.5% and Sweden with 4.3%. See also Schwarz
and von Halle (1902), quoted in Pollard (1957, 428).
6At times, British yards also benefitted fromUS steel producers dumping steel abroad; Pollard (1957,
439).
7Pollard (1957, 426). Calculations based on data from Lloyd’s. Though the 60% market share
was impressive, it was down almost 20 percentage points relative to the period 1892–1896. For a
statistical presentation of the development of British shipbuilding, see Buxton et al. (2015).
8Pollard (1957, 431).
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Fig. 2.1 World shipbuilding around the turn of the century—production (1000
tons, left axis) and employment (1000 men, right axis) (Chart based on Board of
Trade data in Pollard [1957, 438], referring to five-year averages around the fol-
lowing specific years: 1895 [Germany]; 1896 [France]; 1899 [Holland]; 1900 [US];
1901 [UK and Italy] and 1902 [Japan])

two.9 Figure 2.1 shows shipbuilding production and employment around
the turn of the century.

Shipbuilders in the UK derived an undisputed advantage from their
proximity to the principal market for ships: British shipowners. By 1900,
the British owners controlled around half of the world fleet, and almost
55% of the new steamships delivered that year went to British owners.10

British shipping companies had been pioneers in the long-lasting transfor-
mation from sail to steam and from wood to iron and then steel hulls, and
they were loyal to British yards. In 1900 four ships fromDutch yards were
added to the British fleet; they were the only foreign-built newbuildings
that year. The previous year there had been none.11 Having the world’s
major shipowners as ‘captive customers’ clearly helped British shipbuild-
ing, at least in the short term.

9Board of Trade data in Pollard (1957, 438). The classic article on the gradual decline of the British
superiority is Lorenz (1991). For more extensive discussions, confer Slaven (2013) or Johnman and
Murphy (2002).
10Calculated on the basis of Table 7 in Lloyd’s Register 1901, supplement, 764–765.
11Lloyd’s Register 1901, supplement, Table 3, 756–757 and Table 7, 764–765.
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As Robertson points out in his article on the Scottish shipbuilding
and shipping company William Denny and Brothers, ‘close financial ties
between shipbuilders and shipowners were common in the second half of
the nineteenth century’.12 Such relationships continued to be widespread
and important also after the turn of the century. This symbiosis between
shipbuilders and shipowners reflected, but initially also strengthened, the
British advantage. Standardization—long series of identical ships—infor-
mation and knowledge exchange, as well as intergroup loans that could
even out cash flow fluctuations, improved the competitiveness of both
shipbuilders and shipping companies. Often the two groups converged,
such as in the case of Furness Withy.13

Within shipping, the concentration was lower than within shipbuilding
and theUK presence not as dominant. Other countries—primarily within
Europe—had managed to build up market shares in areas where they had
political or colonial control. Alternatively—in the case of shipowners from
less ‘territorial’ nations such as Greece and the Scandinavian countries—
they hadmanaged to acquire important positions in certain nichemarkets.
Still, theUK in general, andLondon inparticular, continued toplay crucial
roles as the centre of a global system of shipping.

As world historians like to remind us, there were of course similar trad-
ing, financial and political hubs in other parts of the world. However,
with regard to global trade—the intercontinental voyages, whose strong
growth distinguishes the second half of the nineteenth century from previ-
ous periods—London was the undisputed engine. At this time, more than
fifty per cent of the world merchant marine was registered in the UK, and

12Robertson (1974, 36).
13For a good schematic overview of the closeness of the links between shipowners and yards, see
Boyce (1995, 181–182), and specifically on Furness Withy, Boyce (2012b). A similar, but slightly
different, type of relation is seen in the case of the shipbuilders John Scott & Co., who ‘built and
helped finance ships’ for Alfred Holt & Co. (Ocean Steam Ship Co.). Milne (2009, 19) argues
that ‘the shipowner-shipbuilder link was crucial to expanding shipping firms’. It could, however,
be argued that the symbiosis subsequently turned from positive to negative. Conservative British
shipowners did not encourage the country’s yards to transform production from ships running on
coal, of which they had plenty, to ships with diesel engines. Similarly, British yards with outdated
thoughts about technology did not facilitate a shift from steam to motor ships in the country’s fleet.
The neighbourhood or cluster effect—positive in good times, detrimental in bad times—is one of
the main arguments used to explain the problems of British shipbuilders in Todd (2011). See also
Ingram and Lifschitz (2006) on the relations among various shipbuilders and between the shipyards
and their subcontractors.
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the British fleet had more of the modern steamship tonnage than the rest
of the nations combined.
Table 2.1 shows the distribution of the world fleet at the start of the

twentieth century.The first columns show the sailing and steamship fleets,
respectively, while the third column shows the ‘Estimated’ or ‘Compen-
sated’ tonnage—a measure that takes into account differences in produc-
tivity between the two dominant technologies. As such, it is the best mea-
sure of the carrying capacity of the various countries’ merchant marines.
The fourth column shows the share of steam tonnage in the various fleets,
and clearly illustrates that the transformation from sail to steam progressed
at very different speeds in different countries.
The final column in Table 2.1 shows the countries’ tonnage, divided

by the number of inhabitants. This figure can be seen as a measure of
the extent to which the countries had channelled their resources into the

Table 2.1 The world fleet of leading countries, 1900a

Sail tons
(t)

Steam
tons (t)

Estimated
tons (t)

Steam
share (%)

Tons per
inhabi-
tant

GB & Ireland 1923 7150 27,663 78.8 0.667
Germany 558 1347 5407 70.7 0.096
The United States 1405 938 4782 40.0 0.063
Norway 930 499 2725 34.9 1.227
France 394 597 2543 60.2 0.066
Italy 483 374 1830 43.6 0.056
Spain 91 435 1657 82.7 0.091
Japan 148 330 1336 69.0 0.031
Sweden 256 257 1181 50.1 0.230
Br. Australia 164 234 1006 58.8 0.182
Denmark 111 245 993 68.8 0.405
The Netherlands 68 252 949 78.8 0.186
Br. America 446 103 817 18.8 0.109
Russia 152 173 774 53.2 0.007
Greece 176 165 770 48.4 0.298
Other European 336 424 1864 55.8
Other
non-European

226 235 1072 50.1

aBased on data from Statistics Norway (1902) Statistisk aarbog for kongeriget
Norge (pp. 168–169). Kristiania: Det Statistiske Centralbureau and H. Aschehoug
& Co, Tables I and K. See Tenold (2019, 22–23), for a detailed presentation of the
data
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shipping sector. When it comes to the relative importance of shipping,
Norway is in a special position, where each inhabitant owned more than
a ton of shipping tonnage. The United Kingdom, Denmark and Greece
also had invested disproportionately in shipping.14

London’s role as a global centre for trade and finance—which together
with shipping were the dominant service industries—is an important
explanation of the British hegemony. Around these service industries,
a number of auxiliary businesses surfaced, gradually becoming more pro-
fessionalized. The typical example of such a spin-off business would be
Lloyd’s, where the small beginnings in a coffee shop gradually evolved into
one of themost important institutions in shipping’s commercial infrastruc-
ture.15 Similarly, ship brokers, ship agents, banks, insurance companies
andworld-leading institutions such asThe BalticMercantile and Shipping
Exchange ensured the city’s pre-eminence in global trade and shipping.
‘The Baltic’, for instance, ‘acted as the unofficial regulator of the shipping
business and significant segments of commodity trading’.16

The pride of the British merchant marine was the elegant vessels that
served British shipping lines around the globe. These shipping lines can
be considered—in tandem with the telegraph network—as the tentacles
of the empire; permanent connections that facilitated both the economic
and the political role that the United Kingdom played in the global arena.
By 1914 the submarine cables that Britain controlled were almost twice
as large as those of the two next powers (The United States and France)
combined, and the extensive telegraphic system contributed decisively to
the City of London’s position as the world capital of trade, shipping and
finance.17 The shipping lines were to cargo transport what the telegraph
was to information—a manifestation of British power, which contributed
to preserving the very same dominance that it reflected.

Any explanation of the dominant European role within the maritime
industries at a global level echoes the explanation of the British dominance

14Interestingly, three of these four countries—Denmark, Norway and Greece—are among the lead-
ing shipping nations even today, when we look at the size of their fleets relative to the countries’
own needs.
15Boyce (2012a, 108–114).
16Boyce (2012a, 115).
17Scholl (1998, 201–202).
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at the European level. Key factors are the leading position within produc-
tion and trade; the superior access to technology, capital and sufficiently
skilled labour; and imperial ambitions and structures that ensured polit-
ical support for maritime activities. Indeed, when we look more closely
at the cost structure and the demands for competence within shipping,
it is evident that there were few challengers outside Europe, even at the
hypothetical level.

In shipping, success is defined by being internationally competitive. To
succeed at the beginning of the twentieth century, a country needed funds
to invest in tonnage, technological skills and competent labour to operate
the vessels, as well as efficient commercial and political networks that
could support shipping at home and abroad. It is evident that European
countries had this—and that other parts of the world did not. Moreover,
the UK satisfied these criteria better than the other European countries.

In international shipping, like in the case of industrialization and mod-
ernization more generally, Japan was the only contender outside Europe
and its Western offshoots (The United States, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand). This statement does not only pertain to the pre-twentieth-
century period, but rings true all the way until well after the SecondWorld
War. The combination of an outward-looking strategy and a fear of being
colonized created a ‘shipping-political complex’ in Japan that spurred the
growth of the country’s fleet.18 Helped by the involuntary withdrawal of
much European shipping during the First World War, Japanese shipping
companies laid the foundation for a strong expansion in the interwar
period.19

Within shipbuilding, the explanation of the European dominance was
almost purely related to capital—not only ‘capital’ in its technological
and its financial sense, but also in its human guise. Outside Europe—
with the exception of North America and Japan—the technology needed
to produce large steam vessels was missing. Moreover, the funds necessary

18See Chida and Davies (2012) and Davies (2008).
19An early example of contra-factual thinking, from theBritish Board ofTrade, reprinted inBerglund
(1926, 647), suggests that the disruptions caused by the FirstWorldWar reduced the fleets of theUK,
Germany, Norway and France by 5 million, 3.5 million, 1 million and 500,000 tons, respectively.
At the same time, ‘the United States showed a gain of nearly 7,000,000 gross tons over her normal
growth; and Japan 20,000 tons’.
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to establish shipyards capable of building such vessels were absent, as were
the requisite knowledge and the needed skill base. Even the shipyards in
the most advanced European countries had a productivity that was less
than a third of the productivity in British yards around the turn of the
century.
With regard to auxiliary services, closeness to the most important mar-

ket—and to the informal institutions of shipping—plays an important
part. Gradually, the British way of doing business—the types of contracts,
the accepted forms of insurance and the standardized clauses—became the
established rules and regulations throughout the shipping market. Even
today, the main framework covering maritime contracts is British, and
agreements between businesses that have no relationship to the United
Kingdom refer to British laws and institutions in the case of disagree-
ment. The crucial role that was played by Western Europe/the United
Kingdom/London in the development of the merchant economy and the
transport and trade infrastructure undoubtedly casts long shadows, even
after the dominance had disappeared.

Lost Continent

Europe’s dominant position within shipping and shipbuilding was eroded
throughout the twentieth century, though there appears to have been some
acceleration towards the end of the millennium. Early challenges were
related to the two wars. During these difficult years, the United States took
over tasks within shipping and shipbuilding that the fighting European
countries could no longer perform. Subsequently, and in particularly in
the last decades of the twentieth century, the challenge came from the
East. This time the competition was both stronger and more permanent.
The first warning shot came as early as the 1950s. Japan rose from the

ashes of the Second World War to displace the UK as the world’s leading
shipbuilder in 1956. After the middle of the 1970s, South Korea and then
China managed to grab massive market shares. At the beginning of the
twenty-first century, the Asian presence in the high-volume shipbuilding
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market was even more dominant than Europe’s had been one hundred
years earlier.20

Figure 2.2 shows the spectacular decline in the European share of the
world market for newbuildings after 1955. Moreover, it is clear that the
hegemony was transferred to Asian yards, led by Japan, then followed by
South Korea and China. By December 2008, only eight of the world’s
leading 100 yards, based on the size of the order book, were European.
Some of these have subsequently closed down or have been taken over
by other European or Asian yards. Given the dominant British position a
century earlier, it is worth noting that not a single British yard warranted
inclusion among the Top 100 shipbuilders in the world by 2008. The

20This is partly a matter of interpretation; in pure tonnage terms—measured as dead weight tons of
shipping capacity produced or ordered—the three leading Asian shipbuilders (South Korea, Japan
and China) were more dominant at the beginning of the twenty-first century than Europe had been
at the beginning of the twentieth century. However, if we look at the value of the production, the
continued construction of smaller high-technology vessels and luxury cruise ships at European yards
skews the picture and increases the European share of the shipbuilding market.
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leading European yard—the German Meyer Werft—was number 38 on
the list. At that time, the ten largest European yards had about three per
cent of the total world order book—in sum less than half of what the
world leading South Korean Hyundai group had.21

The shipbuilding hegemony moved from Europe to Asia during the
twentieth century. In shipping the geographic shift has not been as pro-
nounced. Moreover, changes in the manner in which the industry is orga-
nized make the transformation more difficult to quantify and identify.
In some ways, many of the national traits within shipping were washed
away during the twentieth century. This implies that while it is possible
to identify a European decline, it is far more difficult to say something
precise about where the business in fact moved.

At the start of the twentieth century, a ship’s flag would reflect the
nationality of the owners, the managers, the crew and officers and often
the cargo owners as well. At the end of the twentieth century, it is usually
the case that investors, managers, crews and officers come from different
countries, and neither of these necessarily have any relationship to the
flag that the ship is flying and the nationality of the owner of the cargo
that it is carrying. For two-thirds of all merchant tonnage, the flag of
the vessel reveals absolutely nothing about the real nationality of the main
economic agents involved. Consequently, it is increasingly difficult to find
a meaningful measure of ‘the European share’.
The decline in Europe’s share of the world fleet, as seen in Fig. 2.3,

is clearly dramatic. At the same time, this occurred against a backdrop
of reduced European importance in the international economy. Around
1900, the international economy—in terms of cross-border flows of trade
and factors of production—was dominated by Western Europe. This
region was responsible for more than three quarters of all manufacturing
exports and more than two-thirds of the imports of primary products.22

Consequently, while the share of almost 97% of the world fleet was an
overrepresentation, it to some extent reflected a real European dominance

21Based on data from ECORYS (2009, 55).
22Estimated on the basis of data for the United Kingdom and northwest Europe in Yates (1959),
reprinted in Kenwood and Lougheed (1999, 84).
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in the international economy. While it is difficult to find comparable fig-
ures for the end of the twentieth century, it is evident thatWestern Europe’s
contribution to seaborne trade is far smaller.Data from theUnitedNations
Conference on Trade and Development suggest that the Western Euro-
pean share of the volume of seaborne imports and exports in 2000 was
less than a third and around a fifth, respectively.23

Table 2.2 is a good illustration of the manner in which the balance
of international trade in general, and seaborne trade in particular, has
shifted from Western Europe and the North-Atlantic economy to East
and Southeast Asia. In 1910 more than half of the world’s 15 busiest
ports, measured by cargo volume, were European. By 2010 there was only
one left. The United Kingdom had four ports in the Top 15 in 1910,
and none 100 years later. It was little consolation that the country had
four ports in the Top 100—Grimsby and Immingham at 68th, London
at 82nd, Milford Haven at 93rd and Southampton at 98th. In fact, the

23Calculated on the basis of data from 2000 in UNCTAD, Maritime Transport 2006, 133–136.
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Table 2.2 A comparison of the world’s busiest ports, Top 15 1910 and 2010a

1910—tons entered
and cleared

2010—total cargo
volume 2010—container traffic

1 New York Shanghai Shanghai
2 Antwerp Singapore Singapore
3 Hong Kong Rotterdam Hong kong
4 Hamburg Guangzho Shenzhen
5 London Ningbo Busan
6 Shanghai Tianjin Ningbo-Zhouzhan
7 Rotterdam Qingdao Guangzho
8 Marseille Qinhuangdao Qingdao
9 Cardiff Hong Kong Dubai

10 Singapore Busan Rotterdam
11 Constantinople South Louisiana Tianjin
12 Liverpool Houston Kaohsiung
13 Colombo Shenzhen Port Klang
14 Tyne Dalian Antwerp
15 Kobe Port Hedland Hamburg
aThe 1910-list has been calculated on the basis of Bureau of Statistics, 1911, 753;
see the source for details. The 2010-lists are taken from American Association of
Port Authorities, 2011

biggest British port in the year 2000, would have been number 12 on the
list of Chinese ports or number 34 on a list of Asia’s busiest ports.
The data in the charts and tables above clearly illustrate the reduced

European role within shipping and shipbuilding. In order to discuss the
basis for this decline, we will use the analytical framework in Stanley
Sturmey’s seminal book British Shipping and World Competition—which
deals with the period from the start of the twentieth century to 1960.
Here, Sturmey presents four factors that might explain why the British
share of the world fleet ‘declined from over forty-five per cent of the world
total in 1900 to about sixteen per cent of that total in 1960’. His possible
culprits are (1) a transformation of the basis for the competitive situation,
caused for instance by changes in the cost structure within shipping; (2)
subsidies or othermechanisms that interfered with the competitivemarket
mechanism; (3) random factors such as wars, changes in the trade pattern,
taxation or non-shipping policies; and (4) internal constraints.24

24Sturmey (1962/2010, 1–2). There have of course been plenty of research and numerous public
and privately commissioned reports dealing with the same problems. For an ‘approved’ explanation,
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Sturmey claims that in the case of British shipping, the first three
factors were not unimportant, but ‘neither separately nor together can
these answers be regarded as more than partial’.25 He finds that the main
basis for the British decline was internal constraints—the attitudes of the
industry—which fostered inadequate and inhibiting reactions to a chang-
ing shipping market. Contemporary sources concur—the problem was
business decisions, rather than comparative advantage, macroeconomic
developments, policy issues or random factors. This idea is supported
by The Economist , which in the early 1960s suggested that British ship-
ping companies committed ‘suicide by commercial timidity and sheer bad
judgment’.26

It is not possible tomagnify Stanley Sturmey’s explanation of the British
decline, give it a European setting, and claim that it is valid for all of
the twentieth century. Even the British experience was diverse, and this
variation increases even more when we look at the whole continent and
extend the time period. At the same time, Sturmey’s analysis can be very
useful, as it provides us with a set of potential explanatory factors, and
these can be applied to the longer and broader perspective.

Perhaps surprisingly, if we extend the basis for the analysis like this,
Sturmey’s explanations are turned on their heads. In the case of the decline
of European shipping and shipbuilding during the twentieth century, the
culprits are the factors that Sturmey largely dismissed.27 Internal con-
straints or business lethargy is not the main factor behind the European
decline. In fact, for shipping, the result is quite the opposite; European
shipping companies managed to adapt wisely to the new circumstances,
but the other forces were too strong.
This finding is not necessarily in opposition to one of Sturmey’s main

arguments.He actually points out that it is exactly because of the improved

see UK Parliament (1987–1988) Transport Committee, First report: ‘Decline in the UK-registered
merchant fleet’. However, few—if any—studies have been as influential and systematic as that of
Sturmey, which makes it a good starting point for the discussion.
25Sturmey (1962/2010, 328).
26The Economist , 9 February 1963, 519.
27Subsequent analyses, including Jamieson (2003), have a more nuanced view of British shipowners
than Sturmey, pointing out that they succeeded in certain segments.
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competitive abilities and the successful strategic decisions in other coun-
tries—and his examples are primarily found in Europe—that the United
Kingdom lost out in the years from 1900 to 1960. A similar contrast
between under-geared British owners and their more expansive European
cousins is made by Richard Goss, in his analysis of British shipping com-
panies’ business strategies in the post-war period.28 Elsewhere, Goss has
pointed out the linkage between the decline and non-shipping policies,
for instance, the manner in which governments supported and subsidized
industries that competed with shipping. All things equal, such preference
is likely to reduce the role of shipping.29

European Shipping in Sturmey’s Scheme

With regard to shipping, the factors that Sturmey dismisses, or at least
downplays, have played a much more important role when we look at all
of Western Europe and when we extend the time period to include all of
the twentieth century. Table 2.3 provides a schematic overview of how the
various elements developed, and how they influenced the competitiveness
of European shipping. Changes in the cost structure, subsidies (and their
counterpart, taxes), the transformation of the trade pattern and cargo
restrictions were all important in an explanation of the European decline.
Themain reason for the declining European presence in world shipping

has been the combination of the general reduction in Europe’s importance
and the manner in which the competitive picture has shifted. During the
1950s and 1960s, the skill premium paid for European seafarers was not
exorbitant, and national(istic) regulations limited the use of foreigners
in most fleets. Moreover, the combination of labour-saving economies of
scale, strong demand growth and frequent reinvestment in inexpensive
tonnage (including efficient and value-for-money ships built in Japan)
ensured that European shipping companies continued to make profits.

Europe’s superior position at the start of the twentieth century, as dis-
cussed in the first section of the chapter, was largely maintained well

28Goss (2011, 246).
29Richard Goss interviewed in UK Parliament (1998–1999), The Environment, Transport and
Regional Affairs Committee, 12th report: ‘The future of the UK shipping industry’.
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Table 2.3 Putting the shipping trajectory into the Sturmey scheme

Factor
Effects on twentieth-century European
shipping

The competitive situation/costs Increasing wage costs in Europe originally
offset by economies of scale, subsequently
by the use of foreign labour

Market interference Nationalist pressures, particularly in the liner
sector

Cargo preference, bilateral agreements and
cabotage restrictions

Random factors
Wars Temporary loss of ships and markets during

wars, not fully recouped in peacetime
Changes in the trade pattern Shifts in world production and trade—in

particular the integration of Asia in the
world economy—reduced Europe’s
importance

Taxation Part of the reason for the rise of the Flags
of convenience, but became less important
with the erosion of the national dimension

Today most European countries have a
system with low rates

Non-shipping policies Protection of competing industries reduced
domestic competitiveness

R&D in technology and marketing improved
competitiveness

Internal constraints Skilful adaptation to the new situation,
although solutions partly undermined the
European flags in the long term

Large intra-European differences (the UK
particularly lacklustre)a

aSee Ojala and Tenold (2017) for an illustration of how a handful of European
countries (specifically, Greece, Norway and Denmark) have involved into ‘super-
exporters’ of shipping services, while the majority of European countries import
such services from others. On Greece, see Harlaftis (1995) and Theotokas and Har-
laftis (2009). For Denmark and Norway, see Sornn-Friese et al. (2012), Tenold (2012)
and Tenold (2019)

into the post-war period. After the wars, the United States retreated from
shipping and shipbuilding again, gradually selling off surplus tonnage, or
including it in the reserve fleet, while rapidly winding down shipbuilding
capacity as part of the return to a peacetime economy. Within Europe,
there were changes, however. The British decline was as inevitable within
shipping and shipbuilding as it had beenwithinmanufacturing—themar-
ket share was simply too large to be sustainable in the long run. Still, until
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the last part of the 1960s, the retired empire-builder controlled the world’s
largest fleet.
The challenge to the British market share initially came from other

industrialized countries, both as a result of expanding national fleets and
as a result of the increasing use of Flags of convenience by American and
Greek owners, in particular. In the first post-war decades, the main com-
petitors were found among the Traditional Maritime Nations of Europe.
The cost structure of international shipping continued to favour rela-
tively capital-abundant and technologically advanced countries that had
the necessary networks and knowledge. However, in the last part of the
century, this description no longer applied only to European countries—
by then several Asian counties had managed to acquire the capital and
skills needed to succeed in shipping. Moreover, as the centre of gravity of
the world economy moved to East and Southeast Asia, networks in this
region became far more important.
The political and macroeconomic forces were powerful, but European

shipping companies showed a great deal of ingenuity and adaptability in
order to alleviate the decline. In particular they used foreign inputs—pri-
marily seafarers—strategically, while at the same time maintaining some
functions at home. Such manoeuvres were helped by authorities that lib-
eralized the policy regime and also introduced measures—both futile and
successful—to strengthen the countries’ shipping policies.30

Shipbuilding in Sturmey’s Scheme

Institutional innovations—a combination of maritime enterprise and
accommodating policies—ensured that Europe maintained some of the
activitywithin shipping. A stronger andmore fundamental challenge came
within shipbuilding. The UK had gradually lost market shares to other
European countries from the start of the twentieth century—yards in Ger-
many, France, the Netherlands and Scandinavia challenged Great Britain

30A good example of a futile policy is the British investment grants, which temporarily stemmed the
decline of the British fleet in the late 1960s and early 1970s. These grants were costly and had no
long-term effect. More successful policies have been the introduction of second registries in Norway
and Denmark.
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through low costs, second-mover advantages, government financing and
close links to ‘their own’ compatriot shipowners, who were often more
expansive and less conservative than their British counterparts.

In the 1950s another—and in the end far more threatening—competi-
tor turned the shipbuilding industry on its head. BeforeWorldWar II the
Japanese shipbuilding industry—with a minor exception during World
War I—had produced ships almost solely for the Japanese market. After
the war, international demand was actively sought. Based originally on
US investments and technology, Japan’s shipbuilding industry expanded
rapidly.31

Indirect government support, low wages and limited unionization
helped the Japanese effort—a strategy that was echoed decades later in
South Korea and China. In Europe in general—and in the UK ship-
building industry in particular—high wages and frequent confrontations
between workers and management had become the norm, and the com-
bination of European sclerosis and Japanese stamina can explain the rapid
transfer of orders to Japanese yards. However, it is also important to point
out that the transfer of orders to Japan enabled the European shipping
companies to survive—if they had been forced to buy more expensive and
inferior European tonnage, they would have found it much more difficult
to remain competitive.
Table 2.4 puts the development of the shipbuilding industry into the

Sturmey scheme. It suggests that the shipbuilding industry was particu-
larly suited for a transfer of production to Japan and the Newly Industri-
alized Countries in Asia. The technology was relatively simple. The main
input—in addition to inexpensive labour—was steel, and the shipyards
grew in tandem with the domestic supply of steel, ensuring an outlet for
the countries’ nascent steel production. At the same time, the liberal eco-
nomic trading regime ensured that there were relatively few restrictions
on the import of ships, effectively meaning that the whole world was a
potential market for the Asian tonnage. Moreover, shipbuilding found its
place within the relatively controlled economic development model seen
in many Asian countries, where government directives and guided credit
and currency ‘nudged’ the economic structure in the right direction.

31See Blumenthal (1976), Davies (1992) or Chida and Davies (2012) for a more detailed account.
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Table 2.4 Putting the shipbuilding trajectory into the Sturmey scheme

Factor
Effects on twentieth-century European
shipbuilding

The competitive situation/costs Uncompetitive labour costs in Europe and
standardized, easily transferable
technology

Market interference Government attempts to stem the decline
(beggar-thy-neighbour in Europe) and
nurture infant industries (in Asia)

Random factors
Wars Cold War support helped South Korean and

Japanese industrialization and
capacity-building

Changes in the trade pattern Improved communication reduced the
‘home bias’, that is, the advantage of
proximity between shipowners and yards

Taxation Subsidies (negative taxation) have been
important; defensive support in Europe,
offensive support in Asia

Non-shipbuilding policies Credit, currency, employment and
unemployment policies have facilitated
the growth, as well as industrial policies

Internal constraints Reliance on government support, even in
the growth phase

The main reason for the decline of European shipbuilding was the
change in the competitive situation.With labour costs such a large part of
the picture, and a technology that was easy to transfer, European shipyards
were unable to compete. Even generous public support—countercyclical
subsidies to deal with a structural crisis—was unable to do more than
stem the decline in the orders for large ships. Although Europe still has
an important position in certain shipbuilding niches, the high-volume
production has disappeared.
The analyses above have illustrated that while the European conditions

for both shipping and shipbuilding deteriorated, shipping companies were
able to adapt to the new competitive situation in away that shipyards could
not.
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When Did Europe Lose Its Maritime
Hegemony?

The analysis of the declining role of European shipping and shipbuilding in
the twentieth century suggests the following broad pictures. Within ship-
ping, Europe gradually lost its position, with particularly large temporary
drops during the two world wars.Moreover, in the period from around the
middle of the 1970s, the decline accelerated. In the last quarter of the cen-
tury there was a pronounced relative reduction; the European-registered
share of the world fleet fell rapidly. However, part of the declining market
share was offset by European-owned ships flying foreign flags, which are
hard to identify in the data.

In shipbuilding, there was a more or less continuous British loss of mar-
ket share, initially taken over by other European countries, then by Japan
as well. The continental European competitiveness evaporated in tandem
with the new orders after 1975, and shipyards were forced to rapidly
reduce their productive capacity. For a while, governments supported the
industry, recognizing neither the structural shift nor how the potential for
competitive high-volume shipbuilding in Europe had disappeared.
Whywas the 1970s such awatershed? It could be argued that this decade

was a turning point for Europe in general. The end of the Golden Age and
the deepening Eurosclerosis was the local part of the story. This was exacer-
bated by concerted—and successful—efforts at economic modernization
in a number of Asian countries, including China, where Deng Xiaop-
ing started crossing the river ‘one stone at the time’. The sheer number
of people—and the potential increases in income—meant that the Asian
advances, if successful, would overwhelm the international economy.
The turning point—where the downward-sloping trend began to accel-

erate—was the OPEC-orchestrated oil price increases of the 1970s. These
triggered an unprecedented crisis in shipping and shipbuilding. As a result,
the European decline picked up speed—tonnagewas transferred to foreign
flags and shipyards were closed. From 1973 to 1987 the British-flagged
fleet declined by more than 75%, as did the fleets of Norway and Sweden.
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Over the same period, the fleets of the main Flags of convenience dou-
bled, while the five leading Asian nations (except Japan) saw their fleets
multiply by a factor of more than seven.32

The collapse was just as severe in shipbuilding. Due to the lag between
ordering and delivery, the European deliveries peaked a couple of years
after the shipping market had collapsed. In 1975, shipyards in Europe
delivered more than 14 million gross tons. Ten years later, the figure was
3.6 million tons and the trend continued downwards—‘European ship-
building production never recovered to the pre-crisis level’.33

Governments in Europe initially attempted to support European yards
in the anticipation that the downturn was temporary. The shipyards
were more pragmatic: as European shipbuilding was gradually being built
down, the scraps were sold abroad. For instance, the world’s largest ship-
builder—Hyundai Heavy Industries—entered shipbuilding on the basis
of South Korean determination and labour, but with crucial contribu-
tions from European capital (credit) and competence (technology and
consultancy).34

In shipping, the shift from growth to stagnation in demand led to a new
focus on costs, and ushered in a number of technological and institutional
innovations. The crisis forced shipowners to cut costs wherever possible,
and although manning costs had become a very small proportion of total
costs, paying four to five times as much for labour as the competitors
still made a difference.35 Moreover, the types of businesses engaged in the
industry changed, with myopic speculators and financial investors taking
the place of the old traditional ‘shipowners’, who had a long-term view
both on their business and on its role in the local maritime community.

Bothwithin shipping and shipbuilding, the European decline was taken
to the extreme in the case of the UK. As Sarah Palmer points out, the
downfall was not a gradual process; there was a loss of market shares in the

32See the analysis in Tenold (2006, 92–101). The term ‘Flags of convenience’ refers to Bahamas,
Bermuda, Cyprus, Liberia and Panama, while the five rapidly growing Asian fleets are those of
China, Hong Kong, The Philippines, Singapore and South Korea.
33OECD (2017, 52).
34See Kang et al. (2015, 2016).
35Awkwardly, despite the current universal use of labour from low-cost countries, a lot of research
funding is spent on ‘crew-less ship design’. For a 165,000 ton container ship, valued at some 175
million USD, even a crew of thirteen Filipinos appears to be too expensive.
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first part of the century, but after 1975 ‘the UK flagged fleet […] went into
free fall’.36 British shipbuilding, which had been evenmore dominant, was
at the end of the century ‘reduced to rump status in international terms
and struggling for its very existence’.37 By the end of the century,merchant
shipbuilding had ‘all but ended’ in the United Kingdom.38

Conclusion: Was Western Europe Doomed
to Lose Its Maritime Hegemony?

Inequalities in economic development—an industrialized and politically
dominant Europe and a relatively underdeveloped periphery—can explain
the European/Western leadership in shipping and shipbuilding at the
start of the twentieth century. Europe had the capital and competence
necessary to gain and maintain the maritime hegemony. The hegemony
was—rightly or wrongly—a reflection of Europe’s leading position within
international trade, manufacturing production and global politics.
The maritime industries were particularly vulnerable to competition.

The reason is simple: despite improvements in communications, there are
still transport and transaction costs in most industries, although they are
low compared with previous times. In international shipping and ship-
building, however, such costs are largely irrelevant, as ‘mobility’ is the
fundamental aspect of the product. It is extremely difficult to tax and to
regulate objects that can easily be moved from one jurisdiction to another.
The term ‘globalization’, at least in its economic guise, is often depicted

as a process where relations between nations are tightened and interna-
tional trade and investment increase. However, in addition to the growth
in general terms, this process may entail a significant element of disloca-
tion. Like customs unions have both a trade creating and a trade diverting
effect, ‘globalization’ has had both a production creating and a production
diverting effect. In the case of shipping and shipbuilding, activities and

36Palmer (2012, 124); see also Palmer (2008).
37Johnman and Murphy (2002, 244).
38Buxton et al. (2015, 305).
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production have been transferred from Europe to other parts of the world,
in particular to East and Southeast Asia.
The net effect for Europe has varied among the different types of activ-

ities. In shipbuilding, there has been a substantial decrease in activity in
European yards since the peak in the middle of the 1970s, particularly
with regard to the construction of the largest tankers and dry bulk ships.
In most European countries, the number of merchant ships under con-
struction has declined, and in terms of tonnage, the reduction has been
even more spectacular.
Within shipping, there has also been a substantial loss in the European

market share during the twentieth century, with an acceleration in the last
quarter. However, the European position was ‘abnormally high’ at the start
of the century—Western Europe had around 15% of world population,
but controlled more than 85% of the world fleet in 1900. Moreover, even
though themarket share has declined, the European tonnage has increased
substantially—the production creation has been higher than the production
diversion.

Despite this growth, Europe’s development in shipping and shipbuild-
ing is one of relative decline. The undisputable leader at the start of the
century—Great Britain—has been hit harder than most. In 1988, the
Transport Committee of the UK Parliament recognized that the British
shipping industry had ‘declined to such an extent that actionwas needed to
remedy the situation’. Despite political efforts, ten years later the very same
committee acknowledged that ‘the industry’s decline has continued’.39

The nineteenth century was characterized by the dominance of Europe
in general, and the UK in particular, in international politics and trade.
During the twentieth century, the world became more balanced—the
European leadership disappeared as new regions were integrated into the
world economy. Nevertheless, for most of the century, Europe determined
the direction and the speed of international shipping and shipbuilding.
The Japanese challenge started in earnest in the 1950s, but it was not
until the last decades that the Europeans were replaced by Asians within

39UK Parliament (1998–1999), The Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs Committee,
12th report: ‘The future of the UK shipping industry’. The reference in the 1998 report is to UK
Parliament (1987–1988)TransportCommittee, First report: ‘Decline in theUK-registeredmerchant
fleet’.
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shipbuilding. The conditions for modern, low-cost production are much
better in Japan, South Korea and China, and the technology was easy to
transfer.

By the end of the twentieth century, Europe’s commercial and political
networks were no longer the quasi-monopolies they had been at the start
of the century. Faced with increased foreign competition, European ship-
ping companies managed to remain profitable by reducing the European
contents of their services, moving to low-tax flags and utilizing low-cost
labour from Asia. At the same time, some activities remained in Europe,
though the market share was lower than before. Consequently, due to
the slicing up of the value chain within shipping, it is difficult to deter-
mine the true nationality of a ship or a shipping company. A global, often
unidentifiable, fleet has become the norm.
The growing share of Asia in world production and trade has been one

of the most important developments in the international economy after
the SecondWorldWar. Developments in shipping and shipbuildingmade
this integration possible. The European hegemony had been based on a
combination of technological leadership, superior investment capacity and
skill and knowledge advantages. It was unlikely to last.
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3
The Emergence of Maritime Governance

in the Post-War World

Katharina Reiling

Introduction

Shipping highlights some of the adverse effects of globalization as can be
seen in examples such as oil spills resulting from maritime accidents, sea-
farers reduced to ‘modern slaves’ and the risk of pandemics spread through
seaborne trade and cruise trips. These observations raise the question of
what, if anything, the public regulation of maritime shipping can achieve
today. Regulation is usually understood as emanating from states, but the
nation-state faces difficulties in coping with cross-border phenomena such
as modern shipping. The obvious solution seems to be a close cooperation
of states in regulatory matters; however, the issue of Flags of convenience
illustrates the practical limitations of this approach in maritime matters.
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Against this background, this chapter aims to show that experiences
from shipping can reveal some of the legal challenges presented by global-
ization. The development of the regulation of shipping reveals that glob-
alized industries do not operate in a legal vacuum,1 but that they require a
more subtle form of regulation than the traditional state-centred perspec-
tive implies.The chapter describes the regulation of shipping as ‘conglom-
eratic’ because it is characterized by the involvement of a wide and growing
range of different actors in creating and enforcing shipping standards, and
attributes its conglomeratic structure to the fact that maritime shipping
fully developed its global nature in the post-war era. On the basis of these
observations, the chapter argues that an analysis of the shipping industry
can serve as a means of better understanding the role of law in processes
of globalization.

Regulating Global Shipping: From
the Primacy of the Flag State
to the ‘Conglomeratic Approach’

Maritime shipping is a prime example of an increasingly globalized indus-
try.2 A ship is a highlymobile industrial plant and can readily be transferred
to other jurisdictions. The different types of ships, such as bulk carriers,
container ships, tankers or reefers transport cargo throughout the world,
thus enabling the intercontinental trade of goods. Since the post-war era,
the transboundary character of shipping has gradually become more and
more pronounced. On the one hand technological advances such as con-
tainerization have increased the effectiveness, volume and thus importance
of shipping, on the other hand themobility of maritime shipping has been
systematically used by shipowners to inhibit effective regulation, in par-
ticular through what has become known as ‘flagging out’.3 This began
after the First World War as US shipping interests, seeking to evade US

1Simmel (2001, 684) regarding seafarers. Very sceptical: Roe (2013).
2See Alderton et al. (2004).
3Stopford (2009, 164, 191, 438–440).
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regulations, registered their ships first in Panama and then, after the Sec-
ond World War, also in Liberia.4 Such ‘open registries’, as UNCTAD
has called this phenomenon since the early 1970s5 and which is by now
the international standard term,6 are especially popular with shipown-
ers7 from industrial nations8 because they offer lower tax levels and allow
the recruitment of low-cost crews from countries around the world. This
shift to open registries was accelerated by the 1973 oil price increases, the
related economic crisis, drastic temporary reductions in world trade and
the continued production of ships built under subsidies which added to
already existing worldwide surplus capacity. As a consequence, shipown-
ers sought to reduce costs. Today, not only Liberia and Panama but even
land-locked states such as Bolivia have set up open registries. In addition
to flagging out, many shipowners have begun to use subcontracting and
single-ship companies with addresses in offshore jurisdictions, in order to
conceal ownership and limit their legal responsibilities.9

Thus, maritime shipping is a typical globalized industry, with multiple
countries and cultures involved in every single voyage.10 A typical ship

may be owned by a Greek national through a Liberian Company. The
ship may well have been built in Japan, but powered by Danish engines.
It will no doubt be manned by a crew of mixed nationality, including for
example, some Italian officers and Philippino ratings. It may have been
financed through a New York bank and insured in London, time chartered
to an oil multinational corporation for three years to carry Saudi Arabian
crude oil from the Gulf to Rotterdam.11

As a globalized industry, shipping is also highly competitive with shipown-
ers under continuous pressure to reduce costs. Moreover, the international

4Carlisle (1981, 2).
5First UNCTAD (1972–1973, 13).
6Sturmey (1983, 9).
7For analyses of their decisions Bergantino and Marlow (1997).
8Ownership of the world shipping fleet is highly concentrated. Shipowners from Greece, China,
Japan and Germany together account for 41% of world tonnage: UNCTAD (2016).
9Gereffi et al. (2005, 461), see also Harlaftis and Tsakas, in this volume.
10DeSombre (2009).
11Odeke (1984, 10).
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setting offers shipowners many opportunities for disreputable practices.
Traditionally, flag states were regarded as responsible for enforcing reg-
ulation. However, widespread regulatory avoidance by shipowners and
the lack of interest shown by ‘open registry’ states in enforcing regula-
tion demonstrate that the flag state principle fails in a highly globalized
industry such as shipping.
To facilitate maritime shipping, the principle of freedom of the seas—

prominently formulated by Hugo Grotius—was established.12 Under this
principle, ships are free to use the open seas to sail anywhere they want.13

Nevertheless, this does not imply freedom from regulation. Under the flag
state principle, maritime shipping regulation lies in the hands of the flag
state, that is, the state where a ship is registered. The flag state has full
jurisdiction over the ship, its crew and its operations and this jurisdiction
is exclusive while the ship is on the high seas.14 In this sense, the flag state
principle can be seen as an expression of national sovereignty and thus of
the traditional so-called Westphalian system of international law.15

The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOSC),
the overarching framework regarding ocean issues, sticks with the flag state
principle (Articles 91, 92 LOSC). The LOSC recognizes the problem of
open registries and seeks to address it by imposing obligations on the
flag state regarding its shipping regulation (Articles 94, 217 LOSC)16

and by extending the authority of coastal and port states over foreign
flagged ships17 (see, for example, Articles 218, 220 LOSC). However,
because the LOSC continues to assert that the flag state is the principal
authority, the international law of the sea only insufficiently addresses
the conditions of the regulation of maritime shipping, especially since

12For historical accounts, see Gidel (1932), Fulton (1911), and Stier-Somlo (1917).
13It remains legally disputed if the ship or its flag states use the freedom of the sea. In one of its
first cases, ITLOS stated that both are the users, MV Saiga (Saint Vincent and the Grenadines v.
Guinea), 1 July 1999, ILR 120 (1999, 143).
14An exception is when the ship engages in piracy.
15The famous ‘Lotus principle’ referred to a shipping case. In this context the Permanent Court of
International Justice considered a foundation of international law, says that sovereign states may act
in any way they wish so long as they do not contravene an explicit prohibition, P.C.I.J. (ser. A) No.
10 (1927, 18) The Case of the S.S. Lotus (France v. Turkey).
16Witt (2007).
17Molenaar (1998), Yang (2006), and Marten (2014).
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open registries have neither the capacity nor the inclination to regulate
shipping properly18 (capacity is often a problem regarding popular open
registries with large fleets like Panama19). It is argued here that (a) the
worldwide impact and the regulatory avoidance which are widespread in
themaritime shipping industry demand an involvement of all themultiple
actors that are concerned bymaritime shipping rather than themonolithic
approach implied by the flag state principle, and (b) that a regulatory
regime involving these multiple actors is indeed emerging.

Since the 1970s, the time during which the open registries became
more and more popular, the monolithic approach inherent in the flag
state principle was progressively replaced by a conglomeratic approach to
the regulation of maritime shipping. This conglomeratic approach can be
characterized as follows: First, standard setting and law enforcement are
no longer concentrated in the hands of the flag state, but are distributed
across different actors. Secondly, there is amultiplication of actors involved
in the regulation of shipping, and there is no hierarchical link between
these actors. In the following, the key features and the emergence of the
conglomeratic approach will be put in concrete terms by describing the
actors of maritime governance and their regulatory roles.

International Organizations and Their
Procedures

There is a long history of transnational decision-making in the maritime
shipping sector, which greatly contributed to the development of a cross-
border transportation system. However, the twentieth century is specific
because it is characterized by a proliferation of international organizations,
which created an extensive treaty-making system and numerous treaties

18Rothwell and Stephens (2016, 168).
19For social matters ITF (2016a, 25).
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establishing international standards.20 The technique whereby interna-
tional law ensures such an international harmonized legislation is the del-
egation of standard-setting to international organizations.21 Alongside this
quantitative aspect of amore ‘international’ standard-setting, a further fea-
ture is the fact that the states’ influence on the standard-setting process
has been reduced more and more.
The most important international shipping standards are the Inter-

national Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974, as
amended; the International Convention for the Prevention of Marine
Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relat-
ing thereto and by the Protocol of 1997 (MARPOL); the International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping
for Seafarers (STCW), as amended, including the 1995 and 2010 Manila
Amendments and the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC). These con-
ventions are often called the four pillars of the international maritime
regulatory regime. They were concluded under the auspices of two inter-
national organizations.
The SOLAS, adopted in 1914 in the wake of the Titanic disaster, was

created in a mixed multilateral diplomatic and technical arena and turned
out to be a milestone for international maritime standard-setting. This
form of standard-setting was institutionalized with the establishment of
the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) in
1948, which eventually became the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) in 1982.22

The IMO has a broad mandate; its purpose is summarized in Article 1
of the Convention on the International Maritime Organization as

To provide machinery for co-operation among Governments in the field
of governmental regulation and practices relating to technical matters of
all kinds affecting maritime shipping engaged in international trade, and

20See Chirop et al. (2012, 1).
21In LOSC, when it comes to shipping regulation, a standard wording is ‘generally accepted interna-
tional rules and standards established through the competent international organization or general
diplomatic conference’ (for instance, Article 213, similar Article 94 Paragraph 5). This reference
empowers the international level to set standards.
22Librando et al. (2014, 577).
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to encourage the general adoption of the highest practicable standards in
matters concerningmaritime safety, efficiency of navigation and prevention
and control of marine pollution from ships; and to deal with administrative
and legal matters related to the purposes set out in this Article.23

Within the IMO, national delegations composed primarily of techni-
cal experts work closely with observers from all areas of industry, trade
unions and environmental organizations. This system created a global
community of experts working through the IMO’s system of committees,
sub-committees and other expert groups, on a sessional and inter-sessional
basis.24 By 2018, the IMO had 174member states and had produced over
fifty international maritime conventions covering, among other issues,
safety of life at sea, including construction, equipping, operation and
maintenance; vessel-source pollution including liability and compensa-
tion for damage; preparedness for and response to maritime accidents;
wreck removal; ship recycling; limitation of liability for maritime claims;
training standards for seafarers; facilitation of maritime traffic; and sal-
vage.25

Another international organization that plays an important role inmar-
itime activities is the International LabourOrganization (ILO).26The ILO
was founded in 1919 to pursue a vision based on the premise that ‘univer-
sal and lasting peace can be established only if it is based on social justice’,
and became the first specialized agency of the UN in 1946.27 Its so-called
tripartite structure gives an equal voice to workers, employers and gov-
ernments of 187 member states28 to ensure that the views of the social
partners are closely reflected in labour standards. More than sixty conven-
tions that have been adopted cover nearly all aspects of seafarers’ working
and living conditions. The MLC, adopted in 2006 and entered into force
in 2013, updates and consolidates these earlier ILO conventions.

23IMO.
24Simmonds (1994).
25See IMO.
26Roach (2016).
27Constitution of the ILO, Preamble.
28ILO.
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Under domestic legal systems, if the majority votes in favour of a pro-
vision, the minority is bound by this decision. In contrast, public inter-
national law is not governed by the majority principle but by the consent
principle. This reflects the fact that the foundation of public interna-
tional law is national sovereignty. Therefore, as a general rule, an interna-
tional convention only becomes legally binding when a state gives consent,
namely signs and, normally, also ratifies the convention and implements it
into its national legislation. In the modern maritime shipping world with
its rapid technological development and the advent of open registries, this
state-based solution has become unsatisfactory because the conclusion
and implementation of international standards is often refused or stalled
by the states. Since the established mode for the introduction of inter-
national standards is a highly time-consuming process, two instruments
have been used to solve this problem by limiting the states’ influence on
the standard-setting process.
The first one is the ‘tacit acceptance procedure’ whichwas first stipulated

in IMO conventions and can now also be found in those of the ILO.29

IMO committees regularly draft and adopt the technical parts of interna-
tional conventions mostly contained in amendments. These amendments
become binding if within a certain period of time, a certain number of
contracting parties (usually at least one-third representing at least 35%
of global tonnage) have not explicitly rejected them—silence means con-
sent.The tacit acceptance procedure enables amendments of international
treaties to enter into force within as little as a year after being adopted.
Although the requirement for consent is thereby not waived, consent
becomes the default position and unless states issue a declaration of the
contrary, they are bound by the amended treaty.30 Furthermore, the tacit
acceptance procedure is no longer solely used for strictly technical issues;
shipping standards with far-reaching consequences have been introduced
via this instrument.31

29See IMO; in detail König (2013, 8). The MLC has adopted this IMO procedure for MLC
amendments (Article XV), see Servais (2011, 75, 105).
30Kachel (2006, 34).
31For example, the mandatory introduction of the International Safety Management Code, with
further instances Pamborides (1999, 110).
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The second instrument is the clause of ‘no-more-favourable treatment’
which also can be found in both IMO and ILO conventions.32 Essen-
tially, a no-more-favourable-treatment clause requires that each contract-
ing party shall apply such conventions to a foreign ship in its ports even
if the flag state of the ship has not ratified the respective convention.
The clause is designed to prevent ships flying the flags of states that
have not signed the convention—in particular, open registries—from hav-
ing an unfair advantage. The no-more-favourable-treatment clause is not
regarded as prejudicial to the sovereignty of states that are not party to the
respective convention, because while it obliges signatory states to apply
the convention to ships registered in non-signatory states, it does not
place any direct obligations on non-signatories.33 Furthermore, the no-
more-favourable-treatment clause does not extend the jurisdiction of the
signatory states since the right of port states to prescribe conditions for
the entry into port already exists under public international law.34 How-
ever, this is a point of form rather than of substance because from the
perspective of the non-party states, it does not make any difference if an
international treaty directly obliges it to comply with its provisions or if
an international treaty obliges other states to apply its provisions to ships
registered in non-party states.35

To summarize, the combination of international standard-setting with
the tacit acceptance procedure and the no-more-favourable-treatment
principle has diminished the role of flag states and increased that of inter-
national organizations and port states. International organizations have
become the key players in shipping legislation. Nevertheless, there remain
many weak points because international standard-setting still relies on a
state-centred approach. For instance, regarding the tacit acceptance pro-
cedure, every state has the possibility to opt out of a convention and
implementation likewise still relies on states. As a consequence of the
remaining influence of states in international standard-setting, maritime

32For example, Article II SOLAS; Article 5 Paragraph 4 MARPOL, see Boisson (2016, 212) and
Oral (2012, 219).
33Regarding the so-called pacta tertiis rule of Article 34 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law
of Treaties, see with further references Proelss (2018, 16).
34Molenaar (1998, 119).
35Proelss (2018, 17).
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conventions are reactive rather than proactive as they are often adopted
in response to particular accidents or incidents, as the SOLAS convention
shows.36 Furthermore, they are of a compromise nature, thus only set-
ting minimum standards.37 Hence, standard-setting activities by regional
actors such as the EU who can push through their own agendas, as well
as incentive-based instruments of intermediate actors that foster higher
standards in maritime shipping are very important.

The Role of Public Authorities in Port State
Control and IMO Compliance Procedures

In standard-setting, the flag states’ primary responsibility has been substan-
tially reduced by the activities of international organizations. Regarding
the enforcement of standards, the situation is a similar one. Although
the IMO and the ILO are not empowered to enforce their standards, the
monopoly of flag states has been pushed back by complementing it with
inspections carried out by port states and with IMO procedures which
foster compliance of the flag states with their international obligations.

Port state control refers to the control of foreign-flagged ships by the
public authorities of a port state.38 Where a port state control officer finds
deficiencies, the officer may require their rectification. In serious cases, the
ship may be detained or even banned from returning to a country’s ports.
It is by no means a recent phenomenon that vessels entering a foreign port
are subject to standards mandated by local laws. A well-known example
is the Merchant Shipping Act of 1876, which appears to be the United
Kingdom’s first regulation relying on port state jurisdiction to address the
safety of foreign vessels engaged in international trade.39 This initiative of
port state control can be explained by the fact that the UK, the world’s
leading maritime power in those days, was witnessing great technological
changes in the expanding maritime shipping industry. In recent decades,

36Chirop et al. (2012, 5).
37For the MLC Pineiro (2015, 48). For IMO Conventions Carlin (2002, 347).
38Kasoulides (1993), Marten (2014), and Molenaar (2015, 291).
39Marten (2014, 37–41).
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the role of port states in enforcing international shipping standards has
expanded vastly.40 International law reflects this development, as several
IMO and ILO conventions now give port states powers to inspect foreign
vessels.41

However, port state control does not displace the flag state’s control.
Rather it follows a subsidiarity-based approach, compensating for deficits
of the flag state.42Thus, the public authorities of flag states are still involved
in the enforcement of shipping standards. To hold them to their obli-
gations, the IMO has begun to establish several procedures aiming to
guarantee that flag states properly implement and enforce international
standards. The point of reference for these IMO compliance procedures is
Article 94LOSC, establishing flag states’ fundamental duties and requiring
them to take the steps necessary to secure compliance with international
requirements (mainly ensuring periodic surveys and issuing and renewing
ships’ certificates).43

IMO compliance procedures against flag states have been widely intro-
duced in the 1990s.44 The most recent step has been the introduction of
the so-called IMOMember State Audit Scheme (IMSAS), which entered
into force in 2016. IMSAS which is mandatory45 is intended to provide
an audited member state with a comprehensive and objective assessment
of how effectively it administers and implements mandatory IMO instru-
ments.46 Such IMO compliance procedures demonstrate that the flag
states have lost their primacy in shipping regulation.
These compliance procedures differ from the traditional compliance

procedures of international law. The traditional compliance mechanisms
are actions taken unilaterally by individual states against other states.Thus,

40Marten (2014, 37).
41For instance SOLAS, Part B, Regulation 6 (c); MLC, Title 5, Regulation 5.2.1. But there is no
international obligation to do so.
42For this interconnection, see Marten (2014, 225).
43LOSC Article 94 Paragraph 1 and 5; Article 94 Paragraph 4; Article 217 Paragraph 1 and 3.
44Lemke (2011, 268).
45Amendments to COLREG 1972,MARPOLAnnexes I through toVI. SOLAS, 1974, as amended
(adding a new chapter XIII) International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978.
46IMO.
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it is upon each state to determine whether other states are fulfilling obliga-
tions owed to it, and whether there is non-compliance that cannot be rec-
tified by means of negotiations or diplomatic measures, such as retortions,
to induce the other state or states to comply with its or their obligations.
In contrast, the new IMO compliance procedures have been characterized
as ‘collective’ measures. This stems from the fact that not an individual
state, but an international body has the competence to ascertain whether
there is compliance and to take action in the case of non-compliance.47

The background of such ‘collective’ compliance procedures is the fact that
individual states regularly lack the interest and the information to consider
taking measures against fellow states.48

Regional Actors

Since the 1970s, the regulation of maritime shipping is subject to pro-
cesses of regionalization.49 Regional actors are involved by implementing
and enforcing international standards, setting stricter standards and con-
tributing local knowledge in the international standard-setting process.
The LOSC considers the IMO the predominant intergovernmental orga-
nization,50 but regarding the protection of the marine environment it
recognizes the importance of regional cooperation, as Article 237, 197,
127 LOSC show.The key regional actors are port states’ agency networks,
the EU and Regional Seas Organizations (RSOs).

Port states regularly act through agency networks. A historic example of
such networks can be found in the incident of the Amoco Cadiz , a major
oil spill in 1978 that followed a tanker running aground off the coast
of France. Subsequent to this incident, networks of public authorities of
the port states have emerged in order to enforce international shipping
standards more effectively. The underlying idea is that the elimination of

47Churchill (2012, 777).
48Beyerlin and Marauhn (2011, 318).
49For an in-depth analysis of the development of regionalism in the law of the sea Franckx (1998,
307) and, specifically on Europe, van Leeuwen (2015, 23).
50Critical: Ringbom (2015, 124).
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substandard shipping, meaning ships that are not compliant with inter-
national standards, would be best achieved by regional alliances of public
authorities. These agency networks do not act on the basis of an inter-
national treaty, but on that of agreements among the public authorities
within a region, known as Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs). They
embody a common database with shipping and inspection information,
common inspector training and a code of conduct. The earliest and best-
known regional cooperation of this kind is the 1982 Paris Memorandum
of Understanding on Port State Control (Paris MoU). It includes twenty-
seven public authorities from Europe including the Russian Federation
and from Canada.51 Paris MoU is the model upon which eight other
regions of the world have based their agreements on port state control.52

Establishing their own institutions such as a Secretariat and a Member
Committee,53 these agency networks, also known as PSC MoUs, can be
regarded as regional actors in maritime shipping issues because their status
is between a formal international organization and a mere agreement.
The growing number of sub-standard ships trading with the EU and

several maritime shipping accidents off European coasts, such as the Erika
andPrestige accidents, have spurred theEU todevelop its own regulation of
maritime shipping, notably starting with the Communication on a Com-
mon Policy on Safe Seas in 1993.54 At first, the EU aimed to improve
implementation and enforcement of international standards. A promi-
nent example is theDirective on Port State Control adopted in 199555 and
extended after the tanker accidents of theErika and thePrestige .56 In 2002,

51Paris MoU.
52Asia and the Pacific (Tokyo MoU); Latin America (Acuerdo de Viña del Mar); Caribbean
(Caribbean MoU); West and Central Africa (Abuja MoU); the Black Sea region (Black Sea MoU);
the Mediterranean (Mediterranean MoU); the Indian Ocean (Indian OceanMoU); and the Riyadh
MoU. The United States Coast Guard maintains its own port state control regime, see IMO.
53Paris MoU.
54EU Commission (1993), see Urrutia (2006, 202).
55Directive 95/21/EC of 19 June 1995 concerning the enforcement, in respect of shipping using
Community ports and sailing in the waters under the jurisdiction of the Member States, of interna-
tional standards for ship safety, pollution prevention and shipboard living and working conditions
(port state control), OJ L 157/1 of 7 July 1995. See in detail Salvarani (1996, 225).
56See Keselj (1999, 127). In detail van Leeuwen (2010, 75).
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the EU established the EuropeanMaritime Safety Agency (EMSA),57 pro-
viding technical assistance and support to the European Commission and
Member States in the development and implementation of EU maritime
shipping legislation.58 For this purpose, EMSA assesses the functioning
of the port state inspection systems and collects and analyses maritime
shipping information.
The tendency in the EU’s current regulation is to create its own reg-

ulatory concepts in order to push forward difficult negotiations on the
international level. Thus, this form of European shipping legislation also
includes standards which are stricter than the international ones in terms
of time scales and content.59 A well-known example is the issue of phasing
out single hull tankers and replacing by them with double hull tankers;
here, the EU’s proposals forced the IMO to adopt a faster schedule.

RSOs are regional bodies that have been established for a specific and
limited purpose, the protection and preservation of the marine environ-
ment of particular regional seas.60 In general international environmen-
tal law, RSOs are called regional Multilateral Environmental Agreements
(MEAs).61 With their local knowledge and their specific interest in solv-
ing local problems, regional MEAs can offer solutions for environmental
issues, implement international standards and negotiate their own stan-
dards. Even though they are based on intergovernmental agreements,
MEAs have acquired a measure of autonomy, with their own institutions
such as a Secretariat, a Conference of the Parties and scientific bodies to
enable them to fulfil their functions.62 Due to their organizational struc-
ture, they are called ‘autonomous institutional arrangements’.63

Initially, RSOs were established in Europe in the 1970s: The Con-
vention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East
Atlantic (OSPARConvention) and theHelsinki Convention for the Baltic

57Regulation 1406/2002 of theEuropeanParliament and of theCouncil of 27 June 2002 establishing
a European Maritime Safety Agency, OJ L 208/1.
58EMSA.
59See Höltmann (2012, 73).
60Tetzlaff (2015, 112).
61Birnie et al. (2009, 84).
62Birnie et al. (2009, 86).
63Scott (2011, 12).
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Sea are the central conventions for the protection of the sea.OSPAR started
in 1972 with the Oslo Convention against dumping and was broadened
to cover land-based sources and the offshore industry by the Paris Con-
vention of 1974.These two conventions were unified by the 1992OSPAR
Convention, with the OSPAR Commission as the forum through which
the contracting parties cooperate, as well as a Secretariat, five main com-
mittees and several working groups.64 Regarding the Helsinki Conven-
tion, the Helsinki Commission (HELCOM) adopts recommendations
for the protection of the marine environment, which is supported by a
Secretariat, the Heads of Delegation and eight main groups.65 Following
the examples of the OSPAR and the Helsinki Convention, the UNEP’s
Regional Seas Programme (UNEP RSP) was established in 1974 in order
to promote the preservation and protection of the marine environment
worldwide. The UNEP RSP provides a framework for regional coopera-
tion through a network of currently eighteen Regional Seas Programmes,
which implement action plans and are often supported by regional seas
conventions.66 In contrast to the EU’s taking the initiative in developing
its own sets of standards, these RSOs have mostly focused on implement-
ing international shipping standards.67 However, in recent years, they have
started to pursue their own environmental policies and provide impulses
at the international level. To give an example, the organs of the OSPAR,
the Helsinki and the Barcelona Convention have worked together to put
in place voluntary guidelines68 for the maritime shipping industry that
request vessels entering the waters concerned to exchange all their ballast
water at least 200 nautical miles from the nearest land in water at least 200
metres deep.The background for these guidelines is the fact that maritime
shipping is a key vector of invasive species due to the discharge of ballast
water and the sediments that it carries. The IMO Ballast Water Manage-
ment Convention preventing the transfer of invasive species entered into

64OSPAR Commission.
65HELCOM.
66UNEP.
67Ringbom (2015, 124).
68The General Guidance on the Voluntary Interim application of the D1 Ballast Water Exchange
Standard, see OSPAR.
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force in 2017. Thus, the RSOs have anticipated international standards
in their regions.

In recent years, the institutions of the Antarctic Treaty System (ATS)
as well as the Arctic Council have fostered their regulatory roles, because
both polar areas have very fragile environments susceptible to externally-
inflicted damage, while global climate change has stimulated interest in
making use of these regions’ resources and transport routes. The ATS,
consisting of three treaties69 and one comprehensive Protocol on Envi-
ronmental Protection, builds the framework for a regional MEA,70 with
the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meetings, the Committee for Environ-
mental Protection and a Secretariat as main organs. In the Arctic space,
the Arctic Council, itsWorking Groups and its Secretariat can be regarded
as a RSO.71 The work on a so-called Polar Code, regarding navigation in
polar waters, is a result of the regulatory cooperation of these two arctic
actors and the IMO.72

Intermediate Actors

Intermediate actors are non-state actors fulfilling public functions. Sim-
ilar to the regional actors mentioned above, they support the regulation
of maritime shipping by implementing and enforcing international stan-
dards, setting stricter standards and contributing expertise in the process
of international standard-setting. They differ from the regional actors in
that regional actors are essentially state actors. The involvement of inter-
mediate actors is said to constitute a form of ‘hybrid governance’ because,
despite their private nature, they are involved in public regulation.73 The

69The treaties are the AntarcticTreaty (AT,Washington, 1959), theConvention for theConservation
of Antarctic Seals (CCAS, London, 1972), and the Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR, Canberra, 1980).
70Steiner et al. (2003, 236).
71However, the Artic Council is a result of soft law, because the 1996OttawaDeclaration established
the Arctic Council as forum for promoting cooperation, coordination, and interaction among the
Arctic States and not a legally binding international treaty. For the role of the Arctic Council Fife
(2013, 355).
72Mucci and Borgia (2014, 505).
73A well-known example is ICANN, see Möllers (2015, 124).
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major intermediate actors are port authorities, classification societies, P&I
clubs and the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF).

Modern seaports are not mere interfaces between sea and land, but
operational hubs for the logistics supply chain and, as such, play a sig-
nificant role for seaborne trade. At the same time, the adverse impacts of
expanding maritime transport are particularly tangible in the local area
of a port.74 Combining interest in the regulation of maritime shipping
with the ability to do so, seaports, or strictly speaking the port authori-
ties, have created their own instruments to foster environmentally friendly
‘green shipping’ since the 1990s.Their key instruments are financial incen-
tives such as differentiated port fees to encourage ships to comply with
or even go beyond existing environmental standards, e.g. for ships using
cleaner fuels.75 Often, differentiated port fees are used in combination
with voluntary certification schemes or with environmental indexes. Such
certifications and indexes provide information about the environmental
impact of individual ships. Relying on a certificate or index that documents
how environmentally friendly a ship is is obviously easier for ports than
developing and enforcing a new metric.76 One of the first certification
schemes was the Green Award, initiated in 1994 by RotterdamMunicipal
Port Management and the Dutch Ministry of Transport.77 The Environ-
mental Shipping Index (ESI) established in 2010 is a project within the
World Ports Climate Initiative (WPCI).78 It identifies seagoing ships that
perform better in reducing air emissions than required by the current
emission standards of the IMO.
The legal nature of port authorities differs from region to region. In

Europe, most seaports remain in public ownership, but they are moving
towards a more independent private sector-like management.79

74Becker et al. (2011, 5).
75Lister et al. (2015, 191).
76European Commission (2017, 44).
77Green Award (2019).
78ESI.
79ESPO.
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The main function of classification societies is the technical surveil-
lance of seagoing ships.80 Classification societies set standards for the
design, construction and inspections of ships, carry out periodic surveys
and ultimately issue so-called class certificates confirming whether or not
a certain ship meets specific standards. Traditionally, the purpose of these
classification societies, which arose in England in the second half of the
eighteenth century, is to protect the property interests of shipowners and
operators, insurers and other private parties directly affected by a ship’s
seaworthiness. Today, however, classification societies also carry out pub-
lic functions, because flag states frequently delegate the fulfilment of their
international obligations imposed by IMO conventions and IMO resolu-
tions to specifically recognized classification societies.81 On behalf of flag
states, classification societies perform surveys and issue so-called statutory
certificates which confirm that a ship complies with IMO standards.
This brief overview reveals the characteristic features of classification

societies82: While remaining essentially private actors, classification soci-
eties perform a dual role. They have both a private aspect—classification
or voluntary services on behalf of the maritime industry—and a public
aspect—certification or statutory services on behalf of flag states. Thus,
they can be described as intermediate actors.

Protection and Indemnity (P&I) insurance provides cover for named
risk marine liabilities common to the maritime shipping industry. This
type of insurance has its origin in London in the middle of the nineteenth
century83 and can be seen as a consequence of third party claimants suc-
ceeding in their attempts to file claims for damages against shipowners.The
resulting P&IClubswere an adjunct to the commercialHull&Machinery
underwriters already established in the market.84 The P&I Clubs work on
a mutual, not-for-profit basis (mutuality) and are owned and controlled
by the shipowners.85 Currently, there are thirteen P&I Clubs covering

80For a synopsis of the historical role and development of classification societies, see Boisson (1999,
353).
81See Thorpe et al. (1997, 521).
82Boisson (1999, 371).
83For the history of the Clubs, see Young (1995).
84See Young (1995).
85Bennett (2001, 15).
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90% of the world’s ocean-going fleet (by tonnage), which are coordinated
by the International Group of P&I Clubs (IG P&I).86

In theory, mutuality provides an incentive for shipowners to minimize
risk by adhering to maritime safety and environmental standards. In prac-
tice, mutuality is not, in itself, effective in raising safety and environmental
standards, especially due to the problems ofmoral hazard and adverse selec-
tion.87 Thus, the Clubs employ managers who control entry and attempt
to set premiums that are commensurate with the riskiness of each member
so as to give an incentive to minimize risk.88 Insurance payouts are con-
ditional upon the ship’s compliance with international standards, and the
Clubs can also set their own stricter standards.89 Moreover, the Club Rules
state that a ship may be required to be submitted to survey by a surveyor
appointed by the Club. Hence, they can foster safe and environmentally
friendly shipping.

Especially since the 1990s, international organizations and regional
actors have made attempts to involve P&I Clubs more closely in the
regulation of maritime shipping.90 One option is a strict liability regime
and compulsory insurance, but these measures can be hard to find support
for on an international level91 and are only reluctantly accepted by P&I
Clubs.92 A further approach for getting the Clubs into the regulatory
process is the so-called Quality Shipping Campaign of the EU, launched
in 1998. This Campaign makes use of a range of incentives and sanctions
to ensure that private actors such as the P&I Clubs are more sensitive to
adopting and enforcing high shipping standards.93

The ITF, an international trade union federation of transport workers’
unions representing over 600,000 seafarers, plays a vital role in improving

86IG P&I (2019).
87Bennett (2001, 15).
88For the Clubs’ instruments to foster safe and clean shipping, see Riley (1998, 107).
89Eivendstad and Petire (2012, 327).
90On this issue, see Bennett (2000, 875).
91Originally, only regarding oil pollutions from tankers, known as Civil Liability Convention 1969.
The Bunker Convention entered into force in 2008, but has only 58 contracting parties; the Haz-
ardous and Noxious Substances by Sea Convention from 1996 has not entered into force due to
signatory states not meeting the ratification requirements.
92For this point, Eivendstad and Petire (2012, 340).
93For this concept, see Haralambides (1998).
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living and working conditions for seafarers since its beginnings.94 The
ITF coordinated trade union action against open registries in one of the
earliest reactions against capital mobility. Its focus has shifted from the
elimination of open registries in the 1950s to enhancing the living and
working conditions for seafarers on ships flying the flag of an open registry
since the 1970s.95 Shipowners sailing under what the ITF considers a ‘flag
of convenience’ have been pushed to sign one of the standard collective
agreements drawn up by the ITF. Shipowners agreeing to do this are given
a ‘blue certificate’. A blue certificate means that the ITF inspectors will
refrain from impeding the respective vessel from sailing. In the case that
shipowners refuse to cooperate with the ITF, hurdles might crop up in
the form of boycotts or other industrial actions if the minimum living and
working conditions on board as guaranteed by the collective agreement
are not respected.96

The ITF works closely with public actors in setting international stan-
dards and enforcing them. The ITF organizes seafarers’ representation at
the tripartite negotiations at ILO Maritime Sessions and meetings in the
ILO Joint Maritime Commission. Under the MLC 2006, trade unions
have their own right of complaint against the port state control authorities
which are obliged to enforce the MLC.97 In practice, the global network
of ITF inspectors supports public authorities with its information and
expertise in enforcing international shipping standards like the MLC.98

94It was founded in 1896 as the International Federation of Ship, Dock and RiverWorkers. In 1898
it expanded to include non-maritime transport workers. After the First World War, the federation
was re-established in 1919 as the ITF, see ILO (2019), see also Fink (2011, 145).
95Koch-Baumgarten (1997), see further Koch-Baumgarten (1998, 36; 1999) and Simon (1993).
96Koch-Baumgarten (1997).
97Standard A.5.2.1 no. 3 and no. 1 lit. d.
98ITF (2016b, 8).
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From State-Centred Regulation
to Conglomeratic Global Governance

The above description of the current international regulation of maritime
shipping has shown that flag states no longer are the key actors in mar-
itime issues. Instead, a ‘conglomeratic’ regulatory structure has emerged as
a number of international organizations, public authorities of port states,
regional and intermediate actors have become increasingly involved in
maritime standard setting and enforcement. This conglomeratic regula-
tion is not just a variation upon the governance once provided by the liner
conference system99: The liner conference system represents a form of
self-governance by selected groups of producers pursuing their own com-
mercial interests, whereas the conglomeratic regulation represents public
regulation, still influenced by states and international organization, despite
the growing role of intermediate actors such as classifications societies and
P&I clubs. Therefore, the conglomeratic regulation represents a new and
different way of making and enforcing rules at sea, characterized by the
interaction of a multitude of actors.
The LOSC hints at these regulatory changes: The preamble of the

LOSC emphasizes the importance of a ‘cooperation of the states’, and Art.
94 LOSC gives rule-making competences to international organizations
and mentions the right of port states to control ships. Primarily, however,
the conglomeratic structure has been created not through legislation but
through the practice of state and non-state actors responding to the failure
of flag states to meet their responsibilities.
Thus, in response to globalization and to the shortcomings of a state-

centric approach, namely the failures of flag states in maritime regula-
tion, a conglomeratic approach to regulation has emerged in the maritime
world. Perhaps the most important period in this process was the period
from the early 1970s and extending to the early 1980s when the most
important IMO conventions and their core elements, the tacit acceptance
procedure and the no-more-favourable-treatment clause, were adopted.100

Furthermore, in that period the first steps were taken to harmonize port

99See Premti (2016) and OECD (2015).
100Pamborides (1999, 100).
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state control inspections. However, the growth of conglomeratic regula-
tion was neither abrupt nor even and linear; rather, shipping disasters can
be identified as the key drivers of the increased regulatory activities.101 The
sinking of the Titanic (1912), the Torrey Canyon (1967) and the Amoco
Cadiz (1978) resulted in the adoption and revision of the conventions
SOLAS and MARPOL. The Amoco Cadiz oil spill also stimulated the
introduction of the tacit acceptance procedure and the establishment of
agency networks on port state control. The expansion of the EU’s reg-
ulatory activity can be traced back to the incidents of the Erika (1999)
and the Prestige (2002). Regulatory reform proceeded in a slow and still
unsteady manner. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that in the future new
actors and new instruments will complement the international shipping
regime.

Despite these shortcomings and limitations, the changing conception of
international regulation that can be observed in maritime shipping issues
can be acknowledged as an example of global governance. Global gover-
nance is commonly defined as ‘the complex of formal and informal institu-
tions,mechanisms, relationships, and processes between and among states,
markets, citizens and organizations through which collective interests on
the global plane are articulated and duties, obligations and privileges are
established’.102 Thus, the concept of global governance implies that while
states do remain key actors in addressing global problems, a multitude
of other actors beyond and below the state have evolved in parallel and
engage in international regulation. These actors range from international
non-governmental organizations, multinational corporations and inter-
national economic institutions to transnational social movements. The
conglomeratic structure of regulation that has emerged in the shipping
world over the past decades is one example of such global governance103

101Pamborides (1999, 12).
102Rosenau (1999).
103In this sense van Leeuwen (2015, 23): ‘maritime governance is defined as the sharing of policy
making competencies in a system of negotiation between nested governmental institutions at several
levels (international, supranational, national, regional and local) on the one hand, and state actors,
market parties and civil society organizations on the other hand’. Also Blooret al. (2006, 535).
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and may throw light on the mechanisms, achievements and challenges to
be faced in areas other than shipping.
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4
Thinking Outside ‘The Box’:

Decolonization and Containerization

Nicholas J. White

The Box, Levinson’s influential maritime history bestseller, demonstrates
that the shift from break-bulk to container shipping offered huge cost
savings. Gathering pace from the mid-1960s, the intermodal transport
of freight in boxes—highly automated and by ship, rail and truck—
eliminated up to a dozen separate handlings of cargo and simultaneously
reduced the risks of pilferage and damage. Capital was substituted for
labour in an era when dockworkers were prone to strikes which resulted
in escalating wage costs and frequent delays in port. Lines that failed
to take up the new technology faced extinction. The prospects of the
principal innovators, US companies (Malcom Maclean’s Sea-Land Ser-
vice, Inc. especially), capturing the lion’s share of Pacific and Atlantic
trade pushed European shipping lines into phasing out their conventional
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vessels.1 Broeze’s earlier, posthumously published study came to similar
conclusions, emphasizing ‘indispensable’ computerization (for documen-
tation) and the reduction of insurance premiums (through reduced cargo
loss).2 According to the recollections of a leading British naval architect,
involved in the design and procurement of the first container ships for the
Overseas Containers Ltd (OCL) consortium, the technology shift arrived
‘none too soon’. At ‘about half the ship’s year’, the ‘time a ship spent in
port loading and discharging was becoming ridiculous’. Break-bulk liners
were more like ‘floating warehouse[s] than efficient transportation vehi-
cles’.3 ForOCL’s Australian service after 1968, a BBC journalist discovered
that ‘nine ships will replace the forty which used to exist and the speed
with which ships can be unloaded and loaded (forty-eight hours instead
of two or three weeks) means that each ship can make five round trips a
year…instead of two-and-a-half ’.4

These standard interpretations of containerization’s origins focus on
the Anglo-world. Technological change is blamed on the obstructiveness
of British, American and Australian dockworkers (as well as the forcing
ground provided by US logistical demands in Vietnam). This, however,
neglects the wider-world situation; the process of decolonization of which
the Vietnam conflict was symptomatic. As Hopkins argues: ‘Instead of
fitting decolonisation into the ColdWar…the ColdWar needs to be fitted
into decolonisation…[T]he effective decolonisation of China…fuelled
the Cold War in Asia, drew the superpowers into the region and…pulled
the rug from under the colonial order’.5

Influenced by Hopkins, this chapter regards decolonization as much
more than a constitutional act. Decolonization was part of a bigger pro-
cess that preceded and exceeded the lowering and raising of flags at inde-
pendence ceremonies. Decolonization, for Hopkins, went hand-in-hand
with the ‘changing character and accelerating pace of globalization after
the Second World War’ in which ‘horizontal’ concepts of racial equality

1Levinson (2006, 8, 10–11, 92, 103, 161). Levinson’s influence can be seen in Bott (2009, 21),
D’Eramo (2015, 90–92), and Bernhofen et al. (2016, 38–40).
2Broeze (2002, 11–12, 23, 25, 28, 35, 42).
3Meek (2003, 104).
4Turner (1971, 315).
5Hopkins (2017, 736–737).
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and universal democracy, as well as the breakdown of complementari-
ties between industrial metropoles and primary-producing peripheries,
undermined vertical, hierarchic imperial systems.6 In this shift from colo-
nial to post-colonial globalization, the study of decolonization can be
extended from formal dependencies in Africa, Asia and the Caribbean to
include those territories ‘that retained their formal independence but were
clearly [previously] subordinated to an external power’ (notably China
but also the ‘White’ Dominions of Australia, Canada, New Zealand and
South Africa).7 The Dominions achieved political independence in the
interwar years, but disengagement (economic, cultural and geo-strategic)
from Britain was delayed until the 1960s. As Lindblad demonstrates for
Indonesia, meanwhile, the process of economic decolonization, through
the indigenization of business in the 1950s and 1960s, had a longer trajec-
tory than the achievement of political independence from theNetherlands
in 1949.8 Lindblad pays little attention to international shipping, but the
expansion of Indonesia’s national line, Djakarta Lloyd (DL), during the
1950s and 1960s (often through links to Japan and the Soviet bloc) was
part of this wider devolution beyond the transfer of political power.9

An overarching argument of this chapter, therefore, is that post-colonial
globalization, in tandem with economic decolonization, created a multi-
centred maritime system no longer automatically dominated by European
conglomerates (a phenomenon identified in the rise of Asian shipping
and shipbuilding in Tenold’s chapter in this volume). Non-Europeans
(wittingly and unwittingly) played significant roles in the remaking of
shipping forms by the 1970s. The focus is on British shipping lines and
how the challenges of decolonization affected their take-up of container-
ization after 1965. This is justified on two levels. Firstly, the ‘thalassoc-
racy’ which was the British Empire meant that UK steamship companies
were leading beneficiaries of the European-topped economic, political and
social hierarchies of colonial globalization.10 For example, Britain’s largest
shipping group, the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company

6Hopkins (2008, 241–242).
7Hopkins (2017, 736).
8Lindblad (2008).
9Jamieson (1995, 138–139, 143–144).
10Jackson (2006, 28).
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(P&O), has been called the ‘bloodstream of the British Raj’.11 Hence, the
levelling andmulti-centring tendencies of post-colonialism threatened the
pre-eminence of UK ocean shipping. Secondly, although British lines were
not the original innovators, they were at the forefront of developing con-
tainerization on a global scale, ‘devising and promoting a vast array of
changes to all its aspects’.12 The post-colonial context, moreover, was cen-
tral to this redeployment. Kerry St. Johnston, joint managing director and
one of the ‘founding pioneers’ of OCL, recalled in 1971 that ‘the seeds of
political and economic change sown as a result of the war were soon to
have a profound impact’.13

St. Johnston was also a managing director of the Ocean Steam Ship
Company (OSSCo; otherwise known as the Blue Funnel Line or Alfred
Holt & Co and renamed Ocean Transport & Trading Ltd [OTT] in
1973). The Ocean Group archive at the Merseyside Maritime Museum
supplies the primary-source base for this analysis. This is appropriate
because OSSCo, the leading British line in East and Southeast Asia, with
an offshoot to Australia, was embroiled in the end-of-empire experience
‘east of Suez’. Blue Funnel, from 1936, was also the major shareholder
in Elder Dempster, the dominant UK shipping interest in West Africa.
Additionally, the Ocean Group encompassed a Dutch subsidiary in the
Indonesia trade. As late as the 1970s, Malaysia/Singapore constituted the
Ocean Group’s ‘biggest revenue area’ with eastern Asia as a whole con-
tributing 63% and western Africa 32% of operating profits.14 Moreover,
as St. Johnston’s career trajectory emphasizes, Ocean was a key driver of
containerization after 1965 as one of the four founder companies of OCL.
Blue Funnel’s management persuaded P&O, the other lead partner in the
first British ocean-going container consortium, to take the plunge.15

The first section of this chapter does find evidence to support the exist-
ing literature’s focus on developed-world competition and costs pushing
British containerization. But, the bulk of the discussion focuses on the

11Bott (2009, 31).
12Bott (2009, 23).
13Bott (2009, 15); ‘Shipping—The Six Year Revolution’, reprinted from Ocean: The Journal of the
OSSCo (December 1971), 16–21, OA/832.
14Annual Report and Accounts (hereafter AR&A/Cs) 1970, 5–8, OA/4031/1.
15Bott (2009, 13, 27–30).
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wider decolonization picture. The second part shows the pressures (both
real and perceived) which arose from the emergence of national ship-
ping lines throughout the decolonizing world, critiques of the conference
system, and the potential for decolonized states to exploit the shipping
services of newcomers from outside the established European rings. More-
over, the third section shows how shipping costs were also rising in the
developing world through sovereign risks associated with decolonization;
not only in terms of labour, but also through port congestion, pilferage
and the declining position of European agency houses. The OCL strategy
allowed British companies to exploit the lower risks of Australasian trade.
Yet, as the final part argues, the agency of the ex-Dominions and Asian
Commonwealth states needs to be incorporated into the containerization
story.

The OCL Solution

In line with the established explanation, OCL’s birth did partly reflect
competitive threats in international shipping unrelated to political change.
Lindsay Alexander, a managing director of OSSCo from 1955 recalled the
situation when he became chairman in 1971. By 1965, it was clear that
Sea-Land, due to start trans-Atlantic operations in 1966, was designing
larger and faster container ships which had the carrying capacity to cover
the entire trade. ‘[S]evere over-tonnaging’ on the Atlantic was a ‘grave like-
lihood’. Sea-Land’s anticipated response was entry into the Pacific with its
excess vessels. Pushing west, Sea-Land had an existing network of trucks
and depots in the US, as well as Pacific Coast terminals and experience
in pivot transhipment. Sea-Land could offer shippers in both Europe and
East Asia through-transport door-to-door across both the Atlantic and the
Pacific. Sea-Land’s low rateswould also attract cargo, andOSSCowould be
‘under severe attack’.16 In this counter-containerization, St. Johnston like-
wise highlighted the ‘unmistakable signs’ that American coastal container
operators were ‘going international’. There ‘is no greater spur to rapid
economic assessments leading to investment decisions than the threat of

16‘Liner Shipping at the Crossroads. Part V—OCL and All That’, c. 1971, OA/750.
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having your business flinched from under your nose’, OCL’s CEO wryly
observed.17

Competition dovetailed with cost-cutting. Blue Funnel’s managers
reported in 1951 that ‘[i]n Australia the ships are held up on idleness
for long periods through lack of labour and port facilities, and by strikes’.
Blue Funnel ships to Australia covered about 50,000 miles a year against
75,000 miles for vessels in the UK–Japan trade. Moreover, the ‘home
ports’ experienced labour indiscipline: ‘Strikes, and bans on overtime, by
both dockers and ship repairers…caused much delay and rising costs in
sea carriage’.18 Blue Funnel executives were still besmirching Australian
labour two decades later. In the Australia–Malaysia service, the May 1970
pay-award on thewaterfront entailed a 20% increase in cargo costs, absorb-
ing over half Blue Funnel’s revenue and leaving ‘barely sufficient to break
even’.19

Meanwhile, the huge capital costs of containerization led to combi-
nations and consortia.20 As Alexander explained, if containers were ‘the
proper answer’, OSSCo was ‘not large enough to be able to go it alone’.
Single-handed, Blue Funnel would be reduced to ‘no more than a sailing a
fortnight’ to reap ‘economies of scale’.Thatwas insufficient to remain com-
petitive: joint-sailing agreements would beef up frequency. It was decided
to link with P&O since the Australian and Far Eastern activities of the two
groups were ‘perfectly complementary’. P&O was dominant in Australa-
sia, whereOSSCowas ‘relatively weak’, and vice versa in eastern Asia.21 Sir
JohnNicholson, Blue Funnel’s chairman in 1965, recalled similar in 1977:
‘our established Australian and Far Eastern trade shares were too small to
sustain the frequency of container service…needed to attract shippers’;
the ‘overhead costs could only be met if spread over several trades’.22

But, technological diversification was also a strategy to reduce sovereign
risk in the post-colonial world, a phenomenon often overlooked in the
existing literature. British shipowners believed that, under pressures from

17‘Six Year Revolution’.
18Annual Meeting, 6 June 1951, ‘Report for 1950’, OA/4003/8.
19AR&ACs 1970, 5–8, OA/4031/1.
20Levinson (2006, 215) and Broeze (2002, 42).
21‘Liner Shipping’, OA/750.
22Note in Nicholson to Alexander, 21 October 1977, OA/1582.
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national shipping lines and the holding down of freight rates by indepen-
dent states, the returns on capital from conventional liners were limited.23

Decolonization and Competitive Pressures

A consequence of political decolonization, and the accompanying drive for
economic liberation, was the encouragement given to indigenous shipping
companies (often government-subsidized and -protected through cargo
reservation). National carriers were embraced for a variety of reasons: as
status symbols and strategic necessities, to save hard currency, to help
employment generation, trade expansion and technology transfer and to
control freight rates.24 This was part-and-parcel of rectifying imbalances in
global trading regimes deemed to favour Europe. Denial of an indigenous
merchantmarine was described by an Indian shipowner in 1944 as a ‘grave
act of tyranny of England over India’. Citing Gandhi’s adage that ‘Indian
shipping had to perish so that British shipping might flourish’, political
independence would allow India to operate its own merchant marine as
a key element in economic development, halting the ‘drain’ of invisible
earnings to the UK and lowering rates to boost ‘industries at home’ and
‘markets for national products abroad’.25

By the 1960s, British companies were sharing the Indian and Pakistani
trades with the national lines with the former demoted to ‘the rank of
junior vice-admiral’.26 Throughout Asia, ‘political independence’ proved a
‘prerequisite for systematic fleet development and expansion’.27 The claus-
trophobia of post-colonial shipping markets was epitomized by develop-
ments in the wake of the separation of Singapore from Malaysia in 1965
and the emergence after 1968 of the Malaysian International Shipping
Corporation (MISC) and Singapore’s Neptune Orient Line (NOL). The

23Note by Sir Donald Anderson, Chairman P&O, 29 September 1971, OA/JLA/22/3.
24Turner (1971, 313), Dharmasena (1989, 86–88), and Evans (2012).
25Hirachand (1944, 193–199).
26Turner (1971, 307).
27Broeze (1987, 90).
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plan put up in 1962 by British shipowners to form their own Malayan-
registered subsidiary was scuppered. The UK lines ended up with their
nightmare scenario: ‘two Lines extra instead of only one’.28

National lines were usually containedwithin existing conferences which
regulated sailings and apportioned freights. Nonetheless, they were diffi-
cult partners. In Ghana, an obvious advantage for the Black Star Line
(BSL) was the marketing of cocoa, the country’s major export, by a state-
owned enterprise. In securing cocoa parcels to the Baltic, BSL was said to
be ‘overcarrying’ by 1964 in the northbound trade in an arrangement that
did not represent ‘true sharing’. A similar situation existed southbound,
particularly with cargo for the Volta River development project ‘specify-
ing BS[L]’.29 By the end of 1964, a change in Ghana Cocoa Marketing
Company policy, making arrangements with individual lines rather than
the conference pool, likewise tended to favour BSL. Simultaneously, the
German Woermann Line appeared to be getting extra cargo by appoint-
ing BSL as its Ghana agents.30 In April 1965, Elder Dempster’s chairman
regarded these arrangements in favour of BSL as ‘having a very damp-
ening effect on present earnings’.31 In Southeast Asia, meanwhile, MISC
was considered by Blue Funnel ‘likely [to] fiddle conference rules’.32

For St. Johnston, an inordinately ‘unproductive’ time in the post-
war era was spent by the ‘best brains’ defending conferences.33 In the
‘ideological-political revolution’ post-1945, conferences were in danger of
being bypassed.34 They were suspect as ‘neo-colonial’ price-fixing cartels,
allegedly inflating freight rates and preventing newcomers (both national
lines and cross traders) from entering routes. By 1962, the leading UK
shipowners reported to their Minister of Transport about ‘considerable

28Thomson, Ben Line to Nicholson, 18 August 1965, OA/2116.
29Cotton to Lucas, 27 September 1962, OA/2078/1.
30Muirhead to Tilby, Palm Line, 19 November 1964; Muirhead to Quarshie, BSL, 13 November
1964; Muirhead to Lagos, 5 October 1964; Lane to Gorick, Chamber of Shipping, 20 May 1965,
OA/2273.
31Lane to Lucas, Joyce and Ogley, 23 April 1965, OA/2273.
32Blue Funnel Line (BFL) Minutes, 28 April 1972, OA/1773.
33‘Six Year Revolution’.
34Broeze (2002, 70–72).
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misunderstanding and criticism’ of conferences from governments, ship-
pers and international bodies.35 In Indonesia, OSSCo was incensed by the
UN’s appointment of an ‘anti-Conference’ Australian as shipping adviser
to the Jakarta government in 1961. He sympathized with the Indone-
sian commonplace that ‘the word “Conference” suggests…a foreign body
with a complete hold on shipping’. The adviser’s subsequent report was
‘a scarcely veiled attack on the [Europe-Indonesia] Conference on the
grounds that it keeps the rates up to support chronic over-tonnaging’.36

In Confrontation with British-backed Malaysia after 1963, the increas-
ingly radical tone of Indonesian economic nationalism was epitomized
by the Minister of Sea Communications, Major-General Ali Sadikin, in
singling out the Europe-Indonesia Conference as the ‘tool of imperialist
domination in the field of international shipping’. Indonesia remained in
the conference, but through developing a ‘strong fleet’ of its own would
‘have the power … to transform the … imperialist “tool” into a tool for
our nationalist stride’.37

World-wide there were alarming pressures (as UK shipowners saw it)
fromdeveloping countries and the Eastern bloc, culminating in an enquiry
into conferences and rates by the UN Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment (UNCTAD).38 To break the cartels, meanwhile, decolonized states
could also turn to the Soviet bloc whose ‘substantial national fleets of
merchant-cum-military sealift ships … were under no obligation to show
a profit and could therefore undercut the freight-rates [offered by the con-
ferences]’. Espousing ‘the creed of brotherly love’, andwith ‘no connections
with the old imperial powers’, the Comecon lines ‘found customers in the
newly independent states, particularly in Africa’.39

35Shipping Advisory Panel (SAP) Minutes, 12 December 1962, OA/1870.
36‘Djakarta, June–Dec’, Holt to Day, 21 June 1961; ‘1962. Private Djakarta, April to July’, Graham
to Holt, 25 June 1962, OA/1961; ‘Ministry of Transport Correspondence’, Holt to Hosegood, 24
August 1963, OA/1869/2.
37‘Indonesia: Dutch Disputes’, confidential translation, 13 November 1964, OA/1696.
38SAP Minutes, 3 June 1964, OA/1870.
39Woodman (2010, 339). In 1965, Elders highlighted Polish competition in Northern Europe and
an oilseeds contract with the Nigerian Produce Marketing Company at an ‘uneconomic’ rate. Lane
to Gorick, 20 May 1965, OA/2273.
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Furthermore, the intrusion of newcomers as partners to the new
national lines was unwelcome to the established expatriates. To the cha-
grin of Elder Dempster, as Ghana became independent, the Nkrumah
government chose the Israeli Zim Line to establish BSL as a joint venture
in 1957.40 Zim also assisted Burma in establishing a national line which
entered the Burma shipping conference at the end of 1959 while Sudan
turned to Yugoslavia.41 Additionally, developing-world producers could
exploit non-conference interlopers. By mid-1968, Blue Funnel faced stiff
competition in the Malaysian palm oil trade from Stolt-Nielsen, the Nor-
wegian parcel-tanker outfit, offering rates lower than the conference.42 In
a buyer’s market, Malaysian palm-oil shippers, as well as Singapore rubber
dealers, used their muscle to reduce conference rates in the early 1970s.43

To paraphrase Robinson, political independence allowed Third World
states to effectively pick and choose which Big Brother (or combination of
BigBrothers) exploited them in future aswhatKleiman called the ‘enforced
bilateralism’ of colonialism broke down.44 On top of the massive subsi-
dized growth of the US merchant marine during World War II, what
disappointed European shipping lines was the encouragement given to
regulation inWashington. Blue Funnel’s chairman informed shareholders
in 1966 that: ‘American policy is still dictated by Congressional deter-
mination to impose on international shipping a pattern of control solely
derived from the singularities of national beliefs and commercial habits’.45

Drawing upon anti-trust ideology and encouraged by the Department of
Justice, the Federal Maritime Commission during the 1960s was particu-
larly concerned, for the benefit of US consumers, exporters and importers,
that America’s external trade ‘was open to all nations on fair and equi-
table terms’. In particular, that entailed the scrutiny of common carrier
agreements to ward off ‘cosy cartel[s]’.46 St. Johnston recalled in 1971

40White (2011, 197–198).
41Memorandum on Burma Trade, 31 December 1962, OA/2610; Jamieson (1995, 139).
42BFL Minutes, 21 June 1968, OA/1772/2.
43Levinson (2006, 255–256).
44Robinson (1984) and Kleiman (1976, 462, 471).
45AR&A/Cs 1965, 15, OA/4031/1.
46Cafruny (1987, 151) and Turner (1971, 309).
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that for much of the decade after 1955, the ‘overwhelming preoccupa-
tion’ of European shipowners was ‘attempting to restrain the monstrous
worm of American regulatory zeal’. A ‘new aura’ of rate-making, ‘at best of
increased consultation and formalism, at worst of blatant political muscle’
emerged.47 Reflecting the growth of US global power, Latin American
countries were also part of the process of using ‘restrictive practices to
establish and develop national merchant shipping fleets’.48 By the late
1960s, South American regimes added ‘thirty per cent to customs duties
for goods carried in foreign ships’.49

Developing-world shipping proved ineffectual. From 1974, UNC-
TAD’s Liner Code included the sharing of cargoes between shipping
companies of importing and exporting countries, and cross traders, in
a 40:40:20 ratio. But the code was only operative from 1983, and its
universality was undermined by US non-ratification plus European gov-
ernments, following Britain’s lead, only applying the code in shipping
with developing countries.50 By the early 1990s, national shipping lines
throughout West and Central Africa were in a dreadful state. None
were capable of carrying even 40% of their national export trades.51

MISC, though commanding a fleet of 44 vessels in excess of 1.3 mil-
lion dwt in 1982, still carried ‘but a small share of Malaysia’s overseas
trade’.52 Given the poor performance of national lines, Ocean faced a far
greater challenge from the outsiders of the industrialized world. Japan’s
Mitsui-OSK or Norway’s Hoegh, for example, were greater menaces
because they undercut conference rates.53 Despite the presence of BSL
and the Nigerian National Shipping Line (NNSL), Elder Dempster was
still capable of making spectacular returns in the late 1970s given the
Nigerian oil boom.54

47‘Six Year Revolution’.
48Iheduru (1992, 297).
49Turner (1971, 309).
50Broeze (2002, 70–71), Sturmey (1986, 185, 197–198), and Cafruny (1987, 224–226).
51Iheduru (1992, 308–11).
52Broeze (1987, 88).
53I am grateful to Nicholas Barber, a key strategist at OSSCo/OTT in the 1970s (and later chairman
of the group) for this insight. Email communication, 18 February 2013. See also White and Evans
(2015, 232); note on ICI, undated (c. 3 September 1965) and telex, 7 September 1965, OA/2273.
54Email communication from Nicholas Barber, 18 February 2013; Davies (2000, 382).
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But the weaknesses of the national lines proved a liability for the expatri-
ate companies. By July 1965, the profitability ‘actual’ of BSL was doubtful
and Elder Dempster was already aware that the Ghanaian line had ‘dif-
ficulty in paying its debts’. In May 1967, a BSL cheque was ‘returned
unpaid’, prompting discussion of Black Star’s ‘overall indebtedness’.55

After 1968, Elders was increasingly hostage to the inefficiencies of BSL
and NNSL in the joint service it was obliged to run with the national
line in the UK West Africa Lines conference (UKWAL), making Elders
vulnerable to takeover by the 1980s.56

Moreover, fear of the possible rather than the actual after 1945 drove
decision-making in international shipping. Highly apprehensive about
the prospect of maritime nationalism in their traditional domains, the
adoption of containerization by European shipping companies was part
of a wider picture of increased cooperation and combination. As Poulsen
argues, the trend towards consolidation in Scandinavian shipping dur-
ing the 1960s and 1970s was not primarily a response to the costs of
technological change but was designed instead to counter discriminatory
practices (not just in developing countries but in the US and Australia
too). Fear ‘had a very real impact at the time’ and in corporate strategy
the ‘issue of protectionism’ proved ‘pivotal’.57

This defensive strategy in light of the trend towards post-colonial state
intervention in shipping was driven home by F. L. Lane, Elder Dempster’s
chairman, in his justification of a full merger withOSSCo in August 1965:

Shipping being an international business, those engaged in it face a wide
diversity of competitive arrangements, many of which have the backing of
individual Governments in favour of their respective shipping lines …

[T]he financial results of shipping … will inevitably depend more and
more on specialisation and the use of modern techniques … The greatest

55Cotton to Accra, 28 July 1965, OA/2078/2; Management Committee Minutes, 16 May 1967,
OA/1587/8.
56In 1986, for example, as a consequence of mechanical failures, classification disputes and ship
seizures, and the resulting refusal of shippers to use Nigerian vessels, NNSL temporarily withdrew
from the conference. In 1989, Elders was taken over by France’s Delmas Vieljeux. Davies (2000,
390–392).
57Poulsen (2010, 76–83, 84).
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benefits … will accrue to those organisations which are large enough to be
able to justify the expenditure of time andmoney…which the far reaching
changes … entail.58

Those ‘modern techniques’ and ‘far reaching changes’ clearly included
containerization which was now being seriously considered by the Ocean
Group (including as we’ll see below inWest Africa). Moreover, the essence
of OCL was a combination of four leading British shipping companies
searching out new means to defend market shares and reduce political
risk. OCL was primarily a partnership between OSSCo and P&O, both
agitated by political and economic change in their former domains out-
side Europe.The first serious moves in British containerization were taken
around 1960 by the British India SteamNavigationCompany (BI), owned
by P&O. BI faced constraints in South Asia, deriving from the partition
of India and Pakistan and its expulsion from the coastal trade through
pro-indigenous regulations. BI’s headquarters transferred from Calcutta
to London in 1957, and 1960 was the year that P&O sold its last remain-
ing interests in Bombay and Calcutta, and in which black-majority rule
in East Africa became imminent.59 Through a study of UK-East Africa
trade, BI’s new technical department in London demonstrated that con-
tainerization could pay in regions of low as well as high wages. BI senior
manager R. B. Monteath became a ‘key figure in the early development
of OCL’.60

FurnessWithy andB&Cwere the other partners (albeit junior) inOCL.
Furness Withy’s Royal Mail Lines was increasingly unprofitable through
flag discrimination on top of import restrictions, exchange controls and
currency manipulations in South America (and in Argentina specifically
a desire to reduce dependency on the UK by diverting exports to con-
tinental Europe).61 B&C’s Clan and Union-Castle lines were likewise
facing the squeeze from national lines in India and east-southern Africa.
By 1966, they also had to contend with South African import restrictions,

58‘Acquisition’, memorandum for senior staff, 13 August 1965, OA/1696.
59Howarth & Howarth (1986, 164–165, 173, 174, 176–177).
60Bott (2009, 23–24).
61Forrester (2014, 195, 197–198, 207–208, 214–215).
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devaluation of the Indian rupee and the ‘unresolved problems’ of Rhode-
sia’s Unilateral Declaration of Independence, all of which were ‘having a
serious effect on [B&C’s] carryings’.62 The sense of uncertainty was exac-
erbated by additional costs and inconveniences associated with changing
conditions in the decolonizing Afro-Asian world: labour relations, port
security and congestion, and, the general retreat of European merchant
firms. ‘Safe’ colonial investments were being transformed into ‘risk cap-
ital’, the ‘crux of the international revolution labelled decolonization’ as
Fieldhouse argued.63

Decolonization, Political Risk
and Containerization

Disputes between maritime labour and capital, and rising labour costs,
were certainly not unique to post-war Liverpool, New York or Brisbane.
Labour militancy in the tropics was often a product of the reformist zeal
of late colonialism. In the ‘partnership’ era after World War II, French
and British colonial administrations attempted to stabilize labour through
promoting European-style ‘responsible’ trade unionism in the hope that
productivity increases would accrue. This usually spiralled out of control,
pushing up labour costs in a wave of strikes for pay increases as well as pen-
sion and other benefits, particularly among port and transport workers.64

Trade unions became ‘organs of anti-colonial protest’ as nationalist leaders
drew upon organized labour for mass mobilization.65 In 1956, Sir John
Hobhouse, OSSCo’s chief executive, reported that Asia was ‘in various
stages of … progress towards self-government’ and a general accompani-
ment was the emergence of trade unions which believed they were ‘not
up to the best Western standards unless [they] organise[d] frequent stop-
pages’.66

62Chairman Nicholas Cayzer in B&C AR&A/Cs 1966 cited in Sinclair (2010, 264).
63Fieldhouse (1978, 601).
64Cooper (1987, 1996).
65Low (1991, 238).
66‘South East Asia in 1956’.
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There was also trouble at sea against the backdrop of decolonization,
encapsulated in a strike led by Nigerian stewards on the Elder Demp-
ster mail boat Apapa while berthed in Liverpool in the summer of 1959.
This followed a series of allegations of racial discrimination on the part
of African crews and occurred in the midst of attempts to establish an
employers’ federation in Lagos to deal with the Nigerian Union of Sea-
men (NUS), believed to be under communist influence. The only way to
get the ship away was to promise a full inquiry in Lagos.67 With Nige-
ria on the cusp of full independence, and concern on the part of the
end-of-empire government in Lagos to avoid further labour unrest, the
inquiry ruled in the stewards’ favour. The Board conceded that African
crews experienced worse conditions than European ones, identifying
inequalities in wages, hours of work and leave arrangements. Elders was
advised to end the loosely regulated system of work hours, and institute
overtime payments.68 The shift from ‘vertical’ notions of racial and social
hierarchy to ‘horizontal’ ideas of racial equality and universal democracy, as
in Hopkins’s post-colonial globalization schema, were clearly making the
management of maritime labour more costly (or, at least, time-consuming
and formalized).69

Ongoing concerns about communist influence in the Nigerian labour
movement persisted into the 1960s (as did strikes).70 Seafarer militancy
intersected with that of Nigerian waterfront labour. The NSU’s ‘consider-
able truculence’, for example, in insisting that a pay award of September
1964 be backdated to the beginning of the year, was encouraged by ‘know-
ing [its] strong position after the success of the Dockworkers in obtaining
all their demands through strike action’, reported Elder Dempster director
Bruce Glasier.71

Port labour forces were also caught up in the competing nationalisms
which characterized late- and post-colonial politics. Hobhouse noted in

67Managers’ Meeting Minutes, 15 June 1959, OA/1060/1/1.
68Schler (2016, 92–93); Salubi Report summarized in The Newsletter: The Weekly Journal of the
Socialist Labour League, ‘Nigerian Seamen Win Concessions’, 5 March 1960, OA/1908/3.
69Hopkins (2008, 241–242).
70Gale to Glasier, 14 May 1960; Paxton to Holt, 10 August 1962, OA/1908/3.
71Managers’ Meeting Minutes, 21 September 1964, OA/1060/1/3.
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1956 that Ceylon was ‘wrestling with internal disputes between the Sin-
halesemajority and theTamilminority’ which had ‘disorganised the labour
force at Colombo so that the port is in a constant state of congestion’.72

Indeed, Ceylon’s decolonization dramatically changed port conditions.To
independence in 1948, Colombo was largely worked by itinerant ‘coast
coolies’ from South India who were not much bothered about their terms
and conditions since they frequently returned home after a year to two.
This allowed the development of a casual labour pool which could be
drawn upon by the mainly Indian stevedores at times of high demand
(and equally discharged in less busy periods). An affirmative action trend
in favour of indigenous Sri Lankans began in the 1930s downturn, inten-
sified by the political imperatives of independence. Whereas one-third
of labour was Sri Lankan in 1948, it was 80% by 1957.73 Local dock-
workers who replaced the immigrants ‘lacked the stamina required for
[strenuous] dock work’.74 Colombo’s famed efficiency disappeared as the
labour force decasualized and unionized, and industrial disputes became
commonplace. As Liverpool’s Bibby Line discovered, Colombo became
a ‘politicians’ playground’ as the unions wooed the national parties, cul-
minating in the nationalization of the port in 1958.75 ‘[S]hipping circles
and general trade in all corners of the world can only speak in terms of
despair and disgust of the pathetic daily tonnage output’ stated a report
on Colombo’s cargo handling in 1959.76

Port congestion intersected with labour unrest. The Liverpool Steam
Ship Owners’ Association (LSSOA) conducted surveys of its members in
the 1950s on the ‘wastage of carrying power’ arising from slow turnaround.
The UK and Australian ports were deemed outmoded but so was mar-
itime infrastructure in SouthAsia, theCaribbean andEast andWestAfrica,
whichwas unable to keep pacewith the upsurge of trade.This also reflected
restrictive labour practices, go slows and strikes. A cargo liner company
engaged in trade between the UK and India, Pakistan and Ceylon ran

72‘South East Asia in 1956’, Blue Funnel and Glen Lines Staff Bulletin (July 1956, 171–172),
OA/692/2.
73Dharmasena (1985).
74Dharmasena (1998, 77–78).
75Watson (1990, 47) and Dharmasena (1985, 112).
76Dharmasena (1985, 113).
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before the war, on average, three voyages a year for each ship in its fleet. In
1951, 2.25 voyages only were averaged, despite the fact that a large pro-
portion of the fleet had more engine power and improved cargo-handling
gear. This figure declined further to 1.9 voyages per annum by 1955. In
the UK-West Africa trade, voyages as a whole were taking 25%more time
than pre-war. Per annum, that entailed a loss of nearly thirty round voy-
ages. In the Caribbean, it was said to be taking six weeks or more to effect
turn round in a number of ports, which pre-war took no more than four
weeks (a 50%deterioration).77 For Southeast Asia in 1956,Hobhouse was
sure of ‘continued trouble in keeping the ships to anything like fixed dates’
given labour unrest, bottlenecks and political instability. Maintaining reg-
ular scheduled services, the meat-and-drink of Blue Funnel’s competitive
advantage, was increasingly costly. The agents and ships’ personnel sur-
mounted difficulties ‘with ingenuity and cheerfulness’ but, as Hobhouse
revealingly quipped, ‘you should see our cable bill!’78

Political upheaval interlinked with port congestion. Blue Funnel expe-
rienced ‘difficult and disappointing’ trade with China at the end of 1968
due to the ‘political tensions’ of the anti-western Cultural Revolution
and the ‘impossibility of maintaining liner schedules through chronically
congested ports’.79 Blue Funnel would withdraw from the China trade
altogether by 1970. It was not only the British dock strike in July 1970,
but also Nigerian delays caused by the civil war which cost OSSCo group
about £1.1 million during that year.80

Fraught labour–management relations leading to theft was not unique
to ports in theGlobalNorth either.81 In the late 1960s, the problems of the
Sierra Leone Port Authority were blamed on ‘inefficiency and large scale
pilferage due to lack of firm top management’. In Freetown, the general
secretary of the dockworkers’ union was believed to be in cahoots in this
criminality with the port authority’s personnel officer.82 Mass pilferage was

77Annual Report for 1950, 18; Annual Report for 1951, 18–24; Annual Report for 1952, 12–13;
Annual Report for 1955, 19–24, LSSOA/D/SS/2/7.
78‘South East Asia in 1956’.
79AR&ACs 1968, 15–18, OA/4031.
80AR&ACs 1970, 5–8, OA/4031.
81Levinson (2006, 26–27).
82Notes on visit toWest Africa, 15–24 January 1969 by E. Storey, 7 February 1969, OA/1296/2/13.
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an Asian phenomenon too. Six months into Indonesian independence in
June 1950, the ‘main difficulties’ for Blue Funnel were ‘the complete lack
of disciplined control over the men loading and discharging the cargo’,
involving ‘much stealing of cargo and considerable risk of injury to the
crew on watch’.83 In Indonesia’s economic meltdown from the end of the
1950s, things only got worse, reflected in an extreme incident of pillage at
the port of Balikpapan in Kalimantan inMarch 1965.Thirty to forty local
police and armypersonnel boardedLycaon, a steamship owned by theNed-
erlandsche Stoomvaart Maatschappij ‘Oceaan’ (NSMO), OSSCo’s Dutch
wing. Along with the dockworkers loading and discharging the vessel,
the armed intruders ransacked the cargo (including the personal effects
of the passengers valued at £8000; equivalent to about £147,000 at 2017
prices).84 This was a striking example of the unpredictability, uncertainty
and fragility of ex-imperial business in post-colonial states. However far
expatriate interests attempted to appease assertive nation-states, there were
no guarantees. The pillage at Balikpapan was baffling because Blue Fun-
nel had apparently secured its Indonesian trade by cloaking its UK status.
Given Confrontation with British-supported Malaysia, OSSCo withdrew
its British-registered tonnage and re-engaged the Dutch-flag NSMO ves-
sels in Indonesian waters as tensions between Jakarta andTheHague eased
(following the settlement of the West New Guinea/Irian Jaya dispute).85

The Balikpapan incident also underscored how information networks
unravelled through economic decolonization. NSMO/OSSCo lost access
to vital information flows as Dutch shipping agencies were nationalized in
the late 1950s, and British ones were taken over during Confrontation.86

In military-controlled Balikpapan, Blue Funnel lacked an agent. It was
only when Lycaon reached Sumatra that the Balikpapan outrage could be
reported to Amsterdam and Liverpool.

83Annual Meeting, 6 June 1950. Report for 1950, OA/4003/8.
84Djakarta File. January, February, March 1965, Boerstra to Amsterdam, 10 March 1965 enclosing
‘Visit to the Musi, 4–7 March 1965’; Boerstra to Amsterdam, 12 March 1965; notes on discussion
in Amsterdam, 5–6 March 1965, OA/1869/1. Purchasing-power comparators are derived from
MeasuringWorth.com.
85White (2012, 1306).
86White (2012, 1293, 1298–1299).
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Miller views intelligence flows, particularly via close links between ship-
ping lines and trading companies/agency houses in the port cities of the
colonial and semi-colonial world, as central to the European-dominated
maritime system.87 Expatriate merchant firms, which scouted out and
booked cargoes, were prime targets of indigenization measures through-
out the developing world. This is illustrated by two examples from the
apparently opposite ends of the post-colonial spectrum in eastern Asia:
Communist China and the ‘highly Americanised’ Philippines.88

The former’s assault upon British merchant firms supports Hopkins’s
view that China should be incorporated into end-of-empire narratives
given its ‘effective decolonization’ in 1949.89 In 1954, Butterfield &
Swire (B&S) was replaced in Shanghai by the China Ocean Shipping
Agency (COSA) as Blue Funnel’s agents.90 Breaking down, therefore, was
a British-dominated shipping-cum-trading chain along the Yangtze in
which OSSCo’s intimate relationship with John Swire & Sons, B&S’s
parent, provided access to the feeder services of the China Navigation
Company (CNC) as well as indigenous comprador networks.91 COSA
was an offshoot of the Ministry of ForeignTrade and, in contrast to B&S,
viewed itself ‘as the mouth-piece of the shippers rather than the repre-
sentative of the shipping companies’. COSA’s quasi-monopoly cut Blue
Funnel off from shippers and receivers. By the late 1950s, OSSCo had no
means of ‘knowing how we get what cargo we do’. Cargo flows could be
‘turned off at will for political reasons’. Meanwhile, the state corporations
had ‘a well-developed technique of refusing to accept rates which they
have not themselves explicitly accepted’.92 As Manila’s leadership sought
a greater Asian identity, there would be indigenization legislation by the
late 1950s.93 Blue Funnel’s British agents in Manila, Smith, Bell & Co,

87Miller (2012, 4, 31–32, 70–71, 171–172).
88Sir John Hobhouse, ‘British Interests in Eastern Asia’, Lecture delivered at the University of
Liverpool, 26 May 1952, OA/74.
89Hopkins (2017, 737).
90Falkus (1990, 304).
91Miller (2012, 90–91).
92Note by Alexander, 10 October 1958, OA/JLA/22/1.
93Jose (2012, 39–40).
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fell to Filipino interests in 1959.94 The transfer of the Smith Bell agency
to another local firm in 1970 led to loss of the valuable hemp trade.95 The
retreat of the expatriate merchants in the Philippines coalesced with the
emergence of a national line. The Maritime Company of the Philippines
was admitted to the Europe-Philippines conference in 1969; combined
with import restrictions, this was blamed for a downturn in OSSCo car-
ryings to the islands during 1970.96

Investing in containerization and developing OCL, therefore, provided
an opportunity for Holts to focus a greater share of its activity upon the
lower risk trades of Australasia. Indeed, ‘in view of the current political
situation in Asia’, it was decided in 1965 to redeploy two of OSSCo’s eight
ships in its general-cargo building programme from Asia to Australia.97

Chairman Nicholson admitted to shareholders in May 1966 that: ‘Given
the political uncertainty which pervades so many parts of Asia it is impos-
sible to foretell the course of development of our Eastern trades’. Prospects
in Ghana and Nigeria might be improved by regime changes but ‘the dif-
ficulty of prediction remained’.98 As Nicholson pointed out after a visit
to West Africa in February 1967: ‘In these waters there are no depend-
able sailing directions and any observations must be treated with distrust,
remembering that not even the most experienced local pilots foresaw the
political “coups” of 1966’.99

Moreover, risks in developing countries could be offset by growth
potential elsewhere.Containerizationprovided anopportunity to redeploy
resources towards the global growth triangle of North America, Western
Europe andEastAsia,with anoffshoot toAustralasia.To the 1980s, at least,
containerization proved a driver for growth primarily in North–North
not developed–developing world trade.100 That reflectedHopkins’s recon-
figured globalization after 1945 which encompassed ‘shifts in the world

94Carter (2002, 157).
95BFL Minutes, 29 June 1970, OA/1772/4.
96AR&A/Cs 1970, 5–8.
97Note byMacTier, 18 January 1965 attached to note for the board by Nicholson, 18 January 1965,
OA/JLA/20/1.
98AR&A/Cs 1965, 13–15.
99Note by Nicholson, 27 February 1967, OA/JLA/20/1.
100Ditto (2002, 45) and Bernhofen et al. (2016, 46–47).
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economy’, especially the tendency for increased exchanges between indus-
trialized countries.101 OCL’s first containerized service was UK–Australia
followed by Europe–East Asia during 1972 and 1973 where the princi-
pal attraction was the high value manufactures of Japan and Hong Kong,
not the primary products of Southeast Asia, the hangovers of colonial
globalization.102 Even without unpredictable ‘further political upheavals’
in West Africa, Nicholson in 1967 saw little prospect for increases in
profitability because ‘the traffic consists almost entirely of cheap primary
products’, whose ‘naturally low rates’ were ‘held down by political pressure
reinforced by national poverty, dissension within the Conference, and the
incursion of numerous outsiders’.103

Non-European Agency in Containerization

The lure of Australia, however, also needs to be set within the wider con-
text of the decolonization of the former ‘White’ Dominions. As Hop-
kins stresses, during the 1950s and 1960s there was an ‘almost unnoticed
decolonisation, as the old dominions began to look to themselves rather
to the “mother country”’. Exacerbated by Britain’s groping towards the
EEC after 1961, ‘[c]ommercial ties with Britain weakened’; these were the
material ‘symptoms of imperial dissolution’ whichmatched those simulta-
neously taking place in the Afro-Asian world.104 Moreover, as St. Johnston
noted, the tendency by the early 1960s for rates to lag behind costs was
not helped by independent Commonwealth governments, in Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa and India, which increasingly oversaw rate-
making.105

By the mid-1960s, the proverbial ‘Sword of Damocles hung over [Blue
Funnel’s] heads’, reflected Alexander, because the Canberra government
‘realise[d] that cargo handling costs in Australia were very high’ and ‘the

101Hopkins (2017, 730).
102I am indebted again to Nicholas Barber for this observation. Email communication, 18 February
2013.
103Note by Nicholson, 27 February 1967, OA/JLA/20/1.
104Hopkins (2008, 229, 237–239; 2017, 734–736) .
105‘Six Year Revolution’.
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consequential rates of freight would…hamper Australian overseas trade’.
Through ‘moral and legal pressure’, and with virtually no deep-seas flag
tonnage, the Australians insisted that the Europe–Australia services be
rationalized. In no uncertain terms, Canberra also wished to ‘cut out the
recalcitrant Australian docker’ via containerization. If the British lines
wouldn’t containerize, the Australians ‘would try to find somebody else’
(Sea-Land being the obvious choice because of Atlantic over-tonnaging,
and also Sea-Land was ‘poised in the vicinity of Australia’ through sup-
plying huge quantities of stores to Vietnam).106 Nicholson concurred in
1977: ‘we decided under the threat of intervention by the Common-
wealth Government that the trade between Europe and Australia had to
be containerised quickly’.107 In May 1966, the senior civil servant in Aus-
tralia’s Department of Trade, Sir Alan Westerman, called a conference
on containerization in Canberra. Sir Alan emphasized that ‘only if there
is a rational and evolutionary approach in the question of relationships
[between shippers and shipowners] will the kind of stability of service that
we need be assured’.108 Given the annual friction between New Zealand’s
Meat and Dairy Boards and British shipping during freight-rate negotia-
tions, the containerization of the refrigerated trades after 1969 relied upon
strong support from the top government brass in Wellington, including
Sir John Marshall (deputy premier with responsibility for commerce and
industry).109

In this regard, the OCL project need not be seen as a new departure.
Containerization was an attempt to prevent further dissipation of estab-
lished Commonwealth (including South African) trade links, threatened
by the assertive and reorienting ex-Dominions. Nicholson regarded Fur-
ness Withy and B&C as essential partners in OCL because ‘the South
African trade [where B&Cwas particularly strong] should provide impor-
tant and early throughput for OCL’; the ‘South African services might
combine conveniently with West Africa and/or Australia’; while Shaw,
Savill & Albion, of Furness Withy, had ‘a large stake in the Australasian

106‘Liner Shipping’.
107Note in Nicholson to Alexander, 21 October 1977, OA/1582.
108Bott (2009, 43).
109Bott (2009, 158–159).
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trades’.110 The containerization of the Europe–West Africa routewas even-
tually rejected by OCL.111 But West Africa was originally intended as a
link in the global containerization chain since Elder Dempster experi-
mented with the use of ten-ton boxes from the end of 1964. This proved
unsuccessful.With the amalgamation ofOSSCo and ElderDempster dur-
ing 1965, however, Elders was strongly encouraged not to abandon con-
tainers.112 Lane’s legitimization of the Elders-OSSCo merger, discussed
above, was clearly in this context of providing capital and know-how to
support the technological shift. This grand, post-imperial vision in intra-
Commonwealth trade (which, in Asia, would encompass Singapore and
Hong Kong) very likely explains the support of the Labour Government
of 1964–1970 for OCL. Minister of Transport Barbara Castle was espe-
cially encouraging, making investment grants available not only for vessel
construction, but also for the containers they would carry.113 Notwith-
standing Britain’s second application to join the EEC in 1967, Harold
Wilson’s government remained remarkably pro-Commonwealth.114

Equally, however, British shipownerswished to secure a slice of burgeon-
ing intra-Pacific exchanges, typical of the decentring of global trade that
accompanied decolonization. Since the mid-1960s, ‘the engine of growth
in [Australasia’s] international trade has been driven by links with Japan
and the countries in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations…By the
mid-1960s trade between Australia and Japan alone already exceeded the
value of trade between Australia and Britain’.115

OCL partnered with CNC, in which OSSCo enjoyed a half-share, in
the containerization of the Australia-Japan trade.116 This was not merely
to reduce labour costs. As in the European trade, there was ‘continued pres-
sure’ from the Australian authorities, wishing to encourage routes linking

110Nicholson to Anderson, 13 December 1965, OA/JLA/20/1.
111Bott (2009, 34).
112Managers’ Meeting Minutes, 14 September 1964; 30 November 1964; 22 August 1966,
OA/1060/1/3.
113Bott (2009, 25–26).
114Catterall (2018, 838–839).
115Hopkins (2008, 239).
116Broeze (2002, 50).
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Australia with markets in Japan and North America alongside Europe.117

Australia-Japan’s containerization was also spurred on by the ambitions
of the government-controlled Australian National Line (ANL). Subse-
quently, ANL entered into ‘all trades between Australia and South East
Asian countries as consortium members within the conferences alongside
OCL’.118 Expelled from mainland China in the 1950s, Swires/CNC was
obviously seeking new outlets. But, as Sir Adrian Swire, deputy-chairman
of the parent company, recalled: ‘an extra dimension…was the strident
noises emanating from Canberra and ANL that the time had come for
Australian-owned, Australian-flagged and Australian-crewed ships’. The
original two Australia Japan Container Line (AJCL) vessels were devoid of
Australian equity participation, while being British-flagged and Chinese-
crewed. Yet, AJCL did employ Australian officers and the ships were
built with ‘magnificent crew accommodation’ should fuller localization
be required.119 As Nicholson informed his opposite number at P&O in
December 1965, it was not only Sea-Land and the Swedish Wallenius
Lines, but also ANL which would capture business should the British
companies not ‘establish an effective organisation’.120

That the nature and pace of containerization was often determined
by the exigent ex-Dominions is confirmed in the South African experi-
ence. There was a growing maritime nationalism on the part of Pretoria
through the formation of Safmarine as the national line in 1946, a ‘pro-
prietorial interest…in keeping northbound rates of freight as depressed as
possible’, and a trend towards self-sufficiency with the official adoption of
Apartheid in 1948 (and even more so after South Africa’s Commonwealth
exit in 1961).121 But containerization was not contemplated until 1975
given plentiful supplies of cheap and quiescent labour plus ample port
capacity. The advent of containerization in 1977 was largely determined
by the nationalized South African Railways and Harbours. Given Safma-
rine’s dominance of the South African Conference, five of the ten North
Europe–South Africa ships and one of the three Mediterranean-South

117Bott (2009, 90–91).
118Bott (2009, 94).
119Bott (2009, 96–97).
120Nicholson to Anderson, 13 December 1965, OA/JLA/20/1.
121Bott (2009, 166–167).
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Africa vessels were provided by the national carrier. The joint service was
also forced into adopting a particular specification of insulated container,
suspected as a ruse to prevent British consortia entering South Africa with
their Australasian ships.122

Yet, the initiative of ex-British colonies in the take-up of containers
needs to also encompass the non-Dominions. Singapore andMalaysiawere
the exemplars where container port development was embraced by prag-
matic governments. As Levinson recognized, ‘no government anywhere
was as aggressive in preparing for the container age as Singapore’s’.123 Nor
is the link between decolonization and containerization any less obvi-
ous: independent through ejection from Malaysia in 1965, and facing a
rapid rundown of Britain’s defence complex by 1968, Lee Kuan Yew’s gov-
ernment built a container port in its strategies for economic survival—
to become the commercial hub of Southeast Asia and to foster export-
oriented industrialization.124 Singapore’s first container facility opened in
June 1972, and OCL’s new route to the ‘Far East’ encompassed Singapore
with Hong Kong and Japan.125 In the subsequent development of intra-
Pacific services, it was not only ANL, but also Singapore’s government-
owned and largest line, NOL, which was ‘waiting in the wings to partic-
ipate’.126 By 1978, Singapore possessed the second largest merchant fleet
in Asia, and in 1982 fifteen of NOL’s 33 ships were container vessels.127

By the 1990s, Singapore was the world’s largest container port.128

Anxious to be economically independent of the port-city nation,
Malaysia followed suit. The government in Kuala Lumpur studied con-
tainerization, and Port Klang was decided upon as the main container
terminal (Penang’s approaches were too shallow and Klang was nearer to

122Bott (2009, 167–168).
123Levinson (2006, 209).
124Levinson (2006, 209–211).
125AR&ACs 1971, 5–6; Meek (2003 163–167).
126Bott (2009, 175). A container service between Australia and Southeast Asia was being seriously
considered by the end of 1969. As Blue Funnel directors appreciated, in these cross trades the
respective governments would want their own national flags operating and an approach to a Singa-
pore/Malaysian interest as well as ANLwas proposed, alongside P&O.Note in Swayne to Alexander,
12 December 1969, OA/JLA/5/1.
127Broeze (1987, 85, 88).
128Huff (1994, 306).
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industrializing ‘Greater Kuala Lumpur’). The first phase of Klang’s expan-
sion was completed in July 1973. OCL’sTokyo Bay was the first container
vessel to dock at Klang.129 British shipping agents in Malaysia found
that containerization fit a particular government-led development agenda
in the positive discrimination of the New Economic Policy (officially
launched in 1971).The handling and inland distribution of containers was
a new growth area which could be reserved for enterprises representing the
economically disadvantaged Bumiputeras (Malays and other indigenous
groups) and so reduce ongoing Malaysian Chinese and foreign (primar-
ily British) domination of the economy.130 Blue Funnel managers came
to realise, too, that MISC spied an opportunity to expand through road
haulage from Klang to Kuala Lumpur. Kontena Nasional, the forwarder
established in 1973, involved a 25% shareholding by Malaysia’s national
line.131 As Alexander of Blue Funnel appreciated in 1968, containerization
of intra-Southeast Asian services would be ‘popular with both Malaysian
and Singapore governments’, especially if reductions in rates were likely
and part of OSSCo’s holding in the Straits Steamship Company could be
sold to them.132

The agency of post-colonial states is additionally brought out in the
case of Sri Lanka. As Dharmasena argued, the economic decolonization
inherent in the formation of the Ceylon Shipping Corporation (CSC) in
1969 (and nationalized in 1971) spurred on Colombo’s containerization.
The American President Lines may have been the innovator at Colombo,
but ‘as a relative newcomer CSC … had no particular reason to cling
to the older technology’. From 1980, in partnership with NOL signif-
icantly, CSC commenced a service to Felixstowe, Hamburg, Rotterdam
and Bombay. Reversing previous dependence, CSC quickly monopolized
tea exports to Britain. Further collaboration followedwith Singapore, link-
ing West Germany, the Red Sea, Colombo and Singapore, as well as the
European newcomer Maersk on the Colombo–Singapore–US–Canada

129Port Klang (2011, 64, 69); BFL Minutes, 28 April 1972, OA/1773; Bott (2009, 130–131).
130Kuala Lumpur to London, 29 September 1970; Annesley to London, 22 August 1974 and
attached extract from Sunday Times (Malaysia), 4 August 1974, H&C/37600.
131BFL Minutes, 28 April 1972, OA/1773; ‘Changes at the Top in Kontena Nasional’, New Straits
Times, 12 September 1981.
132Note by Alexander, 28 February 1968, OA/JLA/20/1.
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route. Independently, CSC ran East Asian services.133 By the mid-1980s,
CSC’s containerized services also encompassed the Middle East and Aus-
tralia, and aColombo–Bombay–Mangalore shuttle.134 Eight of the eleven-
strong CSC fleet by 1985 were container ships.135 Shipping moderniza-
tion reflected Sri Lanka’s shift from an inward-looking development policy
towards an export-oriented growth strategy emulating the East and South-
east Asian model.136 That entailed upgrades in Colombo’s infrastructure,
with Japanese assistance. By the mid-1980s, Colombo eclipsed its fore-
most rival, Bombay, in container throughput and emerged as South Asia’s
top port.137

Conclusion: Contextualizing Containerization

On the surface, the adoption of containerization by European shipping
companies represented the usual business imperatives of cutting costs and
meeting competition. But, as St. Johnston appreciated, the variables had
been greatly influenced by the deeper post-war global phenomenon of
decolonization:

New nations, new aspirations, new fleets, new attitudes to trade with a …
bias towards bilateralism, bred action and re-action, much of which had to
be absorbed by … the conferences, whose memberships were then almost
exclusively made up of ‘haves’ but whose future success and survival was
now to depend on…finding ameans of accommodating the ‘have nots’.138

As FurnessWithy was being lured into theOCL consortium, its chairman,
Sir Errington Keville, made an after-dinner speech in which he stressed
that: ‘The British shipping industry [had] to rationalise’ because ‘toomany
ships [were] chasing too many cargoes, despite the fact that world trade

133Dharmasena (1989, 107–108).
134Dharmasena (1989, 108).
135Dharmasena (1998, 241).
136Dharmasena (1998, 136–137).
137Dharmasena (1998, 238–239, 255).
138‘Six Year Revolution’.
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had doubled in the [previous] ten years’.139 But this wasn’t just about the
arrival of new national shipping lines. Political and economic instability
and uncertainty, labour troubles, port inefficiency and pilferage, which
also accompanied decolonization in the developing world and pushed up
shipping costs, should be factored into the containerization equation as
well.

Seen in this context, for all the talk of a ‘container revolution’ container-
ization was not that revolutionary.The strategic lead taken by British ship-
ping companies post-1965 was primarily to save core business. Britain’s
second box business, Associated Container Transportation, also began
its operations in Australia where three of the major partners, Cunard,
Blue Star and Ellerman, had significant interests.140 Redeployment and
rationalization through containerization was in large part concerned with
preserving Commonwealth links which were threatened by post-colonial
globalization (including theUK’smove towardsEurope and the emergence
of the US as a global shipping power). Defending intra-Commonwealth
trade worked both ways, however.The decolonized ex-Dominions wanted
to use the box to diversify their trade links, but also to reduce costs when
the EEC threatened the loss of Commonwealth preference. Long-distance
UK trade was still viable in containers suggesting that economic disen-
gagement between Britain and the ex-Dominions during the 1960s was
not as complete as Hopkins suggests. The UK took just 19% of New
Zealand’s exports in 1976 compared to 53% in 1960. Nevertheless, as
Sir John Marshall encouraged containerization, he also sought guaran-
tees for New Zealand’s exports to Britain as the latter bid to join the
EEC, and during the 1970s the UK remained the largest market for New
Zealand’s dairy products.141 OCL claimed in 1981 that the oil price hikes
of the mid-1970s nullified the freight-rate and speed efficiency savings
of container vis-à-vis conventional vessels. But eventualities don’t detract
from the original perceptions that drove strategy in the 1960s, and ‘vis-
ibly dramatic improvements’ in ‘losses from damage or pilferage’ were

139Fairplay, 4 November 1965, cited in Forrester (2014, 215).
140Bott (2009, 34–35, 67).
141Lodge (1978, 303).
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still achieved.142 Interlocking again with Tenold’s chapter, the agency of
Asian members of the Commonwealth should not be overlooked either;
they containerized as part of their post-colonial development strategies.
Decolonization and containerization went hand-in-hand in the mercurial
mix of nationalizing and internationalizing tendencies that characterized
the transition to post-colonial globalization. As Davies observed for West
Africa, the ‘prime factor’ distinguishing the post-1945 era was ‘political
and then economic independence’, but decolonization was ‘closely allied
to the greatly accelerated pace of technological progress’.143
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5
‘Containerization in Globalization’: A Case

Study of How Maersk Line Became
a Transnational Company

Henrik Sornn-Friese

Introduction1

Studies on the role of containerization in globalization have centred either
broadly on the history of the liner shipping industry,2 or more narrowly
on strategic alliances3 and global maritime networks.4 Most of these
studies in addition have been carried out at the industry level and have

1This chapter is generally based on and extends an earlier article, written in Danish, Sornn-Friese
(2017).
2Broeze (2002), Donovan and Bonney (2006), Levinson (2006), Slack and Frémont (2009), and
van Ham and Rijsenbrij (2012).
3Rimmer (1998), Ryoo and Thanapoulou (1999), Broeze (2002), and Slack et al. (2002).
4Frémont (2007, 2010),Gadhia et al. (2011),Ducruet andNotteboom (2012), andDucruet (2016).
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largely neglected the strategic dynamics associated with identifying busi-
ness opportunities at home and abroad, the mobilization of resources,
and efforts to continually adjust company strategy and organization. This
chapter adds to the literature in two ways. Firstly, by shifting the unit of
analysis from that of industry to that of the firm and, secondly, by focus-
ing on the process of a company’s transnationalization, which entails the
establishment of a global network of subsidiaries orchestrated by a central
corporate headquarters.5

The chapter uses a historical case study of Maersk Line, the world’s
leading container carrier. Maersk Line’s global leadership was achieved
within a relatively short time period and was the result of Mærsk Mc-
KinneyMøllers decision in 1973 to enter container shipping—the biggest
investment in the history of the AP Moller companies. Maersk Line has
since grown into the world’s largest container ship operator with almost
33,000 employees in 130 countries, a fleet of 639 container ships serving
59,000 customers around the globe, more than 300 own company offices
in 121 countries, global service centres inDenmark, the Philippines, India
and China, and access to 343 port terminals and inland transport facilities
in 61 countries, partly through its sister company APM terminals.
Why did Maersk Line decide to become a global company, and how

did it manage so quickly to achieve leadership in an industry dominated
by a small number of consortia organized in cartel-like liner conferences?
The major features in the company’s development are well documented,
but the story of how Maersk Line became a transnational corporation is
an overlooked chapter.6 The replacement of long-established third-party
agency agreements with own offices after 1974 was a decision of great
importance that enabled superior services globally. The motto ‘service all
the way’ was the hallmark and a major driving force for the company.
In a rare interview, the person in charge of the new container initiative,
Mr Ib Kruse, explained how the company’s competitiveness rested on a
service ‘second to none’, realized through the combination of modern and
effective company-owned ships with sophisticated equipment developed

5Bartlett (1986).
6Hornby (1988) and Jephson and Morgen (2014).
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in-house, a global network of own company offices and high-level com-
munication, and sophisticated documentation and control systems.7 This
chapter examines the development of these elements.
Through interviews with current and former employees of the AP

Moller-Maersk Group, documents from the company’s private archives
and various secondary sources, the transnationalization of Maersk Line is
studied as an ‘extended era’, limited in time and focusing on the substitu-
tion of third-party agents abroad with own country offices. With inspira-
tion from the theory of dynamic capabilities the chapter seeks to explain
how Maersk Line created an efficient global organization while adapting
its services to local market needs in the countries where it operates.8 The
chapter demonstrates strategic change by examining the company’s abil-
ity to capture and understand new business opportunities, seize them and
change the company’s core competencies.The study of such dynamic capa-
bilities provides new perspectives for the understanding of transnational
corporations.9

The analysis focuses largely on the period from 1974 to 1999, during
which the establishment of the company’s global network of own overseas
offices was particularly pronounced. In this period, the company’s many
country managers had, as ‘entrepreneurs and kings’, the responsibility to
create profits in their own country, and there were many local investments
in container shipping and related services.10 The Copenhagen headquar-
ters decided on the overall strategy forMaersk Line and had a direct role in
local development, but country offices were run as profit centres. Towards
the end of the period, culminating in the acquisition of Safmarine and Sea-
Land in 1999, the organization changed gradually, with the multifarious
activities increasingly organized into independent product lines.

7Ikeda (1980).
8Teece et al. (1997) and Eisenhardt and Martin (2000).
9Teece (2014).
10Jensen (2014).
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A Transnational Company

Unlike the global companies of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
primarily plantation, mining and international trade, which were typi-
cally state-supported monopolies on specific trades within the European
colonies, modern transnational companies such as Maersk Line are char-
acterized by their involvement in direct business activities abroad and their
ability to profit from cooperation and international division of labour.11

The decision in 1973 to enter into container shipping was the start of
Maersk Line’s deep internationalization, developing as a genuine transna-
tional corporation. Not only is Maersk Line today a huge and diverse
company that serves customers around the globe with different needs and
expectations, its activities are also managed so as to provide economies of
scale through a global organization while the company can concurrently
handle various conditions in different regions of the world and differen-
tiate its services to local needs.

Several factors differentiate the transnational company fromother inter-
national companies.12 Transnational companies are able to plan, organize,
coordinate and control their business activities across countries—typically
from a central headquarters and through the setting of common goals and
strategies. Characteristically, they promote multiple internal management
perspectives, through which they can decode and respond to the diver-
sity of external demands and opportunities; their interdependent physical
assets and management capabilities are distributed internationally; and
they have a strong unifying management approach.13 The latter is char-
acterized by top management’s ability to synchronously manage context,
processes and content. Context management is the task of providing a
structure for delegated decision-making based on clear goals and prior-
ities, career development for leaders with a global mindset, and estab-
lished decision-making procedures. Top management’s direct interven-
tion in organizational processes may include minor modifications, typ-
ically handled through continuous monitoring and additional decision

11Hymer (1971) and Heaver (2010).
12Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989).
13Bartlett (1986).
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support, as well as major interventions (such as establishing temporary
working groups and task forces) in larger or more complex situations.
Through content management, top management intervenes directly in
local decision-making situations, if an issue remains unresolved, or if a
previously selected solution proves unsatisfactory.

Soon after World War II Maersk Line had established a handful of
offices abroad, and these became important for the subsequent container
endeavour and for the building of the company’s transnational organi-
zation from the middle of the 1970s. The latter followed the expansion
of the trade network, where new regions were gradually added. In each
region, Maersk Line established key country offices, while in individual
ports and certain mainland hubs it opened up small branch offices. In the
few locations that did not offer enough business volume to form a true
profit centre, the company continued to be represented by third party
agents.

OnlyTaiwan’s Evergreen matchedMaersk Line’s approach in scope and
dedication, and the two became the first real transnational companies in
international container shipping. Although there was strategic awareness
of the importance of strong representation locally, Maersk Line’s global
organization was not the result of a conscious transnational strategy, but
rather of a long process of change in which the company reacted to busi-
ness opportunities as they arose and dismissed the elements it found not
to work. It is true, however, that container shipping, at least initially,
required proximity to the customers, that certain economies of scale to
some extent justified strong local country offices, and that the strength of
the company’s distinct entrepreneurial culture, where it ‘was better to get
forgiveness than to get permission’, made it desirable to have a functioning
internal sharing of knowledge and information.14 All this contributed to
the transnationalization of Maersk Line through a period when container
shipping—driven by the transition from general cargo traffic to standard
containers and the relocation of production from the West to low-wage
countries in Southeast Asia—was a high-growth market.

14Jensen (2014).
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The Establishment of the First Maersk Line
Offices Abroad

Shortly afterWorldWar I Arnold Peter Møller started tramp shipping ser-
vices in theUS freightmarket, fromwhere he soon also served the Far East.
In 1919 he and his cousin, Hans Isbrandtsen, who had immigrated to the
United States in 1915, together founded the Isbrandtsen-Moller Com-
pany (ISMOLCO) in New York. The international activities of the AP
Moller-companies thus early on included ownership and strategic man-
agement control across borders. In 1928 ISMOLCO went into the liner
business of shipping cargo from the US East Coast via the Panama Canal
to the Far East, and hence Maersk Line was born. The Panama line was
successful, and in 1931 Maersk Line had three ships in regular services on
the route.

Like most liner companies Maersk Line employed local agents in the
ports where the company’s ships were calling. ISMOLCOwas an agent for
Maersk Line in the United States, and a few years after the establishment
of the Panama line Mr Møller had built a network of third-party agents
in Asia. The network comprised of the shipping departments of large
industrial companies, such as Mitsubishi of Japan and Compañía General
de Tabacos de Filipinas (‘Tabacalera’) in the Philippines,15 and interna-
tional trading houses specialized in liner shipping, such as, Melchers &
Co in Shanghai (1931–1946), Jebsen & Co in Hong Kong (1946–1975)
and in Shanghai (1946–1969), and Tait & Co in Taiwan.16 The latter
were typically larger companies each with their portfolio of agencies and
with their own teams dedicated to each customer. During 1973–1976
Chris Jephson was employed by Tait & Co in Taiwan and responsible for
their Maersk Line team, a group of 15–16 people focused exclusively on
servicing Maersk Line. Tait & Co was agent for more than 70 shipping

15During his visit to Manila in 1930, Mr Møller had urged Tabacalera, one of the largest sugar
producers in the Philippines, to establish its own shipping department, which subsequently became
Maersk Line’s General Agent in the country. Please see, Hornby (1988).
16Tait & Co was a subsidiary of the British-owned Harrisons & Crosfield Ltd, an international
trading company that would later serve as agents for Maersk Line in several districts of India and,
from 1953 to the outbreak of the Civil War in 1958, in Indonesia.
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companies from around the world, several of which were Maersk Line’s
direct competitors.17

WWII put a temporary halt to Maersk Lines’ activities, but from 1946
the Panama line was reopened. In the post-war years, Maersk Line estab-
lished country offices inThailand, Indonesia, the United States and Japan.
The four offices proved important for the development of Maersk Line’s
global organization after 1974.Moreover, in 1951Maersk Company Lim-
ited was established in London as an independent company that could
operate the AP Moller fleet under the British flag in the event of a new
war in Europe. Similarly, during the Cold War, Maersk Inc. in New York
(see below) developed as a separate shadow headquarters that could take
over the Maersk Line fleet in the event of a new war in Europe.
The first country office had been established in New York, where

MærskMc-KinneyMøller stayed duringWWII. AlongwithThorkilHøst,
the former head of the AP Moller liner department in Copenhagen, he
founded the Interseas Shipping Company. The new company, which in
1943 changed its name to Moller Steamship Company, was set to replace
ISMOLCO as agent for Maersk Line in the United States, as A. P. Møller
had decided to break with his cousin.WhenMærskMc-Kinney Møller in
1947 moved back to Denmark, the Moller Steamship Company was fully
staffed and operational and busy rebuilding the Panama line. UnderHøst’s
leadership from 1947 to 1967, the Moller Steamship Company grew into
a large and successful company with autonomous top management and
Board of Directors. In 1955 the company established its own office in Los
Angeles and in 1973 extended with an office in San Francisco. After the
containerization of Maersk Line the company quickly built an extensive
network of own offices in the United States and Canada.

From early spring 1946 the ships were once again fully loaded travelling
from the United States to the Far East, and many of the customers from
before the war returned to Maersk Line.18 It was, however, difficult to
generate backhaul from the Far East to the United States, andMaersk Line
was working keenly to adapt its agent network in Asia to generate home-
going cargoes. Cooperation with the agents in Hong Kong, Manila and

17Personal interview with Chris Jephson, 11 November, 2016.
18Hornby (1988).
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Taiwan were strengthened, but to access the lucrative Japan traffic, which
in the post-war years was reserved for American tonnage, the company
had to make a detour.19 In 1947, Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller therefore
established Maersk Line Ltd (MLL) in Delaware, which gave access to
the Asian countries managed by the Americans under General Douglas
MacArthur, the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers. In 1948,
MLL opened up its own country office in Yokohama south of Tokyo and
branch offices in Kobe and Osaka, and in 1958 it expanded with a branch
office in Jakarta, replacing the existing agency agreement with Harrisons
& Crosfield in Indonesia. MLL was mainly an administrative unit and it
played no direct commercial role for Maersk Line until 1983 when it got
a contract with the US Defense Department.
The branches in Japan and Indonesia developed in a short time to

become important country offices for Maersk Line in the Far East, and
Japan became a bridgehead to Thailand. In September 1949, the first
Maersk Line ship called on Bangkok with the supply of railway equipment
from Japan to the Thai State Railways. The new Japan-Thailand route,
which in the following year was extended to the Persian Gulf, provided
safe and regular cargo, and already in 1951 Maersk Line established an
office in Bangkok, which soon was as important as the country offices in
Japan and Indonesia.

Maersk Line expanded dramatically during the post-war period with
the establishment of new routes. In addition to Japan-Thailand and Japan-
Persian Gulf, it established a transatlantic line in 1947 (which was closed
down again in 1954), a Suez line in 1949, a Japan-Indonesia line in 1952,
a Gulf of Mexico-West Africa line in 1958 and a Japan-West Africa line
in 1959.
Table 5.1 shows Maersk Line’s coverage through third-party agents and

own offices in 1958. With continuous network expansion, the company’s
agent network grew significantly in the post-war years, and there was an
increased need for coordination and information exchange. From 1956
there would be regularmeetings between the Principal Agents and the liner
department in Copenhagen. The first Principal Agents’ Meeting was held
North of Copenhagen and lasted two days, and the meetings were then

19Hornby (1988).
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repeated at 2–3 year intervals.20 When Maersk Line almost two decades
later went into container shipping, the agent meetings had become week-
long events with executives from Copenhagen and the principal agents
from around the world. Although they were indeed autonomous and
legally independent companies, the principal agents were considered an
integral part of Maersk Line, as made apparent by A. P. Møller in his
welcoming speech during the second Principal Agents’ Meeting in 1958:
‘You are now all in the Maersk family, and we are happy to have you as
members thereof. You have all done a good job to serve as a member of
that family, and I hope that you will all continue to make the Maersk
name honoured, respected, and still growing. I thank you, Gentlemen!’.21

Developments 1974–1999

Maersk Line’s international organization proved to be an important pre-
requisite for the company’s success in container shipping. The country
managers in the United States, Japan, Thailand and Indonesia (so-called
‘Maersk Top’) were part of the ‘crash committee’ established by Mærsk
Mc-Kinney Møller in early 1970 with the task to investigate whether the
Panama line should be containerized.22 Prior to this there had been a cau-
tious attempt to initiate a containerized service between Asia and Europe
in cooperation with Japanese ‘K’ Line, but the Japanese had terminated
the partnership and Maersk Line’s first container ship had instead been
chartered out. The four-country managers were deeply involved in the
decision to containerize the line and their country offices were important
building blocks in the unfolding of this new venture globally.23 Local
presence along the Panama line was crucial for success as the ultimate goal
was a worldwide door-to-door service in which the company would con-
trol the customer’s transport task from supplier to final destination.24 The

20Hornby (1988).
21AP Moller-Maersk, Main Archive, Box 161332.
22Jephson and Morgen (2014).
23Pedersen and Sornn-Friese (2015).
24Jephson and Morgen (2014).
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country managers contributed international knowledge and experience as
well as an organizational platform for the containerization of the line.

‘Maersk Container Line’ was initially shielded from AP Moller’s con-
ventional liner business and was a small unit in Copenhagen with only
five employees: Ib Kruse (managing director), Flemming Jacobs (mar-
keting and sales), Niels Jørgen Iversen (ship operations), Birger Riisager
(finance and IT) and Erik Holtegaard (conference matters). Globally the
unit had only about 30 employees. The recommendations from the crash
committee to the organization were: ‘Develop the essential management
organization, taking account of both the new skills that will be necessary
and the quality of staff required in each location’.25 In 1974 it was decided
to establish country offices in Hong Kong and Singapore, and from that
time onwards there was rapid establishment of offices in Asia, Europe and
North America and later in the rest of the world, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
The establishment of country offices were each international episodes

of great importance and can be described as revolutionary steps towards
the transnationalization of Maersk Line, whereas the creation of smaller,
local offices were gradual extensions in an ongoing, evolutionary interna-
tionalization process.26 Each country office was established as a profit cen-
tre—an independent, and in the country legally domiciled, company with
its own board and management. Each establishment had thus a long-term
perspective; they were ‘good citizens’ locally and not temporary structures
aimed at ‘looting’.27 Country managers were typically expat Danes sent
from the Copenhagen headquarters, while the other employees in the
offices were well-qualified locals recruited from the shipping and freight
forwarding industry. The focus on own country offices was on building
a global agency network, with emphasis on the word ‘network’: although
the offices were established as profit centres, there was a strong central
management from Copenhagen in the form of advanced IT systems and
behavioural incentives, and effective socialization mechanisms worked to
interconnect the organization across countries and companies.

25AP Moller-Maersk, Main Archive, Box 151747.
26For the distinction between evolutionary and revolutionary internationalization processes, please
see Kutschker et al. (1997).
27Personal interview with Flemming Jacobs, 10 March, 2017.
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Fig. 5.1 The establishment of Maersk Line country offices (Source AP Moller-
Maersk, Main Archive, various boxes)

• Employees were carefully selected and tested. Already in the 1960s
McKinney-Møller had introduced a so-called Predictive Index (PI) sys-
tem for staff assessment, where employees were measured on intellect
and personality. From this system was drawn a global inventory of tal-
ents that could be called upon whenever the organization lacked ‘the
right person at the right time and place’.

• Employees were stationed in a country for a number of years and then
either sent on to another country for an additional time period or back
to the head office in Copenhagen. In that way, employees developed
actual country experience and international perspective, and they forged
strong ties to other Maersk people, essentially forming a ‘Maersk-blue
brotherhood’.

• Marketing and Sales was a primary management philosophy. A com-
prehensive and detailed marketing manual had been developed for use
in the conventional liner business in 1974, the distribution of which
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was restricted toMaersk Line personnel and agencies.Themanual spec-
ified the Maersk Line logo, which consisted of two elements: ‘a Maersk
blue square with rounded corners containing a white seven-pointed
star (“standing on two points”), and the name Maersk Line’.28 It also
specified in great detail how the logo should be applied in communi-
cation (e.g., transportation documents, cover letters, envelopes, name
badges, and business cards), on the company’s ships and vehicles, and
in other advertisement (match boxes, playing cards, pencils and pens,
memo pads, calculators, alarm clocks, LEGO ship models, and more).
All overseas offices would use the manual to ensure that sales and mar-
keting was handled properly.

• Similarly, there was a written manual for the design of Maersk Line
offices, narrowly specifying the choice of colours, furniture and office
wall art (the offices should always have pictures of A. P. Møller and
Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller as well as the Danish Royal family). The
manual also promoted a strict dress code, however allowing for smaller
deviations to accommodate to local customs in the different countries.

• There was outspoken focus on training and education, particularly in
sales. The company’s global sales training program was managed from
Copenhagen, but performed and adapted locally. With the rapidly
expanding global organization the company’s training efforts were vig-
orously developed, and from 1993 firmly established in the M.I.S.E.
program (‘Maersk International Shipping Education’), which annu-
ally attracted more than 85,000 applicants worldwide to around 500
trainees positions.29

In 1967, Poul Rasmussen replaced Thorkil Høst as country manager in
the United States, and after the decision to containerize the Panama line
in 1973 he replaced the company’s third-party agents in the United States
with own offices in the most important ports. These typically focused
on sales and customer services, but in major ports such as Baltimore and
Charleston they would also carry out ship operations. In 1978, Alfred B.
(‘Ted’) Ruhly took over after Rasmussen. Among many other initiatives,

28Maersk Line Communication Manual, Issued 1 August 1974.
29Sornn-Friese et al. (2012).
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Ruhly introduced quality circles in the organization, based on the principle
that ‘what gets measured, gets done’. Quality Control subsequently spread
to Maersk Line globally as a key underpinning in being ‘second to none’.
WhenMoller SteamshipCompany in 1988 changed its name toMaersk

Inc. and moved to larger premises in New Jersey, it had more than 30
own offices in the United States and Canada. The name change was a
result of increased marketing of the Maersk brand, but the company’s
functionwas unchanged.Maersk Inc. had a high degree of autonomy from
Copenhagen, partly due to the business volume based on the remarkable
Post-WWII expansion of the US economy and the importance of the
Panama service toMaersk Line, and partly due to the role the organization
got withMc-KinneyMøller’s residence in theUnited States duringWWII.
In the 1990s, the culture to some extent was a reflection of the culture in
Copenhagen but mixed with strong elements of American leadership.30

WhenMaersk Line acquired Sea-Land in 1999Maersk Inc. played amajor
role, both in the dialogue with the US authorities and in the work to get
the two companies integrated. With the acquisition of Sea-Land, Maersk
Inc. more than doubled in size and was now by far the largest shipping
company in the Americas with more than 100 offices in the United States,
Canada, South America, Central America, and the Caribbean.31

Until the mid-1990s the establishment of new country offices followed
in a steady stream and anchored Maersk Line in Eastern Europe as well as
in Africa, China and theMiddle East. In the locations whereMaersk Line,
due to local institutional conditions, could not be established with wholly-
owned subsidiaries, the company would set up exclusive Maersk Line
units in the organizations of its third-party agents. Having own employees
stationed was considered as a key issue, partly with the aim to inject
the right dose of ‘Maersk blue blood’ in the organization and partly to
provide own people with specific country experiences and an international
outlook.

In 1993, Maersk Line went into nine new countries and 24 overseas
Maersk Line officeswere added to the organization. Particularly interesting

30Benson and Lambek (2000) and Jensen (2014).
31Nissen (2000).
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was the establishment in Australia and the continuation of containeriza-
tion of routes within Asia. These included the acquisition of EAC’s Far
East Line and certain of their offices in the area. This all happened before
the intra-Asia container market became the world’s largest. Included in
the acquisition of EAC’s Far East Line was an Eastern Australian service
between Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and two ports in Japan and Korea,
as well as a Western Australian service between Fremantle, Singapore,
Malaysia, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The EAC’s intra-Asia services were
also included in the deal and were continued from Singapore through
Maersk Line’s new subsidiary MCC Transport.

Containerization of the Europe/Asia Route

In the late 1970s it was decided to containerize the important Suez line
running between Europe and Asia. The Suez line had originally been
established in 1946, when the company experimentally let the ships that
had sailed out on the Panama line return to the United States via South
and Southeast Asia and the Red Sea.32 With the decision to start a weekly
independent container service betweenAsia andEurope ten new large con-
tainer ships were ordered, and the organization in Western Europe was
considerably strengthened. Long-held agency agreements were replaced
with own country offices: Dublin in 1976, Paris in 1978 and Hamburg,
Rotterdam and Antwerp in 1979. In addition, the company established
its own local branch offices in Bremen, Düsseldorf, Nürnberg, Stuttgart,
Frankfurt, Munich and Amsterdam. The European focus was gradually
extended first to Scandinavia in 1985 with an owned office, Maersk Line
(Sverige) AB, in Gothenburg and smaller, local branch offices in Stock-
holm and Helsingborg and then to Eastern Europe. With the continued
expansion of Maersk Line in Europe new agency agreements were made
with third-party providers in new countries, only to be replaced with
own Maersk Line offices later on. In Helsinki, for example, an agreement
was entered with OY Jacobsen Shipping Ltd in 1976 and replaced with
an owned office in 1990. This stepping-stone approach was a means for

32Hornby (1988).
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Maersk Line to build up country experience in new markets that would
later be used as lever for an own establishment.
Various documents related to the company’s Europe Project show that

Belgium,The Netherlands and Germany formed the core of containeriza-
tion of the Suez line.33 Experienced Maersk employees were installed as
Board of Directors and together with the newly appointed country man-
agers were directly involved in hiring high-calibre senior people to lead
the main functions of the three offices. The offices were also linked to the
company’s new electronic systems that Maersk Data had developed in col-
laboration with Cable & Wireless in London for container management
and documentation on the Panama line.

On Saturday, 28 June 1980, the country managers and senior people
from the Europe offices together with the third-party agents in Switzer-
land, Denmark, Norway and Sweden were invited to a full-day informa-
tion session in Copenhagen. Senior managers from Copenhagen and top
officials from the advertising company Young & Rubicam also joined the
meeting. On the program were the key elements in Maersk Line’s man-
agement philosophy: ships and operations, marketing and sales, financial
management and the unique IT systems. Sales philosophywas a significant
strategic directive for the company: Maersk Line should offer a superior
service and be known as the prime alternative to the three large con-
tainer consortia Trio, Scan Dutch and ACE Group, which controlled
more than 90% of container shipping on Asia-Europe through the cartel-
like Far Eastern Freight Conference (FEFC). Maersk Line’s partnership
with Young & Rubicam was important and close. It was an integral part
of getting the new container concept rolled out and marketed. Young &
Rubicam had its own team of employees living and breathing for Maersk
Line.

33AP Moller-Maersk, Main Archive, Box 151957 and Box 151963.
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The World’s Most Profitable Container
Shipping Line

In 1985, it was decided that Maersk Line should become ‘the most prof-
itable international container transportation company in the world’.34

This objective was to be achieved through first-class services, global cover-
age, and door-to-door services—three elements that from the beginning
were captured in the motto ‘service all the way’. To achieve the objec-
tive required outstanding ships and equipment, well-trained and highly
motivated employees, maximum cost-effectiveness, tailor-made customer
services, and investments in specialized tonnage and equipment for niche
markets.With the objective followed a genuine growth strategy to be pur-
sued through a combination of increased transport frequency in existing
markets and entry into new geographic markets. The growth would be
based on the experiences with the containerization of the Panama line,
and should preferably be organic.
The establishment of own offices in key locations were formalized in the

company’s new growth strategy: ‘Maersk Line must have as an objective to
be represented by their own agencies, where this is feasible’. The strategy
included detailed plans for the establishment of new offices in Europe,
Asia and Africa, and for each country a short comment was attached.35

For Italy it was noted, for example, that the previously used agent was
‘owned and managed by aging Italians with no apparent dynamic crown
princes’. ForWest Africa the note was more comprehensive: ‘The ongoing
study by the Line Department is expected to lead to a positive conclusion
on the establishment of own companies in Ivory Coast, Togo and maybe
Senegal to achieve overall control and undertake direct sales, customer
service, documentation and container control—possibly leaving vessels’
operations sub-contracted to existing agencies’.

In 1986, the remaining conventional liner services were merged with
the container business in Maersk Line as a separate business unit and
expanded with a new container line between Europe, theMiddle East and
West Africa. It was also somewhat of a stroke of genius to build a private

34AP Moller Maersk, Archive of Mr Ib Kruse, Box 122118.
35AP Moller Maersk, Archive of Mr Ib Kruse, Box 122118.
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container terminal in what had hitherto been a fishing port in Algeciras
in southern Spain. The project was simply called CPS—to keep it secret,
which Maersk Line had the habit of, also regarding the current capacity
of its container vessels.36 CPS stood for ‘Connecting Point Spain’. The
basic idea of the concept included serving main lines by large container
vessels avoiding ‘convoy sailings’, serving feeder legs by a flexible fleet
easily adjustable in time with even short-termmarket fluctuations, and the
availability of efficient berthing and operation facilities at the connecting
point.37 This involved replacing the 10–12 general cargo vessels on the
existing conventional route from Asia toWest Africa with only four major
feeder ships of the line between Algeciras andWest African ports. This hit
two birds with one stone: first, utilizing capacity on ships from Asia to
North Europe by stopping in Algeciras, and second, delivering the goods
inWest Africa much faster than had been the case on the longer way with
general cargo vessels, and thus provide even better customer service. It
would also save Maersk Line huge shipping costs.

A Deeper Reflection: The Establishment
in Southeast Asia in 1975

Press releases brought in a number of Hong Kong, Singapore and
Malaysian newspapers in the second half of 1974 showed that Maersk
Line, with effect from 1 January 1975, would end the longstanding col-
laborations with third-party agents in Hong Kong and Singapore and set
up its own offices.38 As reasons were stated the company’s new and large
exposures in the container era. Strategically the decision was founded in
the desire to establish Maersk Line as a strong brand and provide ‘service
all the way’, but the timing was prompted by inadequate services from
the existing agents. Maersk Line had already opened an own office in
Taipei the year before. Even at the commencement of containerization in

36Personal interview with Flemming Jacobs, 10 March, 2017.
37AP Moller-Maersk, Main Archive, Box 285835.
38AP Moller-Maersk, Line Management Archive, Box 220732 and Box 220730.
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1975Taiwan was a very important market for Maersk Line, so a smoothly
functioning and tightly controlled local operation was deemed crucial.
With the containerization of the Panama line the company decided to

relinquish its ‘serving Japan first’ approach and instead focus on Southeast
Asia, and there were careful considerations behind this choice.39 Importers
in Southeast Asia had begun to avoid lines that passed via Japan, and
while Japan’s imports from theUnited States were expected to considerably
increase at the time, such increasewould be in value rather than in tonnage.
Moreover, Japan was the area in the Far East with the toughest liner
competition and consequent over-tonnage.Tariff rates between theUnited
States and Japan on general cargo were also lower than to Southeast Asia,
and rebating more prevalent.

Even more important, however, was the decision to continue serving
the markets thatMaersk Line had built up long before the container era—
mainly niche exports from theUnited States to Southeast Asia, where espe-
cially Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan were important destinations.40

A major customer was Caterpillar, one of the world’s leading manufactur-
ers of construction machinery, but Maersk Line also carried frozen food,
fresh fruit and much more. Not only did the dedication to existing cus-
tomers imply that Maersk Line had to be strongly represented locally in
Southeast Asia, but also that the bet on containerization required invest-
ments in flexible vessels and equipment. For example, with specially-built
‘artificial tween-decks’, which were portable ‘three container cells wide’
platforms that could be inserted into the stow of mainline container ves-
sels as well as feeder vessels at any depth and in any hold,41 Maersk Line
could continue transporting heavy loads of non-standard size and shape.
The tween-decks enabled heavy loads to be handled by shore container
cranes without interrupting the flow of units. Containers were further-
more developed for niche requirements. With the transport of fresh fruit
and frozen chicken it was important that the temperature in the contain-
ers could be adjusted as needed, and hence Maersk Line developed the
refrigerated container with the cooling unit located on the container.

39AP Moller-Maersk, Main Archive, Box 151747.
40Personal interview with Flemming Jacobs, 10 March, 2017.
41Grey (1975).
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During that period, the major ports in Southeast Asia were gradu-
ally switching to container shipping.42 In 1966 the authorities in Hong
Kong and Singapore had independently appointed committees to assess
the implications of containerization and make recommendations on the
establishment of container terminals, and in 1967 Malaysia had also ini-
tiated a major investigation. Through private investments, Hong Kong
had opened its first container terminals between 1970 and 1973, and
Singapore, which had achieved independence from first the United King-
dom in 1963 and subsequently from Malaysia in 1965, had also moved
quickly to maintain its importance as a regional hub and inaugurated its
first container terminal in 1972.43 Finally, in 1973 the container activ-
ities had developed in Malaysia’s main port, Port Klang. The changing
requirements of containerization were formidable and eventually would
completely transform the ports in Southeast Asia. In the middle of the
1990s a walk around the Hong Kong container terminals was a ‘walk
around a ghost town populated only by tall machines’ as containerization
had ‘moved the traditional godown and warehouse away from its historic
home at the edge of the sea’ and moved depots and freight stations to ‘the
hinterland away from dock thieves, salt water, and sometimes maritime
expertise’.44

Maersk Line’s competitors provided shuttles between Northeast Asia
and the United States, but Maersk Line’s focus on existing customers led
to a different business model. Rather than concentrate traffic to the Pacific
mainline the company chose to continue to serve destinations, which
at that time did not even have container facilities in their ports nor a
well-functioning inland transport infrastructure. In some of the places the
transport conditions on land were very simple and land transportation was
by truck only. This meant that Maersk Line’s containerization objectives
required the development of extensive areas for storing containers and
suitable transport infrastructure in the countries, another good reason for
being strongly established with own offices locally.

42Trace (1997).
43Levinson (2006).
44Ignarski (1995, 95).
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For the containerization of its Panama line the company therefore chose
a weekly service from the United States directly and deeply into Southeast
Asia and then returning to the United States via Japan, as evident from
Maersk Line’s Master Plan shown in Table 5.2. At a speed of 25 knots per

Table 5.2 The Master Plan for the containerization of the Panama line
Schedule

Service:       U.S.A./Far East                                                                                 Speed:       25 knots
Distances Schedule

Sailing 
day CommentMiles

Lost 
time 

factor%

Arrivals Departures
Date
(1972)

Hours Date
(1972)

Hours

New York 7/10 1800 Sat
Baltimore 410 6 8/10 1200 8/10 2400
Charleston 552 6 9/10 2400 10/10 1800
Panama 1560 6 13/10 1800 14/10 1800
Oakland 3290 8 20/10 1800 21/10 1200 Sat
Hong Kong 6044 11 2/11 1800 3/11 1800 Feeder to 

Manila and 
Kaohsiung

Singapore 1460 6 6/11 0600 8/11 1800 Wed Feeder to/from 
Bangkok, 
Jakarta and 
Port Klang

Hong Kong 1460 6 11/11 0600 11/11 1800 Sat Feeder from 
Manila

Kaohsiung 342 6 12/11 0600 12/11 1800 Sun
Kobe 1121 6 14/11 1800 Feeder to/from 

Busan
Tokyo 365 6 17/11 2400 Fri
Oakland 4559 9 25/11 0600 25/11 1800
Panama 3290 8 1/12 1800 2/12 1800
New York 1972 6 6/12 0600 9/12 1800
Total 
Miles 26,425 8

Total Time                                   54½ days

Time per Voyage 63 d
days
ays

Source AP Moller-Maersk, Main Archive, Box 151747

Steaming 44     days
Sea margin (8%) 3 days

days
days
days

½  
Cargo handling time 8½  
Canal passing 2    
Contingency allowance 5     
Total round voyage 63     days

Contingency Allowance 8½
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hour a reliable weekly service could be maintained with the company’s
nine newly built 1200 TEU mainline vessels in the A-series (the vessels
were given names starting with the letter A), which was crucial for the
new business model. As a novelty in international container shipping
at the time, Maersk Line established a fixed schedule with port calls at
certain weekdays. None of Maersk Line’s competitors were geared for
such an operation.45 The new advertising slogan ‘You can set your watch
by Maersk’ served to visualize the business model.46

Execution

The venture into containerization was essentially different from conven-
tional liner shipping, and especially Maersk Line’s business model put
great demands on service and customer experience. It was vital to provide
consistent service to all shippers and receivers anywhere on the planet,
and the company could not build a successful business if it had to rely on
the various routines and systems of its many third-party agents. A strong
local presence in the Southeast Asian countries was therefore considered
crucial to the new business model.

Minor adjustments were made to the containerization master plan.The
Master Plan had stipulated a direct service toKaohsiung in the south ofTai-
wan to commence in 1975. The Port of Kaohsiung had expanded greatly
in the period afterWWII culminating in 1975 with the completion of ‘the
SecondHarbour’, built to accommodatemodern container vessels.During
the following decades, the Port of Kaohsiungwould develop into a regional
hub port, or ‘load centre’ on a par with Hong Kong and Singapore.47 The
Master Plan however was implemented with the big ships calling from
Hong Kong directly to Keelung in the north of Taiwan and then onwards
to Japan, and at least initially Maersk Line would instead serve Kaohsiung
by feeder. In the mid-1970s, nearly all the high-value exports from Tai-
wan were concentrated in the north of Taiwan, in the area around Taipei,

45Pedersen and Sornn-Friese (2015).
46Jephson and Morgen (2014).
47Trace (1997).
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with some along a corridor towards Taichung in the centre West Coast of
Taiwan, the latter of which was also the area for high-value imports (e.g.,
machinery, weaving equipment). Because the transport infrastructure on
land was quite primitive at the time, Maersk Line decided to maintain
its longstanding focus on the much closer Keelung, and while the main
competitors, particularly Sea-Land and American President Lines, did call
Kaohsiung directly, this decision gave Maersk Line a 1–2 days competi-
tive advantage on top of its fast transit to the United States’ West Coast.48

Only years later did Maersk Line’s big ships call directly at Kaohsiung.
Frictions in the relationship with the existing agents also provided an

occasion to move fast in Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia. Maersk
Line’s principal agent for Hong Kong and Macao through 43 years was
Jebsen & Company, a respected Danish-owned company domiciled in
Hong Kong. In Jebsen’s shipping department 25 employees worked exclu-
sively for Maersk Line, and they had always provided a quality service for
Maersk Line’s conventional liner traffic. In the early 1970s, the Head of
the APMoller liner department inCopenhagen, Christian Lund, however,
noted challenges with Jebsen & Company and after having vainly tried
to place one of his own people at Jebsen’s offices Maersk Line decided to
terminate the agency agreement and instead establish its own office.49

In Singapore and West Malaysia there was also an experience of inade-
quate service from the Anglo-American Corporation, Maersk Line’s prin-
cipal agent for the two countries since 1953, and again it was decided to
terminate the agreement and establish own offices. In a letter to Ib Kruse
the recently appointed owner-representative of Maersk Line in the area,
Niels Lillelund Jørgensen, claimed ‘the urgent need of a solution’, and to
Christian Lund he stressed the need to establish a strong own organization
in the area: ‘with the start of the new container line Singapore will become
so important that it will be necessary to have a strong organization. (…)
An own office will also be able to develop business opportunities inMaersk

48Personal e-mail correspondence with Chris Jephson, 7–9 August 2017.
49AP Moller-Maersk, Line Management Archive, Box 220732.
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Supply Service, Maersk Air, Sales & Purchasing, Chartering and Broker-
age, Financial operations (incl. Asian Dollar), Industry, Maersk Drilling
(incl. Aquadril), and so on’.50

After the decision was made to establish own offices in Hong Kong
and Singapore the company moved fast with the registration of the new
companies, obtaining work and residence permits, staffing, preparation
of internal manuals and furnishing office space. The latter was considered
important for cultivating employees and maintaining a strong corporate
culture.51 Country managers were appointed among experienced Maersk
people who would hit the ground running, while senior staff and other
employees were recruited locally, most of them directly from Jebsen and
Anglo-American, respectively. Half a year later, Maersk Line also estab-
lished its own organization in Malaysia with a large office in Port Klang
and small offices in Kuala Lumpur and Penang, with ‘Danish supervision
as needed from Singapore’.52

The new offices were given the important task to organize port facilities
throughout Southeast Asia and to secureMaersk Line vessels reliable access
to the terminals. They were also involved in the roll-out of new advanced
IT systems developed by Maersk Data. It was particularly important to
get a handle on documentation so that customers at any time could track
their cargo, and so that the conclusion of tasks could proceed smoothly.
The new A-series of container vessels sailed so fast that it was not possible
for the necessary documents to keep up with the normal way of transfer,
but with the new IT systems the necessary information could quickly be
transmitted from one end of the world to the other and printed locally.
This was something that greatly differentiated Maersk Line from its com-
petitors in Southeast Asia. Finally, the two offices were heavily involved
in launching the company’s first global sales training programme with the
aim to professionalize the sales function in Maersk Line and ensure that
the company could deliver consistent service globally.

50AP Moller-Maersk, Line Management Archive, Box 220730.
51Jensen (2014).
52AP Moller-Maersk, Line Management Archive, Box 220730.
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The new country offices were hugely important for subsequent devel-
opments. They were crucial for the ability to detect and respond to unex-
pected changes in the market, and they established Maersk Line as an
important name in Asia and founded the network to the major shippers
and other important players. Local presence enabled not only superior
and consistent service and the establishment of the necessary infrastruc-
ture and complementary assets locally, but also a good feel for the market
and its development. It was thus Maersk Line offices locally in Asia and
North America, which put the company in a position soon to perceive and
quickly respond to the significant growth and development of the Asian
economies, which really took off with ‘exports in the opposite direction’
in the late 1970s and helped making the Panama line profitable.53

The offices’ local status and the strong network later proved crucial
for getting access to Vietnam, the Bay of Bengal and China, among oth-
ers. In 1984 the Hong Kong office established its first representation in
Guangzhou in Mainland China, and from here the number of Maersk
employees in the People’s Republic of China over ten years increased to
more than 100 people across 12 offices. Since the Chinese authorities
would only allow foreign companies to operate in China via local agents,
the offices were in the beginning run in joint venture with Chinese inter-
ests, but in 1994 Maersk Line was the first foreign shipping company
authorized to establish a private, wholly-owned company with business
activities everywhere in China. With this development the number of
Maersk Line employees in China quadrupled in just one year.54

Conclusion

Maersk Line has always been an international company, but with the
transition to container shipping in the early 1970s the company chose to
focus globally in the sense that its many work processes were spread to
locations across the globe, oftenwith a high degree of autonomy locally but
integrated in a way that accommodated Maersk Line’s overall goals. The

53Jephson and Morgen (2014).
54Simonsen (1994).
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goal was to deliver a worldwide, door-to-door container transport based
on superior and consistent service. This chapter has shown how Maersk
Line approached the task, including how the company established a global
organization with strong local representation.
The internationalization ofMaersk Line was a learning process in which

the company reacted to business opportunities as they arose. Although
there was a desire to have local representation in profitable markets, the
transnationalization of the company can best be described as emergent
rather than following a strategic plan.The initiative to ownoverseas offices,
which were established as independent companies with their own man-
agement and board of directors, as a rule came from the head office in
Copenhagen, but the further strategic development for individual coun-
tries were then left largely to the ‘MaerskTop’ in each country.The process
was guided by some more or less well-defined management tools includ-
ing explicit ‘fundamental company objectives’, a logic of operational inde-
pendence, value-based decision heuristics, a focus on the importance of
‘Maersk-blue blood’ that resulted in a special ‘man on the ground’ phi-
losophy, and customized training programs overseen by the Copenhagen
headquarter; as well as special global information and communication
systems developed specifically for Maersk Line.
When considering how Maersk Line managed to achieve global lead-

ership in a period of just about 25 years, the chapter has pointed to the
importance of the company’s own country offices that allowed the inter-
connection of three types of networks: The physical network of ships and
routes, the digital network of information and communication systems,
and the human network of Maersk employees. The interaction between
the vessels, the systems and the people is still at the core of the company
today and central to its continued development.
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6
East Asiatic Company’s Difficult

Experiences with Containerization

Martin Jes Iversen

Introduction

On9 January 1997, the remaining shipping activities of theDanish trading
conglomerate East Asiatic Company (EAC) were sold to the Norwegian
shipping company Tschudi & Eitzen A/S. EAC was out of business—at
least out of maritime business.Thirty years earlier, in 1967, EAC had been
the second-largestDanish shipowner,with 35 vessels and a total of 396,000
DWT. The largest Danish shipping company at that time, A. P. Møller,
owned86 vesselswith 1482millionDWT.1 In contrast toNorway,Danish
shipping has traditionally been marked by a stable corporate structure in
which old well-established shipping companies such as DFDS (founded
in 1866), D/SNorden (founded in 1871), D/STORM (founded in 1889)

1Iversen (2016, 359).
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and A. P. Møller (founded in 1904) survived upheavals and continued to
dominate the sector.2 EAC, founded in March 1897, was considered one
of the corporate pillars in Danish shipping and a pioneer in at least two
important respects: First, in December 1897 and as the first Scandinavian
shipping company, EAC was recognized by the British dominated liner
conference ‘Agreement for the Working of the China and Japan Trade,
Outward and Homewards’, thanks to personal contacts at the Danish and
British royal courts. Second, EAC was the first shipping company in the
world to introduce an ocean-going diesel driven vessel, M/S Selandia built
in 1912.3

How and why, then, did EAC lose its position as a leading interna-
tional shipping company? This chapter focuses on three factors which
contributed to the decline of EAC: (1) The internal disputes of the 1980s
within ScanDutch, EAC’s hithertomost profitable and successful shipping
business operating liner shipping between South East Asia and Northern
Europe; (2) the fatal investment in a completely new type of vessel, the
Liner Replacement Vessels (LRV), in 1975–1977; and (3) EAC’s view of
itself as a political force rather than an ordinary business enterprise as sym-
bolized by the extensive knowledge transfer concerning containerization
from EAC to Chinese COSCO in 1978.
Taken together, these three factors constitute a pattern which can help

understand EAC’s maritime decline.

ScanDutch and EAC’s Initial Containerization

In spring 1966, when EAC was still the second-largest shipping company
in Denmark, the container ship American Racer left New York on its way
to Europe. The ship was owned by United States Lines (USL), which
thus initiated the first intercontinental container service. Companies such
as USL and the American competitor Sea-Land, owned by the inventor
and businessman Malcom P. McLean, had introduced a new mode of
transport in international shipping that allowed to offer safe, quick and

2Tenold et al. (2012).
3Iversen (2016, 64).
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cheap door-to-door transport. It was based on standardized freight boxes
which could easily be moved from ship to truck through efficient cranes.
The economic benefits were obvious. Loading and unloading of traditional
cargo ships was a labour-intensive process which kept ships at quayside
for weeks. Goods were often lost or damaged in this time-consuming and
expensive process. In the early 1960s, Trans World Airlines was able to
transport 300 kilograms of freight from Chicago to Zurich in 15 hours
for USD 208. Sending the same freight by sea took 20 days for a price of
USD 267. Liner shipping faced major challenges.4

At a meeting on 15 December 1965, four months before American
Racer ’s departure from New York, Mogens Pagh, the CEO and chairman
of the largest Danish company at the time, the conglomerate EAC, raised
the issue of containerization. Pagh stated that EAC’s shipping department
faced an ‘almost explosive’ technological development.5 The size of tankers
had been doubling within a few years, and now the liner segment would
probably undergo a similar transformation. The relatively small cargo
ships which EAC built after 1945 cost DKK 5–6 million per ship and the
ships of the early 1960s about DKK 25 million. The cost of the newest,
significantly larger andmore advanced semi-container ships for the Pacific
line amounted to up to DKK 45 million. In addition, if EAC adopted
the container technology, investments also had to be made in containers,
port facilities and land-based transportation.6

Mogens Pagh was appointed CEO of EAC in 1960, and his vision
was to change the old trading house founded in 1897 into a more indus-
trial direction including further investments in manufacturing activities.
Initially, he had no vision for the Company’s shipping activities. It was
noted at the headquarters in Holbergsgade in Copenhagen that the rev-
enue from shipping rose only slightly fromDKK 259.8 million in 1961 to
DKK 267.3 million in 1963, while shipping costs rose sharply—by DKK
15 million from 218.7 to 233.8 million in just two years.7 The back-
ground to this depressing development was structural. EAC’s traditional

4Levinson (2006) and Bruce (2014).
5The EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 15 December 1965.
6Iversen (2016).
7Ibid.
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services were hit by competition from so-called outsiders, shipowners who
had a surplus of tonnage and put these—primarily older—ships into the
tramp trade, picking up cargo on the spot rather than sailing on a fixed
route. In particular, customers who were more concerned with the price
than with the frequency and speed of shipping used the new competitors.
The problem was most severe on EAC’s main service to East Asia. This
service connected the important ports in Northern Europe with Southeast
Asia through, among other destinations, Bangkok, Singapore and Shang-
hai. As a response to these challenges, Pagh and EAC’s deputy director
of the shipping department Storm-Jørgensen decided in June 1963 to
strengthen EAC’s organization by setting up a new specialized shipping
office in Singapore.

So far, all ships had been commercially operated in a decentralized
manner through EAC’s local branches, but Pagh and Storm-Jørgensen
concluded that the lines in the East faced such fierce competition that
special coordination across the branches was required. For the manage-
ment of the newoffice in Singapore, Pagh selected 34-year-oldHenningH.
Sparsø, one of the Company’s younger, skilled shipping people who until
then had led EAC’s shipping department in Bangkok. Sparsø and his two
employees Holger Castenskiold and Finn Ollendorff took on their task
with great energy. Their first initiative was a new express route from Japan
via Hong Kong and Singapore to Northern Europe. The route opened in
October 1963 with EAC’s fastest ships. By omitting a number of ports,
the duration of the round trip was reduced from 169 days to 146. As a
result, EAC became the only shipping company to offer a transit time
from the last port of Japan to the first port of Northern Europe (Ham-
burg) of 37 days, against the usual duration of 59 days. ‘Hurtigruten’ (the
fast route) produced encouraging results in 1964, helped by Japan’s ever-
increasing industrial exports to Europe. EAC’s most modern ships—the
A-Fleet with a speed of over 20 knots, delivered from 1964 to 1968—were
put on the route. Thanks to the new route, EAC’s shipping department
managed to raise its revenue by DKK 84.2 million from DKK 267.3 mil-
lion in 1963 to DKK 351.5 million in 1966, while costs rose by DKK
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50.1 million. The profit margin increased—and so did satisfaction with
Sparsø’s work in Singapore.8

EAC’s advantage was that the shipping routes to East Asia, India and
Indonesia were unlikely to be affected by container shipping, at least in the
short to medium term. On the other hand, renewed competition would
soon emerge on the Pacific route which connected Europe to Japan via
the American west coast. At the same time, the US shipping company
Sea-Land was preparing to introduce container transport from the North
American east coast to Europe. In EAC’s shipping department, the devel-
opment at the end of 1965 ‘gave rise to a major headache as it was difficult
to foresee the course of the coming years’.9 The question was how, when
and how much to commit to the new technology. Everyone knew that
these were critical decisions. The markets were in rapid motion. New
alliances were concluded. On the North Atlantic, USL and Sea-Land in
1967 were joined by a new consortium, Atlantic Container Line (ACL),
consisting of six leading European shipping companies: Cunard, Hol-
land-America, Compagnie Générale Transatlantique, Swedish American,
Wallenius and Rederi AB Transatlantic. While the Americans entered the
market one shipping company at a time, the common European approach
became the creation of consortia or alliances which could jointly shoul-
der the large investments. Such partnerships suited EAC which had sailed
in alliances with other northern European shipping companies since the
turn of the century. The question was who EAC should work with, under
which terms and when.

In spring 1968, Henning H. Sparsø was ordered home to the head-
quarters in Copenhagen in order to address these challenges. As head of
the Planning and Development Department, Sparsø would prepare EAC
strategically for a future in the container industry.The first task was to start
cooperation negotiations with two Nordic partners, the Norwegian ship-
ping company Wilhelm Wilhelmsen and the Swedish East Asian Com-
pany. The three Nordic shipping companies had for years sailed together
on three routes from Europe to Australia, Indonesia and Pakistan–India.
None of these was a candidate for an immediate introduction of container

8Iversen (2016); EAC Archive, Annual Reports, 1963–1967.
9EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 15 December 1965.
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shipping. The idea was to initiate cooperation on EAC’s main route, that
to East Asia.

At the end of 1968 rumours in shipping circles said that Japanese ship-
ping companies were ‘just about’ to contract fast and large container ships
for the Japan-Europe trade.10 In addition, the BritishOCL alliance andUS
Sea-Land also considered introducing containers on the Japanese routes.
In response to these specific threats, in autumn 1968 Sparsø negotiated an
agreement withWilhelmWilhelmsen and the Swedish Ostasiatiska Kom-
paniet. It was an ambitious and crucial alliance containing four points11:
(1) A fully coordinated Scandinavian service on the East Asia route with a
total of eight departures per month, starting approximately 1 April 1969;
(2) an operating office in Copenhagen with the top position occupied by
an EAC manager; (3) joint agents in all ports in Europe as well as in Asia,
based on EAC’s existing shipping offices with the exception of Manila;
(4) an ownership pool, in which EAC’s share was 46.87%, with Wilhelm
Wilhelmsen and the Swedish East Asian Company sharing the rest.
The Dutch shipping company Royal Netherlands Lloyd joined this

alliance in autumn 1971. This agreement, which became known as Scan-
Dutch, was of major importance to EAC’s shipping department in the
1970s. With the partnership, EAC managed the critical introduction of
container operations.Moreover, the ScanDutch operating office inCopen-
hagen had a major impact on the general development of Danish shipping
as it led to the formation of special skills in operating ships on behalf
of other shipping companies within pool agreements. As Sornn-Friese,
Taudal Poulsen and Iversen have argued, ‘EAC’s co-operative capabili-
ties would, in the development phase of Danish shipping, spread into
the whole Danish shipping industry and form an important basis for the
development of Copenhagen as an international centre for the commercial
management of, in particular, pools of product tankers’.12

The head office of the new Scandinavian Joint Shipping Service—
usually abbreviated to ScanService—was established in the famous ship-
broker C. K.Hansen’s old offices in Amaliegade in Copenhagen.The three

10EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 18 December 1968.
11Ibid.
12Sornn-Friese et al. (2012a).
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Scandinavian shipping companies now offered barges on container ships
from a number of selected ports. The service began on 1 April 1969 with
a total of 51 ships, and on 2 September that year, the management con-
cluded that provisional results were ‘extremely satisfactory’, despite fierce
competition.13 On the other hand, profits on EAC’s four other routes
were now hit hard by increasingly intense competition, especially on the
Pacific route fromNorthern Europe via the American west coast to Japan.
The conclusion was that these services should either be closed down or
restructured and modernized. With this in mind, the planning and devel-
opment department was now working intensely on a major strategy and
investment plan.

On 2 September 1969, 40-year-old Sparsø was given the opportunity
to present the shipbuilding programme to EAC’s Board of Directors. It
was quite unusual for a young middle manager to be in the boardroom,
but Pagh had a great deal of confidence in the young shipping man.
This was the most daring and biggest investment plan in the company’s
history.14 For ScanService in East Asia, two new 2272 TEU container
ships were to be contracted from the Danish shipyard B&W for delivery
in the third and fourth quarters of 1972. The price for these two vessels
was DKK 156.8 million.The ships, which received the classic EAC names
Selandia and Jutlandia , were designed as the world’s fastest ocean-going
cargo ships with an operating speed of 28 knots (about 50 km/h) and
a top speed of 31.5 knots. For the Pacific route, two container ships of
1200 TEU were to be contracted from the Danish EAC owned Nakskov
Shipyard. The price for the two container ships was DKK 68.5 million,
and they were to be delivered in the third quarter of 1971 and the second
quarter of 1972 and were named Falstria and Meonia . Falstria was the
first Danish-built container ship. In addition, EAC was negotiating an
alliance with the British Blue Star Line and the Swedish Johnson Line,
the latter being particularly strong on the Pacific Ocean. The alliance,
named Johnson ScanStar, had a total of nine container ships in the Pacific
from May 1972. Finally, one roll-on-roll-off would be contracted to the
Australian line. The ship would cost NOK 75.7 million and was to be

13EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 9 September 1969.
14Ibid.
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built at the Swedish shipyard Eriksberg. In autumn 1969, EAC signed
the third cooperation agreement with Norwegian Wilhelm Wilhelmsen
and Swedish Rederi AB Transatlantic, using 16 vessels. This alliance was
named ScanAustral Carriers Ltd.

All in all, the plan Sparsø presented at the meeting of 2 September
1969was extremely bold. Investing aroundDKK520million, EACwould
become a main actor in the global container business as partner of three
major alliances. The East Asia line was of particular importance. The two
ships for this service were among the world’s most expensive and most
advanced cargo vessels. Their names, Selandia and Jutlandia , referred to
EAC’s history of bold innovation which included the world’s first ocean-
going diesel-powered vessel, Selandia , launched in 1912.
The cooperation within ScanDutch was coordinated from Amaliegade

inCopenhagenwith the participation of four leading shipping companies:
Swedish Broströms, Norwegian Wilhelm Wilhelmsen, Dutch Nedlloyd
Lijnen and French Compagnie Générale Maritime (CGM). ScanDutch
was ground-breaking. The seven newly built container ships were sup-
plemented with 22 conventional cargo liners, which allowed departures
every ten days from all major ports between Europe and East Asia—EAC’s
original service started by the Danish company in 1899. On the eve of
the 1973 oil crisis, ScanDutch’s market share on the route from Northern
Europe to East Asia was above 25%.

In the 1970s and 1980s, EAC enjoyed high and stable earnings of
about DKK 100 million a year from ScanDutch. 1988 seemed to be an
exceedingly profitable year. It was therefore extremely surprising—and
unpleasant—when the Norwegian shipowner Niels Werring Jr. appeared
at Sparsø’s office on 19 August 1988 to tell him that the two Nordic
partners, Swedish Transocean and NorwegianWilhelmsen, had sold their
15% stakes in ScanDutch to Dutch Nedlloyd. The Dutch were already
in possession of almost 30% of the company and they would thus own
a majority of the alliance and consequently take control.15 The imme-
diate explanation of the sale was that Wilhelmsen was in desperate need
of liquidity. Sparsø was furious about the message. In the original agree-
ment, the Scandinavian partners had promised each other a right of first

15Iversen (2016, 462).
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refusal in the event of sale. NielsWerring Jr. left Holbergsgade with a sharp
message stating that EAC’s lawyers would be involved, ‘unless the transac-
tions mentioned [were] immediately reversed’.16 As a consequence, EAC
entered into an agreement with the two Scandinavian partners regarding
the acquisition of their pool and conference rights as well as two container
vessels,Toyama and Nihon. EAC would be 100% owner of the Scandina-
vian branch of ScanDutch—ScanService—as of 1 January 1993.The price
paid was USD 10 million for each partner’s rights and USD 17.3 million
for each of the two ships—in total, an investment of USD 54.6 million.17

ScanDutch thus changed from a joint venture between a number of
different shipping companies to a partnership between EAC (c. 55%),
Nedlloyd (c. 30%) and CGM (c. 15%). The Dutch partner was obviously
not satisfied with the reversal of the agreement, and tensions appeared,
but the two partners had to enter into a close dialogue. Despite tensions
the commercial start was good. 1988 was a record year for the subsidiary
due to more cargo and higher rates as well as lower crew costs, the result of
the transfer of the two largest EAC vessels, Selandia and Jutlandia , to the
newly created Danish International Ship Register (DIS). But competition
was increasing in the international container market of the late 1980s.
EAC therefore wanted to expand the cooperation and proposed that the
two partners should invest in new, larger container ships and a modern-
ized organization. Nedlloyd, however, did not share these views. On the
contrary, the Dutch were upset by the acquisition of the Norwegian and
Swedish interests by EAC. Their response was the promotion of an alter-
native line in their own name at the expense of ScanDutch. The situation
was untenable—and it was made worse by the decline in the freight rates
between South East Asia andNorthern Europe in early 1989. At the begin-
ning of August 1989, the three remaining partners held a crisis meeting
in EAC’s headquarters at Holbergsgade in Copenhagen. Sparsø, who was
known to be a domineering manager, had personal difficulties with the
Dutch and French colleagues. On a symbolic level, the climate between
the two companies was poisoned when the Danish manager decided to

16EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 15 September 1988.
17Iversen (2016, 465).
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return an official birthday gift from Nedlloyd. In early May 1990, the sit-
uation had become so difficult that the partners did not want to continue
with ScanDutch. At about the same time, the two British shipping com-
panies P&O and Ben Line Containers Ltd. informed the public that they
would leave the TRIO consortium, ScanDutch’s main competitor. EAC
therefore initiated negotiations with Ben Line about a new cooperation
on the important Europe–Asia route. The EAC-BenLine became a reality
during the early 1990s and ScanDutchwas discontinued. EACwas to con-
tribute with six major container ships—including two new builds, Arosia
and Alsia. The cooperation with Ben Line, a relatively small family-owned
company with an old fleet, proved to be a disaster as it was launched in
a difficult and competitive market. The service was unprofitable from the
beginning, and in 1992 the partnership lost DKK 260 million. EAC sold
its liner vessels to Maersk Line in March 1993 due to the combination
of the depressed results from EAC-Ben Line and the additional problems
in its shipping department resulting from the expensive investment in a
new, but troublesome category of ships—the LRVs.18

The Liner Replacement Vessels: A Fatal
Investment

On 2 October 1974, EAC’s Board of Directors decided to promote Hen-
ning Sparsø to deputy CEO. Sparsø led the EAC’s ship department and
reported directly to Pagh, occupying what was traditionally the second
most prestigious position in the Company. It was always the ships’ results
which were presented first at board meetings, and the department’s devel-
opment was placed at the beginning of the annual reports ever since the
founding of the company in 1897. It was from a strong position that
Sparsø on 24 September 1975 presented the Board of Directors with per-
haps the most fatal initiative in the history of the EAC—an initiative
which, according to insightful observers, would eventually destroy the
entire company.19

18Iversen (2016, 503).
19Bjerrum (1991) and Højbo (1993).
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The EAC boardmeeting on 24 September 1975 began at 9.30 AMwith
a review of the positive results of three shipping alliances: ScanDutch on
the Southeast Asia route, Johnson ScanStar on the American West Coast
and ScanAustral on the Australia route. After about two hours of a general
review of the company’s development, Sparsø was asked to round off
the meeting with a review of EAC’s shipbuilding programme.20 Sparsø
initially stated that the ship department had conducted in-depth analysis
for a whole year in order to determine EAC’s need for new ships. The
conclusion was that the Company should contract a whole new type of
ship to be called ‘neo-bulk’. A relatively small and flexible ship—neither a
traditional bulk carrier nor a container ship—of about 20,000 tonnes dwt,
as against Selandia and Jutlandia ’s 34,730 dwt. In fact, these ships went in
the opposite direction to that taken with the recent container ship orders.
Their service speed would be a modest 15.5 knots, and the energy-saving
engine would only provide 11,600 hp against the two fast containerships’
record-breaking performance of 82,000 hp. It was an ambitious plan of a
series of eight modern ships. Such a series had not been contracted since
the much smaller—and significantly cheaper—conventional liner ships
of the 1950s and 1960s. Pagh presented an interesting argument for the
contracting of the new vessels.Where ship orders so far had reflected EAC’s
specific strategic needs, what was sought now was ‘the most commercially
useful and economical ship that would be a good asset for future sale’. The
ship was to be regarded as a financial asset.
The success of the new ship type was crucial for EAC, as it should,

in Sparsø’s cryptic words, ‘fill the need beyond what conventional bulk
carriers can accommodate and, on the other hand, make the modern con-
tainer ships’ facilities redundant’.21 What kind of cargo Sparsø specifically
had in mind was not clear at the meeting, but the philosophy behind the
new ship was flexibility. The ship should be able to transport containers,
specialized cargo and traditional dry cargo such as timber or grain. How-
ever, the price for flexibility was the loss of economies of scale, and at the
same time the small engines and low top speed prevented another type of
flexibility namely the capability to catch up in case of delays. In October

20EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 24 September 1975.
21EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 24 September 1975.
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1975, the initial two ships, called the LRV, were contracted with the Mit-
sui Shipyard in Japan. There was an option for delivery of two more ships,
and delivery would take place between 1 May and 31 December 1977.
With this order, there was maximum pressure on EAC’s own shipyard in
Nakskov in Denmark. The prerequisite for placing an order for another
six, maybe eight, ships was a competitive price. In this connection, it was
crucial whether the shipyard management could achieve a pay-limiting
agreement with the workers.22 On 4 February 1976, negotiations with
Nakskov Shipyard ended with a positive outcome. Six LRVs were con-
tracted with an option for two more vessels. For Nakskov Shipyard, it
was the first serial order of such a large scale. The prize was held low due
to the purchase of steel, engines (four out of six) and cranes in Japan. In
addition, shipyard workers had agreed to limit wage increases until the last
ship was delivered. On the other hand, the shipyard would pay a bonus
to the workers for each ship that was delivered on time and according
to the agreed specifications. Mogens Pagh, like many others, was deeply
concerned with labourmarket conditions in the 1970s. As the first Danish
company, EAC had introduced employee shares in 1971. The chairman
was particularly proud of the agreement with the shipyard workers. To
the Board of Directors, he expressed the hope that the agreement ‘might
seem like a model for other industries’.23 With this pious hope, the happy
circumstances surrounding the LRVs ended—even before the first ship
was built.

At the same Board meeting on 5 March 1976, it was stated that the
Company’s newbuilding programmenow comprised 14 vessels with a total
contract value of DKK 1.6 billion. The ships were contracted for delivery
over four years from 1972 to 1976. During that period, conditions in
international shipping changed profoundly. With the oil crisis, demand
for transport decreased, and the re-opening of the Suez Canal in 1975 led
to the bottom falling out of the tankermarket. International shipping faced
a ten-year crisis around 1975–1985. In particular, the years 1978–1980

22EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 3 December 1975.
23EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 5 March 1976.
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were bloody as the total amount of transported goods fell for the first time
since 1945.24

Between 70 and 80% of EAC’s DKK 1.6 billion investment was
financed by long-term loans over seven to eight years. There was thus
no danger of an acute liquidity crisis. The problem for EAC was rather
that the asset value of the ships dropped in line with the worsening market
conditions. Thus, the value of the ships had to be written off faster—but
could EAC afford that? Also on 5 March 1976, it was stated at the board
meeting that even before delivery, the market value of the ships was ‘signif-
icantly’ below the value of the debt taken on to finance them. An attentive
board of directors would of course have asked about the obvious risks
of the large series contract for a completely new and untested ship type
under these market conditions. But instead of this debate, management
was congratulated on the wage restraint agreement at Nakskov Shipyard.
The lack of debate and concern about EAC’s indebtedness was particu-
larly striking because the board was neither presented with an in-depth
review of any specific market demand for the new ship type, nor with any
analysis of the financial consequences of the investment. Such superficial
scrutiny by the board of directors was in stark contrast to former large serial
orders of ships under the previous chairman Hakon Christiansen in the
1950s and under the founder H. N. Andersen before and during World
War I. At that time, decisions on major vessel contracts were discussed
in detail—especially the financing, which often required the expansion of
the share capital or new loan agreements. To make matters worse, the ship
investments of the 1970s were relatively larger due to the increased size
of the ships and more advanced technology. In March 1976, Pagh closed
any possible debate with the claim that the ships were to be regarded as a
‘financial commodity’ created for the second-hand market rather than the
company’s own specific needs. The problem with this logic was twofold.
First, the general shipping market turned out to be in free fall just in the
years from 1977 to 1979 when the ships were delivered. Second and more
important, it was uncertain whether there was any interest in a completely
new type of vessel in the second-hand vessel market, whether depressed
or not.

24Tenold (2006).
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On 10 December 1976, one year and three months after the first board
discussion concerning the LRVs, Sparsø reported that it had been decided
to deploy the ships in a new Pacific liner shipping trade between the west
coast of the United States and East Asia.25 EAC had served this route
from 1932 to 1954, when the service was discontinued due to increasing
competition and poor results.The Pacific route was particularly difficult to
service for three reasons: First, the liner shipping conference agreements
in the Pacific were open to free participation in contrast to the closed
conferences to Asia. Thus there were more, and less disciplined, players in
the Pacific. Second, long distances across the world’s largest ocean caused
challenges in relation to regularity. In case of a storm or accident, there
was a high risk of expensive delays. In this respect, the low engine power of
the LRVs was completely unsuitable for sailing on the Pacific as the ships
would not be able to make up any delays. Last but not least, the service
was characterized by an imbalance in cargo volumes: In the 1970s, there
was a significant need for transportation from East Asia to the United
States, while there was only a slight demand for goods from the United
States which was in the midst of a deep industrial crisis.26

The first report on the Pacific experience came in June 1977, when the
first LRV ship in service had a ‘reasonable’ start.27 This message was mod-
erated in September that year to ‘slightly slower start than expected’.28

In December of the same year it was announced that two major ship-
ping companies, German Hapag-Lloyd and Singaporean Neptune Orient
Lines, were about to enter the Pacific route, which was already charac-
terized by fierce competition and unbalanced trade patterns.29 In March
1978, the message concerning the first two LRV ships, Sumbawa and
Songkhla was clear: tough competition combined with the lack of appro-
priate cargo for the rather small and slow vessels. By the autumn of 1978,
the situation had become so serious that the leader of the shipping depart-
ment, Wøldike Schmith, decided to travel to Vancouver to investigate
the situation. Since the spring of 1977, five new competitors had entered

25EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 10 December 1976.
26Bjerrum (1991).
27EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 3 June 1977.
28EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 6 September 1977.
29EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 5 December 1977.
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the Pacific trade. It was therefore not surprising that 1978 showed ‘a sig-
nificant loss’ for the new EAC line. No specific amount was recorded to
the Board on this loss. When the newly elected Member of the Board, L.
Beckvard, at a board meeting in December 1978, asked for these figures,
Sparsø replied ‘that the final number would appear in the March 1979
financial statement’.30

EAC’s annual accounts for 1978 were depressing, for three reasons in
particular: (1) the difficult conditions of shipping, particularly on the
Pacific; (2) the high debt resulting from the new tonnage contracted in
the mid-1970s; and (3) the industrial crisis inWestern Europe and North
America. EAC’s total revenues droppedmarkedly fromDKK23.12 billion
in 1977 to DKK 18.46 billion in 1978. EAC’s earnings halved fromDKK
100.4 to DKK 50.63 million. Most seriously, long-term debt increased by
approximatelyDKK470million in just one year fromDKK2.47 billion in
1977 to DKK 2.9 billion in 1978. EAC was on an unsustainable financial
course and the LRVs contributed to the problems until the mid-1980s,
both through the increased debt EAC took on to build them and through
annual operating deficits from 1978 to the mid-1980s when they were
withdrawn from the Pacific trade and subsequently sold.31

From EAC to COSCO—A Difficult Case
of Knowledge Transfer

After Mao Zedong’s death in September 1976, Hua Guofeng was
appointed President of the Communist Party and China’s Prime Min-
ister. In February 1978, Hua announced an ambitious ten-year plan, aim-
ing to increase China’s industrial output by 10% a year and agricultural
production by 4–5%. The plan was based on the Four Modernizations,
that is, in agriculture, industry, defence and science/technology. The fol-
lowing month, at a major science conference in Beijing, Deputy Prime
Minister Deng Xiaoping announced a training programme for 800,000
researchers in China. The goal was to promote development in a number

30EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 12 December 1978.
31EAC Archive, Annual Report, 1978.
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of high-priority areas, including energy resources, computers, laser and
space technology.32

Mogens Pagh visited China a few weeks after Deng Xiaoping’s ground-
breaking speech and, on his arrival, received a spectacular invitation for a
meeting with China’s Minister of Transport.33 The Minister initiated the
meeting by introducing the ambitious goals for China’s development over
the following eight to ten years. The Chinese government was aware that
this development could only take place through foreign technology and
know-how. EAC was therefore requested officially to assist the Chinese
government in the development of its external transport system. At the
meeting, it was agreed that EAC would send a delegation to China in
order to be able to draw up a more detailed programme. Pagh immedi-
ately saw almost unlimited potential in the official request. Later on the
journey, his assumptions were confirmed, as he was asked to meet with the
Deputy Prime Minister who proved to be well informed about the trans-
port minister’s proposal. Not since Andersen’s days around 1900, when
the company’s founder established the first EAC office in Shanghai, had
EAC worked at such a high political level in China.

Immediately after his return to Copenhagen, Pagh decided to send
a delegation of senior EAC employees and experts to China, headed by
CEOHenning Sparsø and EAC’s China expert Holger Hansen.Their ini-
tial meetings with the ministry’s officials showed that the Chinese wanted
something very specific from EAC, namely support for initiating con-
tainerization. This was to include34:

• plans for the physical lay-out, equipment, workflow and administration
for the first two container terminals in China, Tianjin and Shanghai;

• suggestions for streamlining workflow and administration of the con-
ventional shipping sector in Tianjin and Shanghai;

• proposals for the harmonization and streamlining of inland transport,
which was under the responsibility of three different ministries. In this
connection, verification and documentation procedures for land-based

32Spence (1991, 668–671).
33EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 14 June 1978.
34Ibid.
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transport of containers (road transport had not yet been completed)
would also have to be developed.

• EAC assistance with the implementation of these plans in the longer
term.

EAC’s board of directors became acquainted with the Chinese plans at a
meeting on 14 June 1978. Mogens Pagh was obviously excited about the
perspectives: ‘we have had our relations with China for a very long time
and this gives us a big chance’. So far, it was not something that had made
a financial surplus of significance, explained Pagh, but now there was hope
of ‘an opportunity for really great chances for us’.35 The last remark made
the 68-year-old board member Prince Georg raise the question of fees for
such large-scale work. Pagh replied quite thoughtfully that the Chinese
were the most skilled business people in the world. Regarding the fee, the
chairman stated that it was nothing at all that he hadwanted to speak about
yet. ‘We have expressed our satisfaction with the tasks that the Chinese are
giving us, and we have to look at a suitable fee later on’. ‘Surely’, continued
Pagh, ‘the Chinese will never forget us if we do something like this for
them now’.36

By the end of 1978, Pagh considered the development in China as
the true bright spot in an otherwise dark picture concerning the future
of EAC. As stated above, the debt issues related to the liner business in
the Pacific grew significantly during this period, and industrial plants in
Western Europe and North America suffered significant losses. But at the
same time, EAC’s trading activities accelerated in Beijing. During 1978,
agency import contracts to China amounted to DKK 230 million in
total.37 Representation in Beijing was increased from two to four men,
and the office, as the first foreign company, was authorized to install a
telex machine in 1978.38 EAC was a Western pioneer in Deng Xiaoping’s
reforming China and the most promising project was containerization.
EAC sent ten of the company’s best shipping people to China in July

35Ibid.
36Ibid.
37EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 12 December 1978.
38Ibid.
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1978. In the following months, the Danish staff prepared a whole new
design of quays and warehouses in Tianjin, the largest port city in North
China and the main port of Beijing. Specifications for and positioning of
crane systems were established and the EAC experts provided a detailed
manual for themanagement and documentation procedures that had to be
set up before the container traffic could be introduced.Once this work was
completed in November 1978, the EAC experts moved on to Shanghai.
Here, port facilities were planned to handle 10,000 and 50,000–60,000
containers per year in port districts nine and ten, respectively. In order to
implement the plan, cranes, forklifts and other special equipment worth
USD 15–20 million had to be imported. As part of the agreement, the
Chinese would pay EAC a commission on these imports, but otherwise
the work was free of charge.39

In addition to the work of reorganizing the Chinese port facilities in
Tianjin and Shanghai, EAC staff also undertook a significant advisory
task for the state-owned Chinese shipping company COSCO.The Danes
conducted a complete review of the entire state-owned organization in
China, covering all its functions. Marketing, management and control,
repair and maintenance routines were reviewed, all for the purpose of
introducing containerization. Concurrently with—and probably related
to—the knowledge transfer from EACCOSCO established the first regu-
lar Chinese overseas container line.40 On 26 September 1978, COSCO’s
first container ship, Ping Xiang Cheng , sailed from Shanghai bound for
Sydney.41 The chief architects behind this development were EAC staff
and the task also included training of Chinese personnel. In January 1979,
the first Chinese employees arrived at the EAC headquarters in Copen-
hagen, where they were trained in administration. At the same time, Chi-
nese teams of navigators and engineers were posted on a number of EAC
container ships. And as a third step, in February 1979, Chinese port offi-
cials received a thorough introduction to EAC’s roll-on-roll-off terminals
around the world.42

39Ibid.
40Ibid.
41For references to the history of COSCO, see http://www.cosfrexj.com/en/history.aspx.
42EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 30 March 1979.

http://www.cosfrexj.com/en/history.aspx
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Against this background, it was a shock to EAC that, in March 1979,
the Chinese announced unexpectedly that the containerization cooper-
ation had to be ‘paused’ with immediate effect. The Chinese officials
underscored that the decision should not be known to the public. The
unexpected suspension had nothing to do with the efforts of EAC. At a
board meeting on 30March 1979, Sparsø stated that China had suddenly
decided to break off partnerships with all Western countries. EAC was
affected relatively late and in a limited way—for example, the Dutch had
been sent home and in other cases the Chinese had cancelled even rela-
tively loose agreements. The background for the new Chinese policy was
to be found in internal political conditions in China. On 18 December
1978, a small group of young Chinese held a demonstration for freedom
and democracy in Beijing, and in January 1979 there were further demon-
strations of up to 30,000 rural workers outside the capital. The Chinese
government reacted by dropping its economic reform plans. The mod-
ernization process was not only politically risky, it was also costly. The
trade deficit grew to USD 3.9 billion in 1979–1980. It was decided to
emphasize modernization of agriculture over the three other parts of the
FourModernizations.43 Against this background, EAC’smodernization of
container traffic was no longer urgent. The Chinese had time—plenty of
time. And if nothing else, COSCO’s first container line had been started,
and the Beijing and Shanghai authorities had gained free access to valu-
able knowledge of how modern container lines, port facilities and ship
management worked.
The suspension hit Pagh particularly hard. It had been his decision that

the crisis-ridden companywould allocate significantmanagement and staff
resources to the Chinese project for several months without charge. He
had rejected Prince Georg’s request for fees based on his understanding of
guanxi—the importance of reciprocity and personal networks in China.
Paghwas undoubtedly right that theChinesewould never forget the EAC’s
goodwill and generosity. On the other hand, Pagh at the same meeting
described the Chinese as ‘the best business people in the world’.The entire
arrangement in 1978–1979 was costly for EAC and lucrative for China.
Unfortunately for Pagh, neither he nor EAC could afford to wait for a

43Spence (1991, 678–687).
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long, slow and difficult economic and political development in China. It
was Sparsø, not Pagh himself, who informed the board of directors about
the Chinese withdrawal, and only three months later, Pagh announced his
departure as Chairman of EAC. His era was over—as was EAC’s.

Conclusion

EAC was founded in 1897 based upon the first shipping line connect-
ing Northern Europe and South East Asia. Exactly 100 years later the
last shipping interests were sold, and what had been a leading Danish
international shipping company in the 1970s was out of business. This
chapter has focused on the ScanDutch partnership, the investment in the
LRVs and finally the knowledge transfer to COSCO in 1978 to explain
this trajectory. All three factors in their way contributed to the fall of
EAC as a leading shipping company. The financial losses from the LRV
investment and the failure to develop ScanDutch in the late 1980s had
obvious financial consequences for EAC. It is more complicated to assess
the financial and organizational consequences of knowledge transfer to
COSCO in 1978. These consequences may be analysed at three levels,
the management, the company and the national economy, and in relation
to three chronological perspectives, the short, medium and long term.
The first level concerns Mogens Pagh, CEO from 1964 to 1980. In the

short term, the knowledge transfer project cost him prestige internally in
the board, which again contributed to a coup d’etat in 1980 in which Pagh
lost his position as chairman. In the long term Pagh thus became irrelevant
for EAC. At the level of EAC as a company, the knowledge transfer caused
an immediate lack of man-power in 1978 due to the fact that key experts
were transferred from various offices around the world to the Chinese
project. It is difficult to measure the actual impact of this, but it is worth
noting that EAC had a series of prosperous years in container shipping in
the late 1970s and the early 1980s. The use of scarce manpower in China
may well have prevented development of more promising opportunities
at a critical time for containerization when, for instance, the competitor
Maersk Line expanded rapidly. In the medium term, EAC’s diplomatic
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relations with China were probably strengthened by the knowledge trans-
fer and EAC managed to occupy and develop a rather unique position in
themid-1980s as agent formajorWestern companies inChina and even in
the 1990s, EAC still enjoyed remarkably close relations with the Chinese
authorities. In the long term, however, EAC was unable to exploit these
commercial opportunities. At the national level, other Danish companies
were able to benefit from a special relationship between China and Den-
mark. The chairman of Maersk, Mærsk McKinney-Møller, was received
personally by President Jiang Zemin in October 1998 when Maersk Line
was the market leader in shipping between Northern Europe and South
East Asia. This was partly thanks to Maersk’s acquisition of EAC in 1993,
and thus linked indirectly to the special relation created by Pagh’s decision
to promote containerization in China in 1978.

According toGeoffrey Jones, themodern globalization process could be
divided in three phases: the first globalization from the 1870s to the 1910s,
the de-globalization from the 1930s to the 1970s and finally the second
globalization after the 1980s.44 Paradoxically EAC, traditionally one of
the most internationalized Danish companies, suffered in the 1980s and
1990s as markets were opened through trade agreements and new tech-
nologies. In fact, these developments devalued EAC’s historic competence
in navigating closedmarkets via personal and political connections applied
in commercial transactions. As markets opened up and level playing fields
were established, EAC’s political competences gradually lost their value.
In the 1980s, EAC was thus unable to reap the advantages on the Chinese
market, sowed by the knowledge transfer to COSCO in the late 1970s.
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7
Shipping as a Knowledge Industry:
Research and Strategic Planning

at Ocean Group

Niels P. Petersson

Introduction

One of the most important transformations of the post-war world was the
rise of what some contemporaries called the knowledge society. Knowl-
edge created in the social and natural sciences now increasingly perme-
ated society and with it the corporate world. This chapter approaches the
question of how transformations in the world of shipping relate to wider
trends in business and general history through the lens of knowledge. It
will investigate how technological and managerial knowledge was created,
developed and exploited as a corporate resource from the 1950s onwards
in Ocean Transport and Trading, one of the UK’s leading liner shipping
firms. The chapter will, first, briefly discuss the resource-based view of the
firm and the importance of knowledge as a corporate resource. It will then
examine Ocean’s use of technological and operational knowledge in the
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post-war era. The following section examines the introduction of modern
management concepts at Ocean from the late 1960s and their impact on
corporate strategy. In conclusion, the chapter will argue that the introduc-
tion of managerial concepts of knowledge contributed to Ocean’s gradual
withdrawal from shipping and transformation into a provider of global
logistics services and that analyzing shipping as a knowledge industry helps
make sense of the transformation of the industry.

Knowledge as a Resource

The resource-based view of the firmwas first developed byEdith Penrose in
the 1950s. It has been widely adopted in management and organization
studies since the 1980s to inform research into how firms can identify
and develop their competitive advantage, enhance their performance and
nurture ‘dynamic capabilities’ that allow them to adapt to changingmarket
conditions.1 The key assumption of the resource-based view is that the
firm is best analyzed as a set of specific resources under the control of
the management. One of the key resources identified by Penrose was
knowledge. Later work has placed knowledge at the centre of an economic
theory of the firm, regarding the firm as an organization concerned with
integrating individuals’ specialist knowledge for use in the production of
goods and services.2

The literature distinguishes a number of types of knowledge and ways
of using knowledge. Tacit knowledge is implicit, informal, personalised,
and usually based on experience and skills rather than formal learning—
qualities that wouldmake it difficult to replicate and communicate, giving
a firm controlling such knowledge a competitive advantage. At the same
time, tacit knowledge does not easily feed into training, research, and
discussion, making its systematic development and adaptation difficult.
Explicit knowledge, on the other hand, is easily communicated, managed,
stored, distributed, often actively created through research and reporting,

1Penrose (1959). For an overview of Penrose’s impact, see Christos Pitelis’s introduction in the
2009 edition of her work, ix–xlvii. Notable later contributions includeWernerfelt (1984, 1995) and
Barney (1991, 2001) as well as Teece (2016).
2Grant (1996) and Spender (1996).
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and ultimately also bought and sold. It is easier to use, but not necessar-
ily a durable foundation of competitive advantage unless its use can be
restricted, for example through patents.
The resource-based view emphasizes the crucial role of a firm’s manage-

ment, describing it as ‘the primary task of management … to maximize
value through the optimal deployment of existing resources and capabili-
ties, while developing the firm’s resource base for the future’.3 Managers’
capacity to do so under conditions of ‘deep uncertainty’ over the develop-
ment of markets, inputs and outputs has been discussed under the heading
of a firm’s ‘dynamic capabilities’.4

Scholars working within this framework have occasionally pointed to
the benefits to be derived from historical research as ‘the conditions under
which resources are developed or acquired in one period have implications
for the strategic advantages of firms in subsequent periods’, and resources
may lose their value if the market that determines their usefulness dis-
appears.5 ‘Firm-level history’ has been proposed as one way of finding
out ‘how firm resources and capabilities are accumulated and eroded’ and
‘how resources’ relative values may be affected by market changes’.6 At
the same time, work on knowledge as a resource also suggests a number
of questions that are potentially useful for business historians. On a basic
level, these relate to the extent to which knowledge was recognized as a
key resource by managers and entrepreneurs and to changes in the type
of knowledge used, the personnel hired and the organizational structures
created to develop or deploy such knowledge.More difficult, but alsomore
interesting, are questions around the consequences of such changes in the
use of knowledge—how did they affect corporate strategy and, ultimately,
corporate success? Such questions provide a useful framework for analyzing
the development of shipping in the post-war era. Like many other indus-
tries, shipping underwent profound and complex, internal and external
transformations. As explained in Chapter 1 in this volume, the technol-
ogy, business organization, and geographic focus of the industry changed,

3Grant (1996, 110).
4Teece (2016, 204). Jones et al. (2013) and Henrik Sornn-Friese in this volume analyse dynamic
capabilities in a shipping context.
5Barney (2001, 51).
6Priem and Butler (2001, 35).
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resulting in profound shifts in competitive advantage. How did managers
make sense of such transformations, how did they respond, what role did
knowledge play in their response, and which were the consequences of
the knowledge they used and the way they used it? Over the rest of this
chapter, a resource-based perspective will be used to explore the changing
use of knowledge in the industry.

Technology and Operations

Improving Traditional Liner Shipping

In the 1950s, the technology of cargo shipping that had not seen much
innovation for decades began to change, mainly due to two developments:
rising volumes of trade and rising wages, in particular for manual labour-
ers such as dockworkers and seafarers. Shipowners responded by running
larger, faster ships with smaller crews and more automated systems. From
the 1950s onwards, ‘supertankers’ and large bulk carriers increased effi-
ciency and brought down costs. In liner shipping, Ocean’s main business,
such rationalization was impossible as long as cargoes were highly diverse
and essentially had to be stowed by hand. By the mid-1960s, tanker size
had increased by 82% and tramp and bulk carrier size by 52%, but cargo
liner size only by 14%. Cargo liners spent 60% of their time in port, and
freight handling could account for over one-third of the total annual cost,
including depreciation, of running a cargo liner.7

Ocean’s naval architects in the 1950s knew that their ships were out-
dated and initiated a programme of research into optimal ship design.
Ocean was among the first shipping companies to research the perfor-
mance of its ships under real-world conditions, using current data as well
as company archives to construct data series. Even by the late 1960s,
most shipping companies lacked trained technical staff and had done lit-
tle research in areas that were crucial for their operations and profitability,
while much of the research undertaken by public bodies and shipowner
associations lacked relevance or studied technologies without looking at

7van den Burg (1969, 11).
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their economic costs and benefits.8 Research on operating costs hadmostly
focused on fuel economy, which however was not amajor concern in times
of cheap fuel. Ocean’s research now allowed to quantify the disproportion-
ate increase of stevedoring costs and of time lost in port. Sea time had fallen
from 200 days per year in 1950 to 180 in 1962. Keeping stevedoring costs
in check, speeding up loading and reducing crew size therefore became
the key considerations in designing the last generation of Ocean’s cargo-
liners to enter service before the container age.9 The new ships, the Priam
and Glenlyon classes, were designed with large and easily accessible cargo
spaces. This made them more expensive to build as they were larger and
heavier than strictly necessary to accommodate their cargo, but their spa-
cious, more regularly shaped holds allowed savings where it mattered—the
cost of time and labour when loading and unloading.10 The newer ships
also could sail with smaller crews than their predecessors. While officer
numbers were unchanged, only 29 ratings were required, against over 60
on older ships. Reducing crew size was a concern as the share of wages had
risen from 10% of voyage costs in 1930 to 26.7% in 1963 and a shortage
of seafarers had begun to emerge.11

Naval architects praised Ocean’s research-based approach to the design
of new ships, highlighting ‘the commercial advantages … which could
accrue from proper investigation of the design aspects at the right time
and not, as so frequently happens, after construction of the ship has com-
menced’.12 However, these efforts had their drawbacks. With the Priam
class ships, the ‘thinking anddesigning period, combinedwith the building
period, covered no less than 4½ years’.13 Over these years, market condi-
tions had changed substantially. The Suez crisis briefly dented growth and
decolonization and political unrest in Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia
cast doubts over the economic development of key ports to be serviced

8Goss (1998), Goss (2011), and Committee of Inquiry into Shipping (1970, 199–204).
9Meek (1964, 243).
10Ibid., 242, 246.
11Falkus (1990, 310); see King (2000, 58–60) on the labour market for seafarers.
12Meek (1964, 279).
13Meek and Adams (1969, 271).
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by the new ships.14 After a period of hesitation the ships were redesigned
to make them faster and offer more refrigerated cargo space so that they
could be used on different routes.15 The Glenlyon and Priam class ships
were superseded almost as soon as they were delivered and eventually saw
their service lives cut short by containerization.

Alongside technological change, operational improvements were con-
stantly being made based on in-house research. Ocean created a dedicated
research department in 1964, and a cargo superintendent was appointed
to investigate the causes of the rise in cargo handling costs in various
ports and suggest remedies.16 Yet, while substantial reductions in operat-
ing costs were achieved, these were far from game-changing and could not
keep pace with the rapid increase in the costs of labour, credit, fuel etc.
through the 70s. Even radical proposals such as the 1970s German study
of the ‘ship of the future’ run by a minimal, versatile crew, and similar
British studies of the ‘Efficient Ship’ undertaken in the 1980s were unable
to fully compensate for such cost pressures.17

Overall, Ocean’s experience with in-house research was mixed. Only
limited potential for increased efficiency in traditional liner shipping was
discovered. The main obstacles to increased efficiency and profitability
in liner shipping were to be found not on board but in the way cargo
and labour were organised in port. Meanwhile, the decision to design
in-house and order purpose-built ships slowed down the introduction of
technological innovation. Ships embodying state of the art 1950s opera-
tional and technological research were brought into service at a time when
the fundamental break-through of containerization was already around
the corner. Moreover, it was not necessarily rational for shipping com-
panies to do their design and research in-house when such explicit and
transferable knowledge could be bought off-the-shelf or developed by spe-
cialized outside organizations. Ocean’s chairman himself came to realize
that designing ships in-house had ‘produced toomany expensive mistakes’

14For the development of Ocean’s main markets in these years, see Nick White’s chapter in this
volume.
15Falkus (1990, 323–328).
16Ibid., 310.
17For the Ship of the Future, see Ocean’s summary ‘A note on the V.D.R. experiment’, 27 November
1974, 4.B.2328, for the Efficient Ship Daily Telegraph (2013).
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and getting shipyards to build one-off designs had become prohibitively
costly.18 Finally, the application of knowledge remained patchy, and key
economic factors such as the expected life of ships, their second-hand or
scrap value, and the estimated distribution of revenues and operating costs
over their service lives were not considered at all.19 This had an effect on
Ocean’s profitability, its ability to finance fleet replacement, and ultimately
the value of the company as a whole.

The Leap into Container Shipping

If innovation in conventional liner shipping was methodical but limited
and slow, containerization represented a deliberate and abrupt leap into
the dark, both in commercial and in technological terms. Initially, Ocean
was sceptical about the potential of containerization. However, early stud-
ies had assumed that containers would be used alongside conventionally
packed cargo in conventional ships.20 Moreover, the problems that made
containers attractive were only getting worse: port labour costs continued
to rise, without any increase in productivity. In London, the real cost of
loading cargo tripled during the 1960s. On the London-Sydney route,
cargo handling costs represented 36% of round voyage costs in 1960 and
64% in 1970. Escalating stevedoring costs were aggravated by strikes.
Liner ship owners saw the cost of cargo handling as the key reason for
their lack of profitability and were looking for a long-term solution.21

When American competitors Sea-Land began to plan the containeriza-
tion of Australian traffic, Ocean was quick to realise that this required
a response. Chairman Sir John Nicholson argued that containers were
‘bound to present such cost advantages to shippers / receivers … as to be
an inevitable development’, and he concluded: ‘If we (or other shipown-
ers) don’t provide such a service, someone else will, and eventually may
be in a position to dominate liner conferences’.22 P&O’s chairman Sir

18Memo J. Nicholson, 31 May 1972, OA/JLA/box 7.
19Meek (2008, 136).
20Falkus (1990, 360).
21Gardner (1985, 195–197).
22Memo J. N. Nicholson, Container & Unit Load Service, 3 May 1965, OA/OCL box 61.
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Donald Anderson shared this view. In his opinion, cargo handling costs
were becoming ‘unacceptable’ to customers and mere ‘improvements on
the existing system’ were insufficient. ‘We believed that the liner trades
were coming under such pressure that they must soon be revolutionised,
and that containerisation was likely to be the most practical form which
the revolution could take’.23

The outcome was the establishment of Overseas Containers Ltd.
(OCL), a consortium consisting of Ocean, P&O, Furness Withy and
British & Commonwealth.24 OCL began its life in 1965 as ‘a Research
organisation set up to carry out a feasibility study’, not surprising given
that its task was to create a revolutionary transport system, starting with
a ‘clean slate’.25 From mid-1966, when it was decided to go ahead with
containerization on the UK–Australia route, OCL underwent a ‘rapid
transformation’ into a proper shipping consortium. Within two years,
OCL had to acquire ‘hardware …particularly ships, containers and a new
overall system of refrigeration’. A ‘comprehensive control and information
system’, shore establishments in theUK and Australia, a trunk haulage sys-
tem in the UK, a ‘radically new system of documentation’, and ‘a radically
new organisation for cargo procurement’ had to be designed and imple-
mented. Policy issues (industrial relations, personnel, pensions, PR) had
to be resolved and a financial and accounting structure created.26 Sales
staff had to be trained or re-trained and customers had to be familiarized
with the new way of shipping cargo, through measures including trial
container shipments on traditional ships and advice on how best to load
containers.27

Shipbuilders were faced with completely new challenges: ‘When work
first began early in 1966 on the design of these ships there was not a great
deal of precedent towork on…the commercial plannerswhowere endeav-
ouring to match the number of containers and size and speed of ship to

23D. F. Anderson, Draft private & confidential: Containerisation, 13 September 1966, OA/OCL
box 61.
24For the history of OCL, see Bott (2009).
25Circular to all senior staff, Organisation of O.C.L., 17 June 1966, OA/OCL box 61; ibid., 37;
Miller (2012, 333, 339, 341).
26Circular to all senior staff, Organisation of O.C.L., 17 June 1966, OA/OCL box 61.
27Bott (2009, 106).
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the likely trade were also starting from scratch’.28 Research into container
ship technology lagged behind the building of such ships. Knowledge of
the required rigidity of container ships remained inconclusive well into
the 1970s, ‘long after these ships were first designed’. Experiments—such
as setting up various configurations of cranes andmocked-up loading bays
in an industrial yard to find the best way to get containers into the ship
and hold them in place—had to be undertaken to inform design because
neither theoretical models nor practical experience did yet exist.29

Under these circumstances, a number of measures had to be taken
to mitigate commercial and technological risks. Ample safety margins
were designed into these ships and, apart from the entirely new system
for storing and fixing the containers, they were built to a deliberately
conservative design, with a single-screw steam engine. They were also
designed to allow conversion into bulk carriers in case containerization
failed to take off. Many of these design choices had to be amended at a
later date. Sometimes, this was fortunate: excessive safety margins allowed
to increase cargo capacity by adding an extra layer of containers when
demand turned out to be even larger than anticipated. On the other
hand, the steam turbine engines were far too thirsty and powerful for
the post-1973 era of high bunker costs and ‘slow steaming’. They had to
be replaced with diesel engines in the 1980s. The most conservative, ‘safe’
aspect of these ships’ design was not necessarily commercially the most
successful.30

Both technologically and commercially, containerization was begun
under conditions of radical uncertainty—the new container ships’ sched-
ules, competition, loading times or the ports they were to call at were
yet unknown when the naval architects got to work. However, ‘for the
first time in dry cargo ship design the nature of the cargo [was] known
precisely. It [was] a predetermined number of boxes of standard size’.31

Thus, containers changed the role of knowledge in cargo handling. Before
containerization, officers, ratings and dockworkers had to draw on their

28Meek (1970, 1).
29Ibid., 40, 17–22. Mostert (1974, 70–75, 144–145) notes that supertankers likewise were experi-
mental ships of unproven (and often dubious!) quality.
30Meek (1970, 35).
31Ibid., 4.
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experience and specialized knowledge to solve ever-changing problems on
the spot every time cargo—in the shape of bags, drums, boxes, cars, live
animals for example—was moved into or out of the ship.With containers,
handling and stowing could be automated and engineered with great pre-
cision. An enormous amount of knowledge was embodied in the design
of interlocking systems, but once they were in place, little implicit knowl-
edge or traditional craft was required to operate them. Such knowledge
as was needed was of an explicit nature, easily recorded and taught, and
largely the same on every ship and in every port.

Containers thus emancipated transport from ‘the most costly, limited
and disturbing factor in cargo handling, the unpredictable and rightly or
wrongly pretentious human being’.32 Standardization and routinization
soon brought along computerization. Loading arrangements for Ocean’s
container ships were worked out by a computer and the data stored on
disks that were transported by aeroplane to arrive before the ship. Oper-
ating ships changed from art to science and from craft to industry. One of
Ocean’s key resources, the knowledge of how to operate cargo liners eco-
nomically and to high standards that had been developed and transmitted
over decades, suddenly lost its value.33 It was replaced by knowledge that
was explicit, codified and easily transmitted. Such commodified knowl-
edge transformed shipping from bottleneck to engine of global connec-
tivity, but it was no longer a resource that could underpin a company’s
long-term competitive advantage. Indeed, as Nicholas White points out
in this volume, by the 1980s, with infrastructure in place and knowledge
readily available, newcomers from Asia’s developing countries found it
relatively easy to enter the industry.

Nonetheless, containerization was profitable. After a difficult start,
OCL continuously outperformed other shipping companies as well as the
‘average for UK industrial and commercial companies’.34 More impor-
tantly, containers would soon change the way the world produced and
consumed goods, and allow the emergence of present-day transcontinental
supply chains and transnational corporations.Yet, themore shipping relied

32van den Burg (1969, 141); see also King (2000).
33This accumulated knowledge is described in Miller (2012, 95–103).
34Gardner (1985, 205 and Tables 4, 5).
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on explicit knowledge and codified procedure rather than tacit knowledge
and ad-hoc problem solving, the more it became commodified, favouring
large-scale, low-cost operators and putting pressure on conference arrange-
ments.35 Finally, while shipping became cheaper, quicker and more pre-
dictable for shippers, for those involved in operating ships, it became
routine and often boring.36

Management and Strategy

Introducing Strategic Planning

1965 marked not only the 100th anniversary of Ocean but also a number
of momentous changes for the company, including the establishment of
OCL as well as a reorganization of the fleet and flotation on the stock
market. Flotation—undertaken to demonstrate a high share price before
the introduction of capital gains tax in theUK—meant thatOcean became
vulnerable to take-over by investors interested in the company’s substantial
cash reserves and unused tax allowances. To preserve its independence,
Ocean had to make use of the resources it had accumulated.37 Ocean
was also aware that successful containerization of major routes would not
only destroy the value of its accumulated operational knowledge but also
make most of its traditional business obsolete, with a few container ships
replacing the entire fleet of nearly a hundred liners. While the Glenlyon
class ships spent 191 days at sea per year, the Priams managed 216 and the
Liverpool Bay container ships 300, achieving six to seven times as many
ton-miles per year as the Priams.38 The pressure that had been building
for the company to transform itself into something new now became
irresistible. From the late 1960s onwards, Ocean adopted a new company
structure, embarked on a diversification drive both within and outside
shipping and eventually disengaged from all marine activities, including

35Barber (2003).
36See Lane (1986) and Gerstenberger and Welke (2002).
37Falkus (1990, 334–336).
38Meek (2008, 167).
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container shipping. The direction of these changes, and no small part
of the impulse behind them, came from the systematic introduction and
implementation of the factual and conceptual knowledge that informs the
development of explicit business strategies.
Transformation meant diversification—using the company’s resources

(people, capital, tax allowances and so on) for other, ideally profitable, pur-
poses. To guide diversification, an explicit strategy was required. Around
this time, a whole new body of knowledge dealing with corporate strat-
egy emerged and was disseminated in business books, taught in business
schools and promoted by consultancy firms.39 Eventually, it became ‘the
framework by which companies understand what they’re doing and want
to do’, but this process took time.40 In the UK, ‘management thought
remained the product of relatively few intellectuals’ andnomore than3700
people were enrolled in management courses in 1966–1967.41 Ocean and
other shipping firms provided financial support for management courses
at university level ‘because … management education in general is so
important to this country’, even while deploring that universities focused
on postgraduate degrees and neglected the shorter and part-time courses
for mid-career managers industry demanded.42

Turning towards diversification, restructuring and explicit strategic
plans, the shipping industry followed the lead of many other interna-
tional businesses. At Ocean, the introduction of modern management
thought was the work of Sir Lindsay Alexander, a director responsible
for commercial development and then chairman from 1971 to 1980, and
of Nicholas Barber. Barber joined Ocean in 1964 as one of the ‘crown
princes’ or ‘student princes’, promising Oxbridge graduates the company
recruited from time to time with a view to fast-tracking them into senior

39For these developments, see Wilson and Thomson (2006, 117–123, 165–166) and Toms and
Wright (2002, 101–105).
40Kiechel (2010, 4). On the history of strategic management thought, see Freedman (2013, ch.
28–36) and Mintzberg (1994).
41Child (1969, 113–114).
42Memo H. B. Chrimes, 11 June 1970, OA/JLA/box 22.
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management.43 Back in Liverpool after two years in Singapore, he per-
suaded Alexander to send him on an 18-monthMBA course at Columbia
University in 1969–1971 and then stepped into a new role as the com-
pany’s Strategic Planner.44 His personal correspondence with Alexander
sheds light on this crucial period in the company’s development.45

Ocean’s strategic planning systems were created from scratch, based on
a review of how large US companies had introduced strategic planning.
Priorities were quickly established: the emphasis was to be on identifying
areas of development, because ‘the whole need for strategic planning has
arisen from our having to look for new business’; ‘real support at the top’
was considered necessary in order to get ‘people interested in longer term
problems which do not involve immediate operational pressures’, and
planning had to appear as Ocean’s ‘own activity rather than something
done by people looking like management consultants’.46

The Barber-Alexander correspondence led to a briefing document for
Ocean’s board, accompanied by a fuller version with background and
reflections added. It started from the assumption that ‘[a]ll companies
have a strategy but not usually explicitly,’ and that an explicit strategy was
particularly important when branching out into new business. Strategic
planning was to help the Board ‘[d]eterminewhat kind of Company Ocean
wants to become, particularly what businesses we expect to be in, for what
rewards / risks’. It was to be an annual process, seeking to make top and
middle management ‘planning minded (including budget-minded), i.e.
oriented to looking at the long term’. Planning was to become embed-
ded in the company’s processes and devolved from the Board and central
departments downwards to senior and middle managers. The job of the
Strategic Planning Division was ‘to ask awkward questions / insist on

43On Ocean’s recruitment strategies and the ‘student princes’, see Falkus (1990, 10, 18, 59, 283,
289).
44John Lindsay Alexander Papers, OA/JLA/box 7; personal communication, 25 October 2018.
45Barber to Alexander, 5 March 1970, 7 June 1970; Alexander to Barber, 9 March 1970, 18 June
1970; N. Barber, Basic approach to strategic planning, 30 March 1971, OA/JLA/box 7.
46Barber to Alexander, 23 August 1970, OA/JLA/box 7.
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answers / encourage management to do its own planning… It will (must)
not write its own answers. Paradoxically, planners should not plan’.47

Barber’s (andAlexander’s) starting pointwas that ‘O[cean]’smajor prob-
lem concerns strategic direction’. Asking ‘what kind of Company Ocean
wants to become’ not only led to a ‘master plan for the whole Company’,
but also to the setting of ‘objectives for the future in terms of profit, return
on investment and sales growth’.48 Once up and running, the system of
strategic planning and budgetary control would allow for the first time to
work on company strategy on the basis of detailed information on what
the individual divisions were doing, how they were performing and devel-
oping, and how efficient they were.49 Along with strategic planning, a
new company structure was introduced. While strategy was kept under
the control of Ocean’s managers, Boston Consulting Group was called in
to help with development of the new structure. The result was a multi-
divisional company structure that would free up resources for strategic
decision-making at Group level, with an Executive Committee free from
operational responsibility, while planning and decision-making would be
devolved to the operating divisions.

It is easy to dismiss these changes as little more than new jargon, or an
imitation of changes occurring inmany companies at the time: diversifica-
tion, bureaucratization and the creation of multi-divisional structures.50

But the aims, and effects, of Ocean’s strategic planning system were more
far-reaching. The fact that the company’s objectives were now stated in
terms of profit, return on investment and growth should not be underesti-
mated. So far, not making a loss and living up to self-set quality standards
had been the only guidelines for company strategy.Now, economic perfor-
mance indicators at least theoretically had gained primacy over other aims
and unspoken assumptions. While fully implementing this new outlook
would still take some considerable time, Ocean’s managers now began to
see themselves as business managers rather than shipowners.

47N. Barber, Brief for strategic planning, 9 March 1971, N. Barber, Strategic planning, 11 May
1971, OA/JLA/box 7. All quotations in this paragraph are from this document.
48Ibid.
49The operation of the system is described in the September 1972 Blue Book ‘Strategic Planning
and Budgetary Control’ (photocopy in possession of the author, kindly provided by David Riddle).
50Channon (1973).
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The dangers of a lack of explicit criteria and strategy are illustrated by
some of the attempts at diversification that Ocean had already under-
taken, for example a move into services and hotels in the Caribbean, and
diversification into new areas of shipping such as tankers, bulkers and liq-
uefied natural gas. The Caribbean ventures never became profitable and
nobody could in the end make sense of how they fitted in with the rest
of the company. The acquisition of the LNG tanker Nestor , ordered in
1970, nearly broke the company—it was built for a market that did not
materialize, went straight from the dockyard into layup and was sold off
in 1989, never having seen service. It later turned out that basic errors
were made in assessing the viability of the project.51

Strategic planning was supposed to prevent such mistakes by reviewing
the strengths and weaknesses of the company, the resources it had, the
markets it might move into, and the resources it would need to succeed.
Thorough analysis of Ocean’s resources soon revealed important weak-
nesses alongside the company’s acknowledged strengths. Ocean’s knowl-
edge was concentrated in a narrow, unfortunately increasingly irrelevant,
area: the operation of cargo liners in cartelized markets. In many other
areas, the company lacked knowledge and well-trained staff. To enable
Ocean to diversify and seize opportunities in other markets, new exper-
tise was required in areas such as finance, accounting, taxation, internal
audit, and personnel. Management in general was seen as a weakness,
with a shortage of general management skills and a lack of experience in
marketing, retailing, and ‘working to fine margins’. Accordingly, the first
exercises in strategic planning resulted in ‘mostly very poor’ plans and gave
‘no demonstration that the line manager really understands the business
he is in’.52 Falkus notes that before the early 1970s, Ocean’s rigid manage-
ment structure and lack of ‘financial and accounting expertise … made
the implementation of a coherent diversification plan well-nigh impossi-
ble’.53 Ocean’s people were good at operating ships but not at running a
business. Like other shipping companies, or the trading houses active in
disappearing colonial markets, Ocean had to accept that resources such as

51Falkus (1990, 342–344); Nicholas Barber, personal communication, 3 March 2016. Gardner
(1985, 205) argues that it was diversification that held back liner shipping profits over the 1970s.
52Barber to Alexander, 15 May 1972, OA/JLA/box 35.
53Falkus (1990, 291).
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accumulated skills and experience were being devalued by political change
such as decolonization and technological change such as containerization,
and were not easily transferable into other complex industries.54

Despite disappointment with the initial results, the strategic planning
exercise paid off quickly. Conducting a thorough assessment of threats,
aims and resources enabled Ocean to seize the opportunity when the ser-
vices company Cory came up for sale in 1972. Ocean quickly identified
Cory as a perfect match, Cory was bought and over the coming years,
Ocean’s shipping activities were gradually scaled down and Cory provided
the basis for the company’s transformation into an industrial services busi-
ness. Many of the managers brought in with Cory or recruited from other
non-shipping sectors at the same time would soon play leading roles in
Ocean. The mission of OCL, initially defined as achieving a dominant
position in container shipping, was redefined as providing the best possible
return on the parent companies’ investment.55 By the end of the 1980s,
Ocean, in Barber’s words, resembled a ‘Polo Mint’—a company formed
around a shipping core that no longer existed.56 Commercial knowledge,
including a heightened awareness of resources, costs and profitability led
to diversification away from the shipping industry—an activityOcean was
good at, but where the knowledge accumulated over more than a century
was no longer relevant due to the commodification of operations bulk and
container shipping had brought with them.

Implementing Strategic Planning

This brief big-picture summary should not distract from the consider-
able difficulties Ocean experienced trying to implement strategic think-
ing and budget-conscious management. By the mid-1970s, Ocean still
used an ‘amalgam of various accounting systems’, consolidation of which
remained a goal for the longer term.57 Developing human resources poli-
cies and procedures aligned with overall Group strategy took many years.

54A point made by Jones (2002, 220, 680–682, 761).
55Bott (2009, 144).
56Personal communication, 3 March 2016.
57Ocean Group Finance Division, Strategic Plan 1976–1980, OA/OCL/box 9.
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The transition out of liner shipping took much longer than expected, as
diversification within shipping failed dramatically and the newly-acquired
Cory businesses were slow to take off while traditional liner shipping busi-
ness declined more slowly than anticipated. The Cory businesses seemed
more responsive to planning than the old Ocean core. The shipping divi-
sions and in particular OFL, the staffing and maintenance division, often
adopted a defensive attitude, sensing that—even though they still con-
tributed the bulk of Group earnings and profits—their importance and
opportunities were declining. Far from implementing the strict focus on
return on capital required in the strategic planning process, in day-to-
day management, Ocean tried to keep up ‘fleet morale’ and shore up its
‘marine base’. In the short run, it seemed very costly to wind downmarine
activities while maintaining the reputation and identity of a ‘responsible
employer’, but in the longer run, opportunities to sell ships while they still
commanded reasonable prices were lost, and staff had to be made redun-
dant nonetheless, and in overall much worse labour market conditions.58

Elaborate strategic plans for all parts of the business had become part
of Ocean’s operational routines by the mid-1970s. These plans noted that
the process of planning had made operations more efficient generally, but
also that planning and forecasting had usually tended to ‘over-react to the
prevailing conditions at the time of planning’.59 More importantly, while
strategic planning could yield sharper insight into the nature of existing
difficulties and deficiencies, it often was less successful in finding alterna-
tive uses for Ocean’s resources. Mid-1970s strategic plans paint the picture
of a company that had few strategic options and was trapped by laws and
regulations in a declining sector and in an inflation-ridden economy con-
trolled by trade unions and a socialist government. The Group Personnel
Division’s plan for 1977–1981 noted that the strategic planning system
and its aim to allocate resources to the most promising markets was based
on the assumption of free markets, in particular for labour, which was no
longer correct. Even the basic notion of growth which was at the heart

58Marine Committee meetings, 28 November 1977, 24 June 1978, 7.A.1951-1. For further refer-
ences, see Petersson (2018).
59Group Strategic Plan 1977–1981, 4.B.1860.
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of both Ocean’s internal planning and BCG’s proposals had apparently
become ‘suspect’ in much of public discourse.60

‘The lack of indicated growth opportunities, combined with the capac-
ity to invest, is a major planning gap’, noted the 1976–1980Group Strate-
gic Plan. Probing questions were asked, but not answered: did Ocean
need new businesses or a new ‘product’ ‘to answer our longer term growth
requirements, and to enable us to escape from the increasing likelihood of
State interference and constraint in the service industries of transportation
and distribution?’ Could the answer be a move to overseas investment in
familiar businesses? ‘Or, does a new activity imply a new business alto-
gether, such as manufacturing? leisure? mining? engineering? or what?’61

These are the question the diversification literature at the time recom-
mended asking, and strategic planning made sure that such questions
were asked, the company’s situation was analyzed and growth opportu-
nities were sought.62 Ocean had begun to function as a business seeking
ways to achieve the best possible return on the capital employed. Yet,
solutions were not easy to find. Plans continued to highlight the need to
develop new activities in order to ‘balance the preponderance of mature
and declining businesses’, and to affirm: ‘We have very substantial capacity
to invest and few identified growth opportunities to enable us to exploit
these resources’. Asking entrepreneurial questions seemed easier than find-
ing entrepreneurial answers.63

Management Development

There was a practical as well as a strategic side to the increased atten-
tion paid to management knowledge as a corporate resource at Ocean
in the 1970s. Until then, training had been largely on-the-job, with no
systematic, formal training of management staff for specific roles. Barber

60Group Personnel Division Strategic Plan 1977–1981, in Rees (1987), Appendix 61, 10.
61Group Strategic Plan 1977–1981, 4.B.1860.
62Rich (1978a, b).
63Group Strategic Plan 1977–1981, 4.B.1860.
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bemoaned a lack of entrepreneurial spirit, along with an atmosphere char-
acterized by amateurism andpaternalism.64 A systematic effort to train and
empower managers was made alongside the introduction of strategic plan-
ning. Yet John D. Rees, who joined Ocean as management development
adviser in 1973, claims that the devolution of responsibility and leader-
ship too often was only a theoretical goal, whereas in practice the Board
were reluctant to give up control65—perhaps understandably, given the
deficiencies revealed by the first strategic plans. Rees saw the increased role
of formal knowledge as the signature of modern business. He tried to get
everyone on Ocean’s management development programme to read Peter
Drucker’sThe Age of Discontinuity—the main theme of which was the rise
of the knowledge society—as well as AlvinToffler’s Future Shock which, he
hoped, would ‘shake complacentmanagers into an awareness of changes in
their work environment and in the wider context of a post-industrial soci-
ety’.66 Rees’s management development programmes focused on aspects
that had become important under the new decentralized multidivisional
structure. In particular, personnel management techniques and proce-
dures were introduced, with all line managers becoming responsible for
appraising their staff and setting objectives closely aligned with company
and divisional strategic plans. Likewise, all managers had to brush up on
finance and accountancy.67

It is not easy to assess the overall effect of these changes.The transforma-
tion Ocean managers described as one from ‘family business style’ to ‘big
business style’68—a development that mirrored the gradual engagement
withmanagement weaknesses throughout British industry at the time69—
was more difficult to achieve in practice than to sketch out on paper. The
impact of managers brought in through the Cory acquisition shows that it
is often easier to acquire resources from outside than to develop them from

64Nicholas Barber, personal communication, 3 March 2016.
65Rees (1987, 33–35).
66Drucker (1969) and Toffler (1970). The quote is from Rees (1987, 87).
67Rees (1987) provides a narrative as well as detailed examples of the training courses introduced
while he was at Ocean.
68Falkus (1990, 350).
69Wilson and Thomson (2006, 41–42).
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scratch internally.70 Yet it appears plausible that both personnel manage-
ment and financial knowledge were essential to operating a business in the
1970s and beyond as labour relations were becoming more bureaucratic
and the company was focusing on the financial ‘bottom line’.What is clear
is that the Ocean of the 1970s and onwards fully understood the necessity
of systematically developing, distributing and applying modern manage-
ment knowledge throughout its senior workforce, as well as of recruiting,
nurturing and promoting skilled staff.
With strategic planning, diversification, management development and

implementation of the multi-divisional structure, the days where the
knowledge that underpinned Ocean’s competitive advantage was about
operating liner ships in a cartelized environment were gone. Systematic
strategic planning processes were now governing both ‘grand strategy’
at a group level, and detailed mapping out and budgeting of individual
divisions’ development over the medium term. But did the adoption of
strategic planning achieve its objectives and lead to a sustainable improve-
ment in performance? David Riddle, Barber’s successor as Ocean’s strate-
gic planner, argues that the ‘successful development of a broadly based
freight group [was] the result of the creation of business plans driven by
long term profitability and the move away from basic ship operations.
… I put it down to the introduction of planning and related report-
ing in the early 1970s’.71 The literature on strategic planning is often
much more sceptical about what could be achieved through the strict
application of strategic planning methodology, arguing that its formalis-
tic nature tended to prevent, rather than support, strategic thinking and
suffocate entrepreneurialism.72 Planning is described as designed for the
stable growth conditions of the 1960s and unsuited to the radical uncer-
tainty and heightened competition of the 1970s. Ocean’s experience seems
to lend qualified support to both sides of the argument. On the one hand,
the most fundamental strategic decisions were taken either before strategic
planning was fully in place or did not figure in the strategic plans (as with

70A point made by Wernerfelt (1984, 175).
71Personal communication, 1 August 2016, 30 November 2018.
72This is the main argument in Mintzberg (1994); see also Freedman (2013, 518).
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the acquisition of Cory), and planning did not providemuch help in iden-
tifying growth and investment opportunities in the 1970s. On the other
hand, though, strategic planning seems to have provided the tools required
to identify and assess strategic opportunities. Again, the Cory acquisition
is a prime example because though it was clearly an opportunistic move
it could not have been identified as a strategic opportunity without the
work already undertaken in the context of the introduction of strategic
planning. At the level of individual businesses, planning helped imple-
ment strategic decisions and keep a focus on commercial performance.
Within the resource-based framework adopted in this chapter, it can be
argued that strategic planning helpedmobilize and apply knowledge about
the company, its divisions, its customers, competitors and environment
both in strategic decision-making and in day-to-day implementation. It
thus seems to have fostered the systematic development of knowledge as a
corporate resource. As such, planning underpinned and enabled strategic
thinking and decision-making—what it could not, and at least in Ocean’s
case was not intended to, achieve was replace them.

Conclusion

Lutz Raphael highlights that all aspects of modern society are transfused
with concepts and findings derived from research (calling this, in untrans-
latableGerman, ‘Verwissenschaftlichung des Sozialen’).73 This chapter has
examined the role of formalized, research-based technological, operational
and conceptualmanagerial knowledge inOcean’s transformation.Many of
the changes discussed above were initiated by managers who studied aca-
demic publications on technology, business and society, while academic
researchers closely followed transformations in the corporate world.74 At
Ocean, knowledge was increasingly seen and nurtured as a key corporate
resource and explicit strategy was embodied in rolling five-year strategic
plans. Across all processes within the company, explicit and documented
knowledge took the place of tacit, experience-based knowledge. From the

73Raphael (1996).
74The preface to Channon (1973) provides an example.
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1950s, systematic research informed incremental changes in ship design
and operations. However, its impact remained limited. Only container-
ization would eventually remove key bottlenecks in cargo liner shipping.
Ocean was among the firms that pro-actively adopted and implemented
containerization, developing an interlocking system of technological and
operational innovations to make it work. This, however, had the effect of
devaluing the largely implicit, ad-hoc knowledge that underpinned the
competitive advantage of traditional liner shipping firms and replacing
it with standardized, commodified knowledge—an example of ‘how firm
resources and capabilities are accumulated and eroded’ and ‘how resources’
relative values may be affected by market changes’.75

While modern technology usually consists of explicit knowledge and
thus is easily accessible to those able to study it or to pay for it, it is much
more difficult to work out how or whether to use it. A resource-based per-
spective stresses the key role played by operational and strategic knowledge
in shaping and reacting to wider transformations. Here, Ocean’s focus
shifted from nurturing the craft of shipping towards running a business.
With the introduction of strategic planning, budgets, cost, profits and
return on capital moved centre stage. This shift in perspective eventually
transformed Ocean, but it was a gradual process involving change in per-
sonnel, large-scale training and cultural change as well as the change of
procedures and explicit strategy. The implementation issues encountered
along the way raise the question to what extent even companies operating
with a large body of explicit knowledge and well-document procedures
rely on tacit knowledge allowing employees to identify necessary shortcuts
and work to the spirit, rather than the letter, of the rules. Another aspect
that deserves to be highlighted is the effect of new types of knowledge on
power within the corporation.The introduction of strategic management,
performance planning and explicit targets for growth and profits served
to assert and legitimate the power of managers, and bolstered the interests
of shareholders.76

75Priem and Butler (2001).
76Child (1969, 22–23, 232–233) and Knights and Morgan (1991); see also Freedman (2013),
Mintzberg (1994), and Bott (2009, 189, 205–207).
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A focus on knowledge allows highlighting the agency of managers, as
well as the limits on that agency and the complexity of their task under
conditions of fundamental uncertainty. What they could not know, for
example, was to what extent their initiatives would succeed, which trans-
formations would unfold and which ones would falter, and how new
knowledge would ultimately become embodied in new types of institu-
tions and organizations. Containerization and diversification were initia-
tives dating back to the 1960s, a time of optimism and stable expansion,
but had to be implemented in the 1970s, a period of depressed growth,
high inflation and unpredictable structural change. The organizational
transformations of the 1970s were the key factor that unlocked the poten-
tial of the technological changes made in the 1950s and 1960s, eventu-
ally transforming shipping into an engine of globalization and the key
mechanism in global chains of production and consumption. However,
the transformations the industry underwent along the way were largely
unforeseen. In fact, applying business knowledge to the shipping industry
changed the industry so much that it became unviable for many of the
first movers to remain active in it.
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8
The Role of Greek Shipowners

in the Revival of Northern European
Shipyards in the 1950s

Gelina Harlaftis and Christos Tsakas

Introduction

Greece continues to be the largest shipowning country in terms of cargo-
carrying capacity (309 million dwt), followed by Japan, China, Ger-
many and Singapore. ‘Together, these five countries control almost half of
the world’s tonnage’.1 In the immediate post-World War II years Greek
shipowners managed to become major players in world sea transport.
By entering the oil shipping market they became leaders in the tanker
business. Led by Aristotle Onassis, the first Greek to invest in newly-
built tankers before the war, prominent shipowners like Stavros Niarchos,

1UNCTAD (2017, 28).
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Stavros Livanos, the Kulukundis-brothers and the P. Goulandris-brothers
became United States’ main shipping partners, carrying much of its for-
eign trade. During the 1950s they all launched massive shipbuilding pro-
grammes and became catalysts for the revival of the war-torn European
shipyards, and particularly of the West German and British ones along
with those of Belgium, Sweden, France and the Netherlands. As shipping
has always been important in geopolitics, this was as much about business
as it was about politics.
The US policy-makers often attempted to take advantage of the Greeks’

dominant position in the independent tanker industry, either using them
as scapegoats for their internal policies or stressing the crucial role they
could play in regional ColdWar crises in their foreign policy. From accus-
ing them of ‘red trade’ during the Korean war, fraud during the change
of government from Democrats to Republicans in 1954, to imposing
embargo on Cuba in the aftermath of Fidel Castro’s revolution in 1960s,
Greek shipowners occasionally became the focal point of US diplomatic
efforts.2 Seeking safe refuges in times of crisis, had been a constant objec-
tive for Greek shipowners since the early 1950s. After their dispute with
the US authorities during the 1950s they all shifted their focus to Europe
and ended their brief stay in New York.3 Apart from Britain, one of their
main maritime centres since the nineteenth century, the Federal Republic
of Germany (FRG) became their new maritime entrepreneurial target,
where they launched massive shipbuilding programmes that revived the
war-torn German shipyards. Haakon Ikonomou and Christos Tsakas, by
addressing the responses of Greece and Norway to the Common Shipping
Policy efforts in the 1960s and the 1970s, have recently shown how two
leading maritime nations from the outer periphery reacted to, and largely
influenced, the integration dynamics of the shipping sector at the regional
European level.4 Our study will also give some insights on the potential
contribution of business and maritime history into scholarly debates on

2Foreign Relations of the United States (hereafter FRUS ), 1958–1960, VI, 980–991 (545) and FRUS,
1964–1968, XVI, 174–179 (82).
3Harlaftis (2014).
4Ikonomou and Tsakas (2019).
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the role of pre-existing international business networks in the process of
European integration.5

As this volume indicates, shipping was both an example and an engine
of globalization and structural change in the post-war era. This chapter
builds on the recent work of Michael Miller, who has highlighted how the
Europeans ran the maritime business world in the twentieth century and
has located shipping in the prevailing historical narrative of global business,
and of Gelina Harlaftis, who has indicated how the Greeks created global
shipping business in the twentieth century.6 Harlaftis examines the choices
of Greek shipowners, led by Aristotle Onassis, who were able to exploit
the opportunities given by the oil companies in the United States in the
1940s and led the way in tanker shipping in Europe.7 Greeks were able
to establish the new institution of the global shipping company, a kind
of multinational company, that was based in many countries and used
Panamanian and Liberian companies and flags which meant that it was
taxed under the law of these countries. They served the ever-increasing oil
industry by contracting long-term charters with American oil companies
and by using finance fromAmerican banking institutions to invest initially
in American but later more in northern European shipyards.

Miller has largely focused on liner shipping,whereas theGreek shipown-
ers were involved in tramp and bulk shipping.8 Tramp and bulk shipping
made possible a global supply line for basic resources like food, energy
and raw materials for the industry. Greeks in the South of Europe, often
under Flags of convenience, proved a prime example of the evolution of
the regional European maritime businesses to serve the global economy.
In fact, one could safely argue that the history of modern bulk and tramp
shipping simply cannot be written without them. Miller’s focus, how-
ever, on the shipping infrastructure as a key component of the industry’s
globalizing effect, points to an interesting direction for further research.
Hamburg, one of the big European ports Miller studies, became synony-
mous for the German shipyards along with a few other shipbuilding hubs,

5Ramirez Perez (2010) and Rollings and Kipping (2008). For a recent account, see Tsakas (2018).
6Miller (2012) and Harlaftis (2019).
7Carlisle (1981).
8See Stopford (1997) for an introduction to the distinctions between the various segments.
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such as Bremen and Kiel. These industrial hubs were targeted by Greek
shipowners. Aristotle Onassis was the first to turn to the war-torn German
shipyards and revive them, thus contributing to the ‘German economic
miracle’, known asWirtschaftswunder. Across the Channel the war-struck
British shipbuilding industry built an even larger amount of tanker ton-
nage for leading Greek shipping companies like the Kulukundis brothers,
Stavros Livanos and Stavros Niarchos.
The shipbuilding industry reflected wider transformations in ship-

ping that led to the present-day globalized economy. We examine how
Greek shipping entrepreneurship, American finance and northern Euro-
pean technical know-how triggered the revival of European shipyards
and the continuation of European hegemony in global shipping in the
1950s and thereafter. Greek shipowners were able to promote technolog-
ical advancements in European shipbuilding that were diffused globally
and transformed the global tanker industry. This is the story of a rare
twentieth century reversal of roles. In the post-World War II period in
the case of shipping and shipbuilding, southern Europe helped revive not
only northern European shipbuilding, but also became the mainstay of
European shipping to the present day.

Why the Greeks?

Greek shipowners after World War II were able to take advantage of the
major transformations that took place in the shipping markets and in
world leadership. During this period, three important changes took place
that changed the maritime world. The first was the shift from coal to oil as
a main energy source, and as a main commodity to be carried. The second
was the shift from the political hegemony of Great Britain to that of the
United States. The third was the use of offshore companies and flags of
convenience which Greeks were among the first to adopt and set the pace
for the creation of the global shipping firm which was not connected to
one nation.

If the history of the maritime transport of power in Europe in the first
half of the twentieth century was written by coal and tramp ships, in the
second half it was written by oil and tankers. The 1950s was the critical
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decade for this transition. In 1900 oil was an insignificant source of energy;
world production of 20 million tons met only 2.5% of world energy con-
sumption. Because production was so limited there was little need for spe-
cialized vessels; tankers, mostly owned by Europeans, accounted for a tiny
1.5%of worldmerchant tonnage. By 1938 oil productionwas 273million
tons per year and accounted for 26% of world energy consumption.9 But
it was after 1945 that oil became the primary energy source worldwide;
by 1970 it had risen to a peak of 56%. Another very important change
was that although before the SecondWorldWar the United States was the
world’s leading oil producer, by 1948 it became a net importer for the first
time. In the 1950s Middle Eastern production surged and major US oil
companies (Chevron, Esso, Gulf, Mobil and Texaco) and two European
firms (Shell and BP) dominated production, distribution and sales around
the world, except in the socialist countries. Between 1953 and 1973 the
volume of seaborne oil increased by six times to almost two billion tons,
amounting to about 60% of all maritime trade. This enormous increase
went alongside an unprecedented demand for tanker tonnage.10

After the end of World War II the US possessed the largest fleet of
merchant ships in the world, with 60% of world tonnage, compared with
1939 when it was about 14.5%.11 Due to alarming ship losses during the
war, the United States through the United States Maritime Commission
(USMC) had launched amassive shipbuilding programme through which
4694 ships of all kinds, both commercial andmilitarywere built.12 Despite
the enormous fleet, the United States was not able to support this fleet as
it had not been able to develop a maritime tradition equivalent to that of
Britain or provide internationally competitive maritime services. After the
war the American officials were thus faced with the huge problem of what
to do with this enormous and costly fleet that was six times larger than
needed, with ships that were mostly of a rather older technology and were
too costly to be operated by American shipowners. In the end, American

9Eden et al. (1981).
10Ratcliffe (1985).
11Perry (1946).
12Achee-Thornton and Thomson (2001).
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policymakers decided to sell two-thirds of the fleet and to form a reserve
fleet with the rest. In March 1946 President Truman signed the Merchant
Ship Sales Act which authorized USMC to sell government-owned vessels
to domestic and foreign shipowners.13 There were however, a number
of restrictions on the types of vessels available to foreigners, for example
tankers were not available for sale to foreigners, only in specific cases and
limited numbers.14

TheGreekswere among the first to purchase such ships, in particular the
famous ‘Liberty’ type that were medium-sized cargo ships.15 In 1939, the
Greekmerchant fleet consisted of 1.8million grt but by 1946only 500,000
grt remained. The sale of Liberty ships was a great opportunity for Greek
shipowners to acquire new ships on highly favourable terms. On 9 April
1946, the Greek government guaranteed the purchase of 100 Liberties on
behalf of its shipowners, with long-term loans from the American banks
with the obligation to hoist the Greek flag. Another 300 vessels of the
USMC merchant fleet were purchased by Greek shipowners in cash or
with loans provided by American banks and under the condition that
they would hoist the so-called ‘flags-of-convenience’.16

The Flags of convenience as they came to be called in the 1950s became
a key manifestation of American maritime policy led by American oil
companies that needed low-cost transport.This came as a result of the shift
of political power and influence from Britain to the United States after
1945 which ushered in a new era in world shipping. ‘Flagging out’ from
traditional registers to Flags of convenience became amajor feature of post-
world war II international shipping. The Flags of convenience of Panama,
Honduras and Liberia—known as the PanHoLib fleet—were part of the
trend to turn to offshore companies. This solution not only provided an
economic shelter, like cheap flags with low taxes, but also flexibility beyond
state control in a global environment.17 When a sealift was needed, the

13More on the review in Hutchins (1951).
14Marx (1948).
15Sawyer and Mitchell (1973).
16Naftika Chronika, 1 April 1946 and 15 April 1946; Harlaftis (1996, 2013) and Tzamtzis (1984).
17See Cafruny (1987); the fleets were also referred to as PanLibHon. For a classic on Flags of
convenience, see Metaxas (1985). For the resort of the Greeks to Flags of convenience, see Harlaftis
(1989).
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PanHoLib would immediately become the United States’ allies, and the
American Navy could forcibly requisition this fleet. Thus in the second
half of the twentieth century, the United States was able to ‘rule the waves’
by this tacit policy, that started in the interwar period and culminated in
the 1940s and 1950s.18 Consequently, ‘America’s hegemonic ascendancy
was expressed not through supplanting the European powers and filling
the oceans with American flag vessels but rather through constructing a
system in which the European merchant fleets could flourish but in which
core American interests were safeguarded’.19

Greek shipowners were able to exploit the opportunities offered in the
United States better thandid theirmain competitors, theNorwegians,who
were handicapped by their state’s decision to restrict and finally prohibit
purchase of foreign vessels in 1949–1950. Norwegians were among the
world’smain tanker owners in the interwar period and the decision by their
state handicapped their international business.20 It was the Greeks that
filled the space. They engaged the U.S., the world’s new economic power,
as their main trading partner, as they had done with Great Britain in an
earlier period.Thiswas the advantage of cross-traders and of trampowners:
By serving international trade rather than the needs of a particular nation,
they were able to adjust to changes in the world environment.21 They
were able—and also encouraged by the American credit institutions that
financed them—to take advantage of the situation serving simultaneously
both American and their own interests.

Among the prime movers of this trend were Aristotle Onassis and
a group of Greek shipowners established during World War II in New
York. Onassis was among the first to (a) establish the new institution of
the global shipping company, a kind of multinational company that was
based in many countries and used Panamanian and Liberian companies
and flags which meant that it was taxed under the law of these coun-
tries; (b) serve the ever-increasing oil industry by contracting long term
charters; (c) provide finance from American banking institutions to invest

18A prime example of an American ‘invisible billionaire’, Daniel Ludwig. See Shields (1986). For
the use of Flags of convenience by American shipowners, see de la Pedraja (1992).
19Cafruny (1987, 87).
20Tenold (2019, 150–151).
21Harlaftis (1993, 43–46).
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in shipbuilding, and (d) turn from the American to European shipyards
triggering development in the war-torn shipyards of Germany, Britain,
France, Belgium, Netherlands and Sweden. Alan Cafruny has argued that
‘in formal terms, Flags of convenience are the result of foreign direct invest-
ments bymultinational companies or independent bulk carrier operators’,
citing Onassis among the prime examples of the latter category.22 The use
of Flags of convenience was very much frowned upon in the European
traditional maritime nations even as late as the 1980s. This practice which
paved the way to the global shipping company broke the so-called ‘gen-
uine link’ between the ship’s flag and the nationality of its owner. But
this was part of the irreversible globalization trend. By the mid-1980s,
however, a quarter of the fleet of the European Community’s members
were flying flags of convenience.23 The next sections will reveal the for-
eign direct investments of Greek shipowners in the German, British and
other European and non-European shipbuilding industry concentrating
in tankers. In doing so, we contend that the Greek shipowners, acting
as a bridge between global and local dynamics, transformed not only the
maritime industry, but also the shipping infrastructure of the ports where
they established offices, and, most importantly, networks.

Building Tankers in European, American
and Asian Shipyards

Greeks were involved in both dry and liquid cargoes but it was the latter
and particularly oil and the entrance in the tanker market that brought the
apogee. During the decade 1950–1960 they were able to build an extraor-
dinary tanker fleet of 268 tankers, almost 50% of which in the European
shipyards. More specifically, as is evident in Table 8.1, Britain and Ger-
many attracted 77% of the Greek shipowners’ orders of tankers in Euro-
pean shipyards followed by those of Sweden, the Netherlands, Belgium,
France andYugoslavia.They built 127 tankers in Europe; to this number of
ships, one has to add an equally large, and even larger, number of cargo

22Cafruny (1987, 91).
23Tenold et al. (2012, 11).
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Table 8.1 Tankers built by Greek shipowners in European, American and Asian
shipyards, 1948–1960

Place of shipyards No. of ships % grt % nrt %

Total Europe 127 47 1,945,537 39 3,029,817 37
Great Britain 60 47 831,581 43 1,278,028 42
Germany 38 30 641,536 33 1,019,441 34
Sweden 9 7 160,677 8 250,817 8
Netherlands 7 6 96,244 5 145,067 5
Belgium 5 4 81,581 4 128,638 4
France 4 3 74,644 4 117,786 4
Italy 3 2 45,939 2 70,069 2
Yugoslavia 1 1 13,335 1 19,971 1
Total America and
Asia

141 53 3,007,496 61 5,108,663 63

Japan 92 65 1,967,679 65 3,205,102 63
USA 46 33 976,540 32 1,805,596 35
Canada 3 2 63,277 2 97,965 2
General total 268 100 4,953,033 100 8,138,480 100

Source Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, 1948–1960; Ioannis Theotokas and Gelina Har-
laftis, “Pontoporeia 1945–2000”, unpublished database, see Theotokas & Harlaftis

ships. They thus revived the war-torn shipyards of northern Europe. The
American shipyards that saw their heyday in the years immediately after
the war until the beginning of the 1950s received less than one-eighth
of the total orders of tankers. It was the Japanese shipyards that was the
new rising Asian player indicating the trend that was to follow in the
world shipbuilding industry. The European shipyards received more of
their orders during the Korean war, in the first half of the 1950s whereas
the Japanese shipyards thereafter.

As the British shipbuilding industry was the most important before
World War II and Greek shipowners held representative shipping offices
in London since the nineteenth century it was only natural that in Europe
most of the orders would be placed with the British shipyards.24 The ship-
yards of Furness Shipbuilding Co., Ltd., in Hartlepool, and of Vickers-
Armstrongs Ltd., inNewcastle on the riverTyne in north-eastern England,
providedmore than half of the production of tankers.The rest were built in
other eight British shipyards; in Scotts’ Shipbuilding & Engineering Co.,

24Johnman and Murphy (2002).
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Ltd., in Blythswood Shipbuilding Co. Ltd. and in Fairfield Shipbuilding
& Engineering Co on the river Clyde in Scotland; in Sir James Laing and
Sons Ltd., in William Doxford & Sons Ltd. and Bartram & Sons Ltd., in
Sunderland, Smith’s Dock Co. Ltd., in North Shields andW. Gray & Co.
Ltd. inWest Harlepool, all in northeastern England. In France in the Soci-
eté des Ateliers etChantiers de France inDunkirk andChantiers&Ateliers
de St. Nazaire-Penhoët, S.A. at St. Nazaire, in the Ateliers & Chantiers de
la Seine Maritime (Worms & Cie) in Trait in north-western France, and
in Chantiers Navals de La Ciotat in La Ciotat in southern Mediterranean
France. In Sweden they built tankers in Kockums Mekaniska Verkstads
Aktiebolag in Malmö and in Uddevallavarvet Aktiebolag in Uddevalla,
both in southern Sweden. In the Netherlands, in Nederlandsche Dok
& Sheepsbouw Maatschappij V.O.F. in Amsterdam and in N.V. Wilton
Fijenoord Dok-enWerf Maats in Rotterdam. In Belgium in J. Boel & Fils
and in the Societé Anonyme Cockerill-Ourge and in Italy in the Cantieri
Riuniti dell’ Adriatico in Trieste. In Germany the three big North Sea
ports hosted the largest German shipyards Howaldtswerke A.G. in Ham-
burg and Kiel and A.G. Weser in Bremen. All the above were traditional
long-term business establishments that had built most of the world’s fleet
carrying an established know-how and tens of thousands of workers.With
a large number of shipyards almost destroyed during the war, the flow of
orders for advanced technology vessels, backed up with American finance
which Greeks secured, contributed to the northern European industrial
development.
The ‘big five’ or the so-called ‘golden’ Greeks, were the ones that

invested in more than 20 tankers each, namely Aristotle Onassis (35
tankers), StavrosNiarchos (40 tankers), Kulukundis brothers (32 tankers),
Stavros Livanos (31 tankers) and Petros Goulandris’ sons (24 tankers)
(see Table 8.2). Other Greek shipowners that ordered about ten tankers
each were C.M. Lemos (12 tankers), N.J. Goulandris’ sons and Car-
ras. Shipowners like Andreades, Vergottis, Embiricos, Nomicos, Chan-
dris, Lykiardopulo, Papadakis invested in between five and seven tankers
and another 18 shipowners in between one and three tankers. All Greek
shipowners that ordered tankerswere traditional shipowners,meaning that
they were second, third or fourth generation into the shipping business.
Their families hailed from the traditionalGreek shipping islands of Andros
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(Goulandris, Embiricos), Kasos (Kulukundis, Papadakis), Cephalonia
(Vergottis, Lykiardopulo), Chios (Livanos, Chandris, Carras) and San-
torini (Nomicos). The only newcomers in the business were in fact Aris-
totle Onassis and Stavros Niarchos.

Aristotle Onassis led the way. In the immediate post-World War II era,
ensuring a large tanker fleet under the U.S. flag with second-hand vessels
from the war-built American fleet, Aristotle Onassis proceeded at the same
time into a large shipbuilding programme. For his newbuildings, he firstly
turned to the American shipyards, which desperately needed clients after
an intensive period of extraordinary shipbuilding during the war. The
first tanker Onassis built after the war was in the American Sparrow Point
Shipyards in Bethlehem. It was of 11,298 grt and 18,151 dwt, about
3000 dwt bigger than his three Swedish tankers, built almost ten years
earlier.Olympic Games , delivered in 1948 launched his famous ‘Olympic’
fleet. Another five tankers were delivered in 1949 and 1950 by the same
shipyard; these were much bigger, 28,000 dwt.

In 1951, Onassis turned to European shipyards. The main reason
was that he saw an upcoming conflict with the United States govern-
ment, which was not hospitable anymore to foreign shipowners.25 In
1951, the FBI had started investigations into his shipping business in
New York and his purchases of American tankers from the United States
Maritime Commission. This culminated in February 1954, when he was
sued by the United States government, for ‘illegal purchases’ of tankers
from the United States Maritime Commission.26 Stavros Niarchos and
the Kulukundis brothers and others were equally accused and sued. As the
American government could not make a case of illegal purchases and take
to court the Greek shipowners, at the end, settlement agreements were
arranged for all. As Rodney Carlisle has argued it was probably the case
that Greeks were used as scapegoats by American politicians, a buffer for
the internal problems caused by the American shipping businesses and
seafarers that saw foreigners like the Greeks and foreign companies like
offshore companies take over America’s external trade.27 This policy was

25Harlaftis (2014).
26Harlaftis (2014).
27Carlisle (1981) and Harlaftis (2019).
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not at all in accordance with the interests of American shipyards. In fact, as
Daniel D. Strohmeier, the vice-president of the American Bethlehem yard
said to the press prophetically on the event of the launching of Niarchos’
World Glory , ‘Merchant shipbuilding in this country will be all finished
by the end of this year. Our situation would be brighter if our public
servants in Washington would devote as much energy in helping us to
cultivate foreign shipbuilding as they do in driving it away through legal
harassment’.28

The conflict between the U.S. government and Greek shipowners was
a watershed. The Greeks, who were turning to New York as their new and
rising entrepreneurial shipping base, all turned their back to the United
States and the American shipyards. They proceeded to launch massive
shipbuilding programmes in the European shipyards and the newly emerg-
ing Japanese ones. The four top Greek shipowners, Onassis, Niarchos,
Kulukundis and Livanos, built more than two thirds of their tankers in
northern European shipyards. The rest of the Greek shipowners built on
average 38% of their fleet in Europe (see Table 8.2). The only exception
was the group of companies of Petros Goulandris’ sons who built half of
their tanker fleet in the United States and the other half in Japan.

By buildingmost of their tankers inBritish,Dutch, Swedish, French and
Belgian shipyards, Greeks followed pre-existing business networks. What
is interesting to see here is the turn to the German shipyards. Henry Burke
Wend, addressing the early post-war US policy regarding the future of the
West German shipbuilding industry, has detailed its shift from the politics
of dismantling through reconstruction to prioritizing rearmament. This
shift, made possible due to major Cold War considerations, largely con-
tributed to making the shipyards one of the largest exporting industries in
the Federal Republic of Germany.Wend’s focus on US high politics, how-
ever, has left the role of business actors understudied.Who made this shift
possible? Moreover, his investigation of the shipyards under US control
(namely the shipyards in Bremen, including AGWeser, one of the biggest
shipbuilding firms) has excluded the shipyards of the British-controlled
ports inHamburg andKiel.29 It was theGerman-Greek business networks
that have been left out until now in the debate on theWirtschaftswunder .

28Quincy launches largest tanker. 1954. The New York Times, 10 February 1954, 31.
29Wend (2001).
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In 1954, with 963,114 dwt, the West German shipbuilding industry
was a major contributor to the German economy, representing over 18%
of the world shipbuilding production, second only to Great Britain.30 The
West German shipbuilding industry ranked second to none in terms of
export intensity, as foreign contracts represented 54% of its total produc-
tion.31 Furthermore, two West German shipyards, Deutsche Werft and
Kieler Howaldtswerke, were on the top of the list of the biggest shipyards
of the world.32

This dynamic growth, which even came to threaten the British
supremacy,33 had not been the case for a long time. In 1952, with 520,172
dwt overall production, the West German shipyards ranked third in the
world, representing 11.84%, just above the USA and Sweden (10.64 and
10.34% of world production respectively),34 whereas in 1950 the ship-
building production in the newborn Federal Republic of Germany barely
exceeded 150,000 dwt.35 Labelled as the ‘forbidden industry’, shipbuild-
ing suffered strict restrictions under the Allied controls, and it was not
beforeNovember 1949 that the Petersberg Agreement liftedmost of them,
paving the way for its development.36 Still, German shipyards were in
need of capital inflows and in search of contracts and German shipping
was able to provide them neither the former nor the latter. Moreover, the
war-devastated German shipyards faced not only market dominance from
British, the US and Swedish shipyards, but also the French, Italian and
Japanese competition.

It was Onassis that made the difference.When in 1951, Onassis turned
his back to the American shipyards he targeted the German shipyards
for tanker shipbuilding. He brought back to life the shipyards of Ham-
burg, Bremen and Kiel introducing an amazing shipbuilding programme
financed by the NewYork City Bank of NewYork. In three years, the three

30Schiff und Hafen, 5, May 1955.
31Schiff und Hafen, 5, May 1955. Jahresbericht des Bundesverbandes der Deutschen Industrie 1 Mai
1954–30. April 1955, May 1955 and Schiff und Hafen, 2, February 1955.
32Schiff und Hafen, 4, April 1955.
33The New York Times, 19 July 1954.
34Schiff und Hafen, 5, May 1954.
35Schiff und Hafen, 9, September 1955.
36Boie (1993).
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Western German shipyards, Howaldtswerke (Hamburg), Howaldtswerke
(Kiel) and A.G. Weser (Bremen) built 18 tankers for him; these were
mostly tankers of 21–22,000 dwt. Onassis’ orders represented 85% of
the Kieler Howaldtswerke tonnage, 62% of the AG Weser and 67.5% of
the Howaldtswerke Hamburg tonnage delivered in 1954.37 These ship-
yards ranked second, third and fifth respectively in the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany and were the second, ninth and 18th top shipyards in
the world respectively regarding their production in 1954.38 These fig-
ures show that Onassis’s orders literally revived from ashes the war-torn
German shipyards, boosting not only their building capacity and employ-
ment in the industry, but also technological innovation.The great techno-
logic achievement of the German shipyards and Onassis’s technical team
received worldwide attention. The launching of the biggest tankers in the
world at the time, signalled the transition to ship gigantism.
The size of tankers exploded between the late 1940s and the 1970s.The

aim was to achieve economies of scale; the larger the tanker, the lower the
cost of transport, the higher the profits. Such economies of scale would
not have been possible without shipbuilding technological advancements.
These also related to the speed of loading and discharging operations.
There were further improvements in the engines, in the design of hull, in
propulsion, in the introduction of the bulbous bow, in rudder, in navi-
gation aids, and in hull paints, etc. Technical advances were made inside
the hull too; gradually automation reduced the number of crew from over
50 to about 30 seamen. In an interaction of shipyard-shipping company,
Greeks contributed to the advancement of tanker ship technology. Among
them, Aristotle Onassis was a pioneer. He was the first Greek shipowner to
invest in tanker newbuildings beforeWorldWar I. He was a great believer
in European shipbuilding. His first tanker was the Ariston, of 15,360 dwt,
which was ordered from a Swedish shipyard; it was one of the biggest and
technologically advanced tankers of its time.

37Our calculations include only ships over 4000 dwt.The relevant list published by Schiff undHafen,
4, April 1955.
38Ibid.
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Ownership of huge ships became a struggle of prestige among the large
tanker owners. The tanker that Onassis built ten years later, in 1949, was
almost double the size:Olympic Flame , 28,385 dwt in theUSA.The news-
papers in the ‘new’ and ‘old’ world were full of articles on shipbuilding in
American and European shipyards. The ‘invisible millionaire’, the Ameri-
can Daniel Ludwig who owned the company National Bulk Carriers had
built in the American shipyards five tankers of 30,000 dwt by 1948. In
1952 theNewYorkTimes presented a tanker ‘champion’ of 32,500 dwt, the
World Enterprise built by Vickers-Armstrongs in Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
But the reign of the new champion was doomed to be short-lived.39 Two
years later, the German shipyards of Hamburg were in all the news on 24
July 1953 when the largest tanker in the world, Tina Onassis , of 46,080
dwt, for which the term ‘supertanker’ was coined, was launched.The term
introduced a new type of tanker that was between 50–70,000 dwt, at the
time. It was only superseded by Onassis’ Al-Malik Saud Al Awal , of his
ill-fated Saudi Arabian Tankers Co; the supertanker that hoisted the Saudi
Arabian flag for a few years was of 47,130 dwt.40 It was 1104 feet long,
high as twelve-storey building.41

Onassis continued building supertankers in the German shipyards and
hisOlympic Challenger built in 1960 was 64,750 dwt. As larger ships kept
being built, the industry invented more superlatives like the ‘mammoths’
of 100,000 dwt42; Onassis’ ‘mammoth’ Olympic Fame was built in 1965
in French Shipyards. When there were no other superlatives, the ships of
above 200,000 dwt were called Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs) in
the late 1960s.

Stavros Niarchos and Manolis Kulukundis tried to surpass Onassis’
glory in the German shipyards and built new supertankers themselves.
Other traditional Greek shipowners like Stavros Livanos, Diamantis Pat-
eras, Lyras Bros and newcomers like Marchessini also ordered in the Ger-
man shipyards. Butmost of theGreek shipowners, including StavrosNiar-
chos, ordered their ships in Great Britain and in order to fulfill the rapidly

39The New York Times, 27 September 1952.
40Harlaftis (2019, Chapter 7).
41The New York Times, 4 June, 1954.
42Ratcliffe (1985, 19–20).
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Table 8.3 Loans from American banks for ships purchased, 1949–1959

Dates of
purchase Type of ship

Type of
purchase

Number of
ships

Loans
($Million)

1949–1954 Tankers Newbuildings 30 46.6
1958–1959 Tankers Newbuildings 6 17
Total loans 36 63.6

Source Harlaftis (2019, Table 7.6)

increasing demand for oil transport spread their shipbuilding activities to
the Swedish, French, Dutch and Belgian shipyards.
The largest number of the tankers built in European shipyards hoisted

the PanHoLib flags. After the international boycott of 1958 against flags of
convenience and particularly Panamanian and Honduran flags, Onassis,
like the rest of the Greeks, mainly used in his Olympic fleet of tankers the
Liberian flag. From 1948 to 1960, he had built 35 tankers, 30 of which,
of the latest technology, and of the largest size, were built in Europe.43 He
raised 64 million dollars from the American banks, most of which were
channelled in Europe and particularly to Germany (Table 8.3). Equal
amounts were drawn by the other leading Greek shipowners, like Stavros
Niarchos, from American banks to be invested in the European shipyards.

According to moderate estimates, processing the data compiled by
the West German journal Schiff und Hafen (which was based on diverse
sources), Onassis’s share in total orders in German shipyards (1,791,000
dwt) in January 1953 was 24.54%.44 Onassis’s contribution to the revival
ofWest German shipyards is even more impressive in terms of his share in
the shipbuilding production. In 1954 West German shipyards launched
11 tankers for Onassis’s companies totalling to 250,685 dwt. That is to
say that Onassis’s share in theWest German shipbuilding production that
year (963,114 dwt) was 26%. Moreover, his share in the West German
total production of tankers (444,000 dwt) was 56.46%, whereas his share
in theWest German production of tankers for foreign shipping companies
(380,216 dwt) was 65.93%.45

43Table 8.3 is based on Harlaftis (2019, Table 7.6).
44Schiff und Hafen, 11, November 1955.
45Schiff und Hafen, 5, May 1955 and 9, September 1955.
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Onassis’ relationshipwith theGerman shipbuilding industry originated
in the close contacts he had developed with Hamburg since late 1940s for
his whaling fleet. It was then that he saw the war-devastated shipyards, the
wasted know-how of thousands of workers and shipping engineers, and
grabbed the opportunity. Before placing his first orders of tankers in Kieler
Howaldtswerke in early 1951, this shipyard had delivered 15 converted
whaling ships toOnassis in 1950 (seeTable 8.4).46 Those ships represented
a substantial part of the first post-war orders inHowaldtswerkeKiel.Onas-
sis had met Adolph Westphal, the director of Howaldtswerke, thanks to
theNorwegian shipownerAnders Jahre,47 butOnassis andHowaldtswerke
seem to have forged an independent business alliance. Certain attributes
typical of maritime business networks between shipowners and builders,
such as mutual trust and preference at equal prices,48 seem to apply in this
case.The story of the twin supertankersOnassis ordered inHowaldtswerke
is most telling: Celebrating the launching of some of his ships in the Kieler
Howaldtswerke, Onassis asked Westphal about the costs of building one
supertanker and the shipyards director gave a rough estimate. Shortly
afterwards, Onassis ordered a twin supertanker, but Westphal asked an
amount well above his initial estimate, claiming he had played down the
costs in the first place. Though surprised, Onassis placed the second order
as well, without further bargaining.49

Howaldtswerke were not the only shipyards Onassis maintained close
links with. Dr. Kurt W. Reiter, a key figure in the Olympic Maritime,
Onassis’s agency in Hamburg, had been the first post-war director of
AG Weser, Bremen. Furthermore, Onassis was not the only shipping
tycoon of Greek origin enjoying a special relationship with West Ger-
man shipyards. Stavros Niarchos, with orders totalling to 130,000 dwt
in Kieler Howaldtswerke and 32,500 dwt in Howaldtswerke Hamburg
in late 1952,50 promised further orders in German shipyards in 1954,

46Boie (1993). Table 8.4 is based upon data from Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, 1950–1956. Onassis
Business Archive, Alexander S. Onassis Foundation, Minutes of Balleneros Ltd S.A., 1949–1951.
47Harlaftis (2014).
48See Boyce (2003).
49Boie (1993, 61–62).
50Schiff und Hafen, 11, November 1952.
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Table 8.4 The Onassis whaling fleet

Name of ship Flag
Type of
vessel grt Date of built

Date of
purchase

Olympic
Arrow

Honduras Whaling 702 1944 1950

Olympic
Conqueror

Honduras Whaling 714 1940 1950

Olympic
Chaser

Honduras Whaling 708 1941 1950

Olympic
Cruiser

Panamanian Whaling 699 1943 1950

Olympic
Champion

Honduras Whaling

Olympic
Explorer

Honduras Whaling 699 1942 1950

Olympic
Fighter

Honduras Whaling 712 1950

Olympic
Hunter

Honduras Whaling 715 1941 1951

Olympic
Lightning

Honduras Whaling 702

Olympic
Rider

Honduras Whaling 717 1940 1951

Olympic
Promoter

Honduras Whaling 699 1942 1950

Olympic
Runner

Honduras Whaling 715 1940 1950

Olympic
Tracer

Honduras Whaling 406 1949 1951

Olympic
Victor

Honduras Whaling 702 1944 1950

Olympic
Winner

Honduras Whaling 744 1942 1951

Source Gelina Harlaftis (2019). Creating Global Shipping: Aristotle Onassis, the
Vagliano Brothers and the Business of Shipping, c. 1820–1970. Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press Table 7.3; based on Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, 1950–1956.
Onassis Business Archive, Alexander S. Onassis Foundation, Minutes of Balleneros
Ltd S.A., 1949–1951

in case they offered equal prices with their Swedish rivals.51 Niarchos’s
orders in the Federal Republic of Germany had not been on the same
level with those of Onassis, but their concentration in Howaldtswerke
and preference at equal prices imply the existence of network relations

51Handelsblatt, 41, 7 April 1954.
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between shipowner and builder. One should note that Stavros Niarchos
had a similar shipping business group to Aristotle Onassis. By 1950 they
both owned more than 50 vessels each, mainly tankers of about half a
million gross registered tonnage.52

Greek Shipowners, European Shipyards
and International Politics

In Germany, Onassis and Niarchos attempted to extend this network
alliance to an investment or ownership tie. As early as 1951, Onassis and
Niarchos, participating in a consortium with German firms, bid for the
state-owned Howaldtswerke.53 The purchase of Howaldtswerke became
a disputed issue within the federal government and a swift privatization
proved impossible. Despite his meeting with Konrad Adenauer and con-
siderable support from certain advisors of the Chancellor, Onassis failed
to strike a deal due to opposition of the German finance minister, Fritz
Schäffer.54 Major concerns included the possibility of losing control to
foreigners, cutting production capacity and the resulting unemployment
in a labour-intensive industry.55 Moreover, although taking over both
Howaldtswerke Hamburg and Howaldtswerke Kiel would be very expen-
sive, the viability of the next best option, their split and the purchase of
the premises in Hamburg and Kiel separately, was questionable. After his
failure to jointly buy the Kieler Howaldtswerke with Onassis, Niarchos
offered a DM 15 million loan to the Kieler Howaldtswerke to take over

52ForOnassis’s fleet, seeHarlaftis (2019, Appendix 2B). For Niarchos fleet, seeThe Career of Stavros
Niarchos. 1952. Naftika Chronika, April 15.
53Scholz to Kattenstroth, Howaldtswerke AG, 4 December 1951 and the attachment Bundesmin-
isterium der Finanzen (BMF), Veräusserung der Aktien der Howaldtswerke AG, Hamburg, 29
November 1951, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, B102/15552.
54CIA to State, Efforts of Onassis to purchase German ship works, 5 August 1954, CIA, Nazi
War Crimes Disclosure Act (FOIA)/ESDN (CREST): 519a2b7b993294098d50ffcd; Hamburger
Anzeiger, 4 May 1954, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, B108/5149.
55BMF to Bundeskanzleramt,Verkauf derHowaldtswerkeHamburg AGHamburg, 19 August 1954
and the attachment Verkauf der Howaldtswerke Hamburg AG Hamburg, undated, Bundesarchiv
Koblenz, B108/5149.
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Deutsche Werke Kiel, providing financial security to the whole project in
exchange for participation in the governing board.56

The attempt by Onassis and Niarchos to purchase West German ship-
yards was an episode of a broader story with far-reaching implications.
According to a CIA source, Robert Pferdmenges and Hermann Abs, top
bankers close to Adenauer, intended to break the US-British control of
oil and shipping fleets and influence Onassis projects with Arabs.57 Aris-
totle Onassis had signed with the Minister of Finance of Saudi Arabia
El Suleiman and the full consent of King Saud on 20 January 1954 an
agreement that brought a global turmoil that brought him against all the
oil industry and many states. According to the agreement, which would
come into effect on the 9 April 1954, Onassis obtained the right to carry
all Aramco (Arabian-American Oil Company) oil in excess of that carried
by Aramco’s own tankers. Aramco’s tankers carried about 10–20% of the
total production. The agreement would prohibit the shipment of oil in
chartered tankers of other nations.58

Although this was a business agreement, it was to be perceived as a
threat and a counter attack to the US government, and it did just do that.
This agreement went against the agreement of Aramco, the consortium of
four large American oil Companies, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Standard
Oil of California, Texas Company and Socony-Vacuum Oil Company,
with Saudi Arabia, which had provided a monopoly of mining, refining
and distribution of oil from 1933 to 2000.59

In this context, the launching of Al Malik Saud Al Awal in the
Howaldtswerke Hamburg, was not just a coincidence. Yet, it was the
Aramco case and its far-reaching implications that might have caused this
purchase to fail. Although a CIA report, in August 1954, implied an ongo-
ing cooperation between the Onassis and Niarchos,60 there was a falling

56Scholz to Graf, Kieler Hütte AG, 23 January 1953, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, B102/75949.
57CIA to State, Efforts of Onassis to purchase German ship works, 5 August 1954, CIA, Nazi War
Crimes Disclosure Act (FOIA)/ESDN (CREST): 519a2b7b993294098d50ffcd.
58Harlaftis (2019, Chapter 7), based on ‘Royal Government of Saudi Arabia. Memorial’, Alexander
S. Onassis Foundation, Onassis Archive, theGovernment of Saudi Arabia and the Arabian American
Oil Company.
59FBI, ‘Aristotle Onassis’, part 4, Bufile 46-17783, Office Memorandum from A. H. Belmont to L.
V. Boardman, ‘Visit to Middle East and North Africa by Bureau’s Army Liaison Representative’, 16
June 1954. The Court at The Hague finally passed an agreement in 1958 in favour of Aramco.
60Ibid.
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out between Onassis and Niarchos particularly in the role the latter had
played in the case of the US government vs Aristotle Onassis during this
period.61

After their split and failure to purchase a shipyard in the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany, Onassis and Niarchos, seeking a secure environment they
could use as a refuge in times of crisis, decided to invest heavily in Greece.
In 1956 Stavros Niarchos established the Hellenic Shipyards and in 1957,
he earned a concession for the ten-year operation of a newly built oil
refinery, the only such establishment in Greece. At the same time Onas-
sis secured a contract for the operation of Greece’s airlines and created
Olympic Airways, the only other private airline company after TWA. In
the meantime, Onassis and Niarchos had clashed over the concession for
the establishment of a big shipyard near Athens. Niarchos won the con-
cession in collaboration with shipbuilders in the Netherlands.62 Although
Onassis had placed emphasis on the Greek character of his investment
in contrast with his rival’s joint venture with a Dutch shipyard,63 he also
sought technical support from a foreign shipyard, namely Howaldtswerke
Kiel.64 Moreover, Onassis attempted to break Niarchos’s alliance with the
Dutch shipbuilders, using the previous network relations between him,
Niarchos and the German shipbuilders, promoting a joint project with
Niarchos’s and Howaldtswerke’s participation at the latter stage of the
negotiations.65

Despite the failure of Onassis’s project for the establishment of a ship-
yard in collaboration with Howaldtswerke in Greece, the importance of
his proposal should not be neglected.The development of the Greek ship-
building industry along with the development of other key industries such
as the oil industry, chemicals and metallurgy was part of the industrializa-
tion and Europeanization strategy put forth by the Greek Prime Minister
Constantinos Karamanlis for Greece’s convergence with Europe’s richest

61Harlaftis (2014).
62Ministry of Coordination, Chronicle of some major contracts, 7 April 1969, Nikolaos I. Makare-
zos Archive, Institute for Mediterranean Studies-Foundation for Research and Technology Hellas,
Rethymno, F275/A; For relevant reportage, see O Oikonomikos Tachydromos (19 April, 17 May, 12
July, 2 August and 13 September 1956).
63O Oikonomikos Tachydromos, 17 May 1956.
64The New York Times, 16 May 1956.
65O Oikonomikos Tachydromos, 2 August 1956.
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countries. In the formative years of European integration, German-Greek
business relations and economic cooperationwas a crucial factor that could
enhance Greece’s competitive advantages through industrial projects and
joint ventures. From 1953 on, successive bilateral agreements had aimed
at enhancing West German investments in Greek manufacturing and it
was in 1958 with the Adenauer-Karamanlis agreement that this process
was explicitly linked to Greece’s European prospects. Furthermore, Greek
shipping tycoons and their international business connections represented
a potential source of capital of unique importance to a sluggish periph-
eral economy that had recently suffered a harsh Axis occupation and a
devastating civil war.66

It is interesting to note that at the time thatNiarchos purchased theHel-
lenic Shipyards Onassis turned to Britain. From 1957 onwards Aristotle
Onassis started buying shares of the British shipyards in Ireland, Harland
&Wolff. By 1965 he had reached a total of £1,180,032 out of £4,396,082
representing 26.8% holding of the shipyards’ capital. He tried to purchase
the whole of the shipyards in the early 1970s with no success; by 1975
he owned one-fourth of the shares.67 Britain attracted more capital from
Greek sources. The traditional shipowners Kulukundis brothers and their
group of companies in 1957 purchased half of the shares of the Sunderland
shipyards of Austin & Pickersgiel. In April 1948, the Kulukundis brothers
had founded together with Basil Emmanuel Mavroleon in London, the
London and Overseas Freighters , one of the first independent private tanker
companies based in Britain in the post-war period. In 1957 London and
Overseas Freighters owned 50% of the shares of Austin & Pickersgill, and
took over the whole company in 1970.

Far from just an episode in their dispute withUS authorities in the after-
math of the Korean War, Onassis’s and Niarchos’s move from the United
States to Europe and their heavy investments in Europe had broader impli-
cations both on a global and a local European level. On the global level
on the one hand, they had challenged and overtaken the main European
shipping entrepreneurs until World War II, the British, and on the other
they had become the main international carriers of the new hegemonic

66Harlaftis (2008).
67Moss and Hume (1986, 416).
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power, the United States. On the European level, their primacy signalled
the revival of the European shipyards. Their massive shipbuilding pro-
grammes brought Britain to the top of the list of export-intensive ship-
building countries and second to the German shipbuilding industry, thus
contributing to the German economic miracle. Moreover, they played a
crucial role in the development of Greece’s infant industries, establishing
oil refineries, shipyards and airlines, that was an integral part of Karaman-
lis’s industrialization strategy and sine qua non prerequisite for Greece’s
participation in European integration.

Conclusions

In the formative years of the immediate post-World War II period the
European shipyards were in need of contracts and investment in order to
increase their capacity and efficiency. The Greek shipowners offered them
the American finance via the new global institutions they had adopted,
offshore companies, and Flags of convenience. Almost all ships built were
owned byPanamanian or Liberian companies.The flags hoisted on the ves-
sels were Honduran, Panamanian or Liberian and ran by European crews.
Their operating offices and agencies were inNorth and South America and
in Europe.The choices they made were much talked about, frowned upon
and at times received great animosity and slander. They chose to create
their global shipping empires with offshore companies and flags of conve-
nience and led the way to the global shipping business group that prevails
the shipping industry today. Their choices in the 1940s and 1950s were
new and unusual. Today they have become common practice in the global
shipping business. European and world shipping was transformed in the
post-World War II period. The ‘new men’ in Europe, who changed the
face of world shipping and undertook European leadership, were involved
in oil and tankers, belonged to the European periphery, they came from
Greece and Norway. But it was businessmen from the South of Europe
that led the way and helped the North to keep European primacy in global
shipping.
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9
Regional, yet Global: The Life Cycle

of Overnight Ferry Shipping

René Taudal Poulsen

Introduction

In the last couple of decades, major geographical shifts have occurred
in industries with global competition, and shipping was among the first
to experience this. Production has relocated several times to exploit the
geographical differentials in labour and capital costs.1 In 1960 Europe
dominated the registration, ownership, management and manning of the
world fleet.2 In subsequent decades, European flags experienced an exo-
dus of tonnage to the open ship registers, while expanding shipowners

1See Dicken (2015).
2Until the middle of the twentieth century, Europe also dominated the global shipbuilding industry,
but Asia overtook this position in the second half of the century. On the European decline, see
Tenold’s chapter in this volume, and Stråth (1987), Lorenz (1991), Johnman and Murphy (2002),
and Poulsen et al. (2017).
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and managers from EmergingMaritime Nations such as Singapore, Hong
Kong, SouthKorea andChina posed new challenges to European shipping
companies, reflecting the acceleration of Asian economic growth. Based
on low wages, the Philippines, other South East Asian and Eastern Euro-
pean countries took over the role from Europe as centres for the global
supply of seafarers.3 In short, an eastwards shift transformed the economic
geography of shipping.
The causes of Europe’s relative decline in the world of shipping have

attracted considerable attention.4 Sturmey’s seminal book on British ship-
ping largely attributed the British decline to decisions made by the British
shipowners. More recently, Ojala and Tenold attributed Europe’s loss of
maritime hegemony to the continent’s waning position in world politics,
the rise of Asia in the global economy and the regulatory innovations asso-
ciated with the open ship registers.5 However, they have also reminded
us that adaptations by some Greeks, Norwegians and Danes have allowed
these nations to continue to play important roles in the global cross trades.

In order to explain geographical shifts in shipping, several analyses of
have relied upon the industry life cycle theory, which economist Raymond
Vernon publicized in 1966.6 Originally developed for studies of manufac-
turing, the theory predicted that companies would compete in different
ways and locate in different countries at different stages of a product’s
life cycle—from early development, over growth and maturity to obso-
lescence. In the early development or innovation phase, pioneers would
locate in high labour cost countries (for Vernon this meant the US) and
supply a unique product for demanding customers at home. As demand
for the product increased both in the home market and abroad, the tech-
nology would gradually diffuse. Late movers would be able to emulate the
pioneers’ product. As the product matured and finally became standard-
ized, price competition intensified. For this reason, manufacturing would
relocate to countries with low labour costs, from where exports to the rest

3Tenold and Ojala (2017).
4Sturmey (1962/2010), Jamieson (2003), and Miller (2012).
5Tenold and Ojala (2017) and Ojala and Tenold (2017).
6Vernon (1960). See also Dicken (2015, 95–97, 114–15).
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of the world would occur. Ultimately, demand would fall, as the product
entered obsolescence.
The shipping economist Helen Thanopoulou attributed the shifts in

the world fleet from Traditional Maritime Nations to open registries and
EmergingMaritimeNations in Asia to the product life cycle.7 The product
life cycle has also been used in analyses of the evolution of chemical tanker
shipping. During the innovative phase of the life cycle, in the 1950s and
1960s, a combination of cooperation, innovation and vertical integration
allowed Norwegian shipowners to build up a global stronghold in the new
segment. When chemical tanker shipping matured and services became
more standardized, low labour cost newcomers were able to enter the busi-
ness. The Norwegian pioneers lost some of their competitive advantages,
as the segment moved into the standardized phase of the life cycle.8

In an industry as global as shipping, the market for ferry services rep-
resents a remarkable exception. In fact, there is no global market for ferry
services: both in their operations and market structures, ferry services are
regional in nature. Year after year, the same ferries transport passengers,
cars, lorries and trailers between the same pair of ports. The companies
that operate them face only a handful of competitors, if any, and their
earnings are much more stable than in the highly volatile global shipping
segments.9 The cargo, of course, differs, as passenger shipping is the only
segment where consumers directly face the shipping companies that own
the ships—usually, shipping serves business-to-business markets.

In the twentieth century, passenger shipping included three different
segments. The first was ferry services for passengers, cars, lorries, trailers
and in some cases railway wagons, on short and medium hauls, with
voyages lasting between a few minutes and app. 24 hours. The second
main segment was the transoceanic liner services for long-haul passenger
transportation, such as Southampton–NewYork, andGenoa–Sydney.The
third and final passenger shipping segment was served by cruise lines,
where the purpose of travel was holiday onboard, and itineraries of variable

7Thanopoulou (1995). See also Sletmo (1989).
8Murphy and Tenold (2008) and Tenold (2009).
9Wergeland (2012).
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duration included several port calls and typically followed a circuit.10 This
chapter primarily deals with the first of these three segments.

Although ferries recently represented a mere 0.3% of the world mer-
chant fleet in terms of deadweight, they have fulfilled important infrastruc-
ture functions in Northern Europe, theMediterranean region, theMiddle
East, Japan, South East Asia, Canada and the Caribbean throughout the
twentieth century, and continue to do so in the twenty-first century.11

However, these markets are regional and appear geographically separate.12

The question is whether these regional market structures shielded ferry
shipping companies against the forces of global competition, which have
been so pronounced in the rest of the shipping industry and inmany other
industries.

In the 1960s, Nordic shipping companies held a prominent position in
passenger shipping, as pioneers of overnight car ferry services. Not only
did they introduce the most advanced ferries, they also offered innovative
onboard services to their passengers. Four decades later, they had arguably
lost the edge in service innovation in passenger shipping.
This chapter explores the causes for the Nordic stronghold in ferry

shipping and its subsequent decline. Can the decline be attributed to the
same processes of global competition as those faced by the rest of European
shipping? By studying the evolution of Nordic overnight ferry shipping
since 1960, the chapter sheds new light on a previously neglected shipping

10In the 1950s intercontinental flights started to attract large passenger volumes from the
transoceanic liner services, most of which were discontinued in the 1960s or 1970s. Some of the tra-
ditional ocean liners regularly found employment in cruise trade, and when the transoceanic lines
started to decline, some permanently shifted to the cruise trades. Gradually purpose-built cruise
ships became the mainstays of the cruise business. On the evolution of ocean liner and cruise ship
designs, see Quartermaine and Peter (2006).
11UNCTAD (2016). UNCTAD Review of Maritime Transport 2016, p. 31. Capacities for overnight
ferries are more commonly measured in terms of gross tons (GT), number of cabins and berths
and car deck lane-metres. In 2015, the world fleet of car ferries counted 1222 vessels, ranging from
small commuter and shuttle ferries, over large roll-on/roll-off ships with limited passenger capacity
to large cruise ferries with relatively small car decks and up to 1200 passenger cabins. On the main
regions where ferries are employed, see Louagie (2017).
12To the extent that there is competition in addition to other ferry companies, for instance, from
other modes of transport, it is also regionally based. Someone wanting to cross the Adriatic from
Ancona in Italy to Split in Croatia by ferry are unlikely to consider theNorth Sea link from IJmuiden
in the Netherlands to Newcastle in the United Kingdom or the Alaskan ferry from Juneau to Sitka
as alternatives.
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niche as well as themanner in which the forces of global competition affect
regional markets.

Historiography

Despite their special characteristics and consumer-facing nature, ferry ser-
vices have received little attention from maritime scholars. One notable
exception is a recent textbook chapter by the maritime economist, Tor
Wergeland. He observed large variation between routes in terms of cus-
tomer preferences and vessels deployment, and noted that the fragmented
business showed no signs of consolidation. He concluded that ‘…criti-
cal, strategic decisions must be made on a route level, so in a sense each
route is a market in itself ’.13 Applying the analytical framework of Porter’s
Five Forces, Wergeland found a combination of high entry barriers, low
competition, high demand growth and low exit barriers, which created
a favourable business environment for incumbent firms. Entry barriers
existed because companies required access to ferry terminals in central city
locations, and often political contacts and local knowledge were required
to obtain such access. Onmost routes,Wergeland saw ‘a tendency towards
monopoly, or at best oligopoly’, although some parallel ferry routes were
in more direct competition.14 Exit barriers were low due to the existence
of liquid second-hand and charter markets, where ships were traded and
leased, respectively. An important part of this mechanism was that ‘less
sophisticated markets are happy to take over older tonnage that more
sophisticated markets find outdated’.15 Nordic ferry companies were lead-
ers in terms of advanced tonnage, and Wergeland observed the following
‘cascading’ pattern:

Historically, a typical life for a Baltic newbuilding would have been: 1st
second-hand sale to Skagerrak or the English Channel; 2nd second-hand

13Wergeland (2012, 170).
14Wergeland (2012, 167).
15Wergeland (2012, 176).
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sale to theMediterranean; 3rd second-hand sale to Africa; 4th second-hand
sale to Asia, then for demolition.16

While Wergeland portrayed many important characteristics of ferry ship-
ping, he did not explain its development, and this topic has attracted only
little attention within the maritime economics and transport geography
literatures.17 A few studies have focused on the design of government
tenders for subsidized ferry routes (such as island services) or the com-
petitiveness of roll-on/roll-off short sea shipping vis-à-vis road transporta-
tion.18 Within design history, several studies have explored the evolution
of ferry designs (i.e., naval architecture and interior designs), and a number
of ethnographic studies have been carried out onboard Nordic ferries.19

However, maritime and business historians have generally not shown great
interest in ferry shipping, focusing instead on the naval aspects—war at
sea—and cargo shipping.20

Themost comprehensive study of ferry shipping was published in 2006
by Anders Bergenek and Klas Brogren from ShipPax Information, a mar-
itime publishing and consulting house.21 Over 441 pages, Bergenek and
Brogren presented a systematic and comprehensive overview of the his-
torical development of the extensive network of ferry routes from Swe-
den. Brogren, a former ferry shipping consultant and journalist, knew the
industry very well, but the book lacks references.

Over the last couple of decades, several commissioned histories of ferry
shipping companies have been published, and Nordic companies have
been particularly prolific in this field.22 The books were mainly authored

16Wergeland (2012, 176).
17See Luis (2002), Rutz and Coull (1996), Baird (2000), Pantouvakis (2007), Heijveld and Gray
(1996), and Baird (1999).
18Baird et al. (2011), Baird (2012), Brooks and Frost (2004), and Casaca and Marlow (2005).
19On design, see Peter (2004), Peter and Dawson (2010), Peter (2017), and Peter and Id (2017).
For ethnographic studies, Hahn-Pedersen et al. (2003, 2004) and Westerlund (2012).
20For the mixed fortunes of Nordic cargo shipping companies after 1960, see Tenold, Iversen and
Lange (2012). Only the Finnish chapter of the book mentions ferry shipping. On Norwegian
shipping, see also Tenold (2019).
21Bergenek and Brogren (2006).
22Graae (1966), Malmberg and Sjöström (1997), Rinman (1989), Malmberg and Stempehl (2007),
Brogren et al. (2012), Tor Line (1985), and Sjöström and Brzoza (2009).
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by shipping company employees and maritime journalists, and often pub-
lished to commemorate corporate anniversaries. Their audiences were the
general public, and ferry passengers in particular. A part of the com-
panies’ marketing and branding efforts, they were often distributed via
onboard shops. A few commissioned histories have focused specifically on
individual shipowners and have mainly been directed towards the ship-
ping companies’ employees.23 Unfortunately, the commissioned histories
rarely contain references to their sources, which detract from their aca-
demic merit. Finally, shipping enthusiast literature has tended to focus on
the fates of individual ships.24

Methods and Sources

To study the mixed fortunes of Nordic ferry shipping a multiple case study
method is employed. The case studies are four overnight car ferry routes:
Copenhagen–Oslo, Gothenburg–Kiel/Travemünde, Gothenburg–Great
Britain and Stockholm–Helsinki, which served the five largest cities in
the Nordic countries, and continuously employed the most advanced and
largest ferries, not only in a northern European context, but globally.25

With the ship as unit of analysis, the chapter reconstructs the life cycles
of all the 45 ferries, which were employed on these routes after 1960.26

Almost all of the 20 largest ferries in terms of gross tonnage and cabin
capacity vessels were Nordic ferries throughout the period.

23Svensson (1986, 1990).
24For instance,Widdows (2010, 2011). See also the private webpage www.faktaomfartyg.se for very
comprehensive information about the employment of virtually all European ferries since the 1960s
(Accessed on 22 July 2018).
25Great Britain refers to several ports; Tilbury, Harwich, Immigham, Hull and Newcastle (North
Shields).
26The analysis focuses on the employment of the ferries during the high season (i.e. the Northern
Hemisphere summer). On most routes ferry traffic was highly seasonal. Some ferries were employed
on the same routes year round, while others were laid-up or chartered for use as floating accom-
modation for hotel guests, refugees or oil construction workers during the off-season. On some
routes, February was also a busy month due to the winter holidays. Stand-in vessels, which were
briefly employed on any of the four case routes, for example, during the dry-dockings of the route
mainstays, are excluded from the data set.

http://www.faktaomfartyg.se
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The data set is derived from multiple published sources, of which the
ShipPax Information represents the key one. Founded by Brogren, Ship-
Pax’s first publication appeared in 1974. Gradually expanding, it now pro-
vides ferry and cruise market intelligence services and organizes an annual
shipping industry practitioner conference,The Ferry Shipping Conference .
It publishes three annual publications (Guide, Designs and Market ) and
a monthly newspaper (Info) on ferry shipping, for which the audience
is ferry and cruise shipping industry professionals.27 Information on the
employment of the individual ferries is also available in several very exten-
sive fleet histories, which have been published by all of the major ferry
shipping companies.28

To explain themixed fortunes ofNordic ferry shipping and the changing
employments of the 45 ferries, traffic figures provide revealing insights.
Market and Statistics contain detailed traffic statistics on a route basis for
1990 and annually since 1995. It is possible to quality check this with data
sets in shipping company fleet histories, ferry shipping company annual
reports and national statistical bureaus, which extend back to the early
1960s.29 Such comparisons show a high degree of accordance between
the sources.

Further information is available in annual reports from the publicly
listedNordic ferry shipping companies.30 They contain detailed corporate
information for shareholders, regarding the company’s performance (e.g.,
key financial figures and traffic figures), market situation and strategic
considerations. In some annual reports, data for onboard spending per

27Guide contains a full list of ferries world-wide, including technical data (e.g., passenger and car
capacity, service speed, gross tonnage) and information on employment, whereas Designs provides
even more detailed technical data on all new ferries and major conversions as well as interior design
reports. In 2000, 64 out of the global fleet of 449 ferries (with more than 99 berths) were employed
on ferry routes to the Nordic countries. This represented 14.3% of the global fleet. This estimate is
based on the global fleet list published in the supplementary publication to Guide 00, which has the
title Pocket Guide (2000) (Halmstad: ShipPax Information). Market contains comprehensive lists
of almost all routes and their ferries as well as market reports for the year 1990 and annually since
1995.
28Sahlsten et al. (1992), Thorsøe et al. (1991, 2006), and Simonsen and Krogh-Andersen (2016).
29For Denmark, see Statistics Denmark (1977–1988). Danmarks Skibe og Skibsfart 1976 –87
(Copenhagen: Danmarks Statistik). For Sweden see Statistiska Central Byrån (various years) Sveriges
Officiella Statistik: Sjöfart (Stockholm: Statistiska Centralbyrån).
30DFDS, Silja Line/Tallink, Viking Line and Stena Line.
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passenger and price per ticket, which provides insights on the earning
power of the vessels, are also available. These figures are important pieces
of evidence for the study of the mixed fortunes of Nordic ferry shipping.

Innovation and Growth, 1960–1990

The Nordic geography is well suited for ferry services, in much the same
way as the Mediterranean, South East Asian, Japanese, Caribbean and
Canadian coastlines are. In a sense, Sweden,Norway andFinland are island
economies, depending on ferry services for international communication,
and indeed, passenger ships have plied the Baltic and North Seas for
much longer than car ferries. In the nineteenth century, business travellers,
politicians and large numbers of migrants sailed on passenger routes over
the Baltic and North Seas, and train ferries provided frequent services on
many short routes.31 In the 1930s—in response to the growth of the car
economy—the first small drive-through car ferries entered service, offering
short day time crossings over the Great Belt, the Øresund, the Kattegat
and the Skagerrak.

Car ferries with overnight cabin accommodation were introduced in
significant numbers to the Nordic market in the 1960s, coinciding with a
period of sustained growth for theNordicwelfare states.The labourmarket
expanded quickly and household incomes in theNordic countries—and in
neighbouring Western Germany—soared. The ownership of private cars
also took off.32 At the same time, new laws provided longer paid holidays
for the workforce.33 Favourable policies, which allowed for duty free sales
of alcohol, tobacco, cosmetics and candy onboard ferries on international
routes, attenuated the socio-economic growth factors.

Growing welfare and duty free sales provided an ideal cocktail for
entrepreneurial shipowners to build up businesses in overnight car ferry

31For a study on the evolution of the DFDS North and Baltic Seas passenger liner network in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, see Hahn-Pedersen and Poulsen (2006).
32Fellman et al. (2008).
33In Sweden, for instance, Parliament enacted a law, which guaranteed all workers three weeks of
holidays per year from 1953. In 1963 and 1978, the guaranteed holiday period was extended to
four and five weeks, respectively.
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shipping. Both existing shipping companies and newcomers were able
to grab and form new business opportunities. Companies such as Stock-
holms Rederi AB Svea, Svenska Lloyd AB, Ångfartygs AB Bore, Finska
Ångfartyg, DFDS and Det Bergenske Dampskibsselskab, with origins in
nineteenth-century steam-shipping, operated comprehensive networks of
passenger routes. To the extent that conventional passenger ships carried
cars, these were hoisted onboard in small numbers and stowed in cargo
holds. During the 1960s, overnight car ferries, where cars and lorries could
roll-on and roll-off easily and quickly, replaced the relatively inefficient,
conventional passenger vessels.
The impetus for service innovation, however, came mainly from new

players in passenger shipping. The Swedish entrepreneur, Sten A. Olsson
entered the Nordic ferry scene in 1962. In a short period of time, his
company, Stena Line, attracted substantial numbers of shopping travellers
on short day routes between Sweden, Denmark and Germany. Stena Line
offered cheap or sometimes free tickets, since earnings were generated
mainly from onboard duty free sales.34 In 1967 Stena Line introduced an
overnight car ferry service on the much longer route between Gothenburg
andKiel, and from 1973 two new and larger car ferries offered daily depar-
tures in both directions. In the same year a competitor, Sessan Line, intro-
duced an overnight car ferry on a parallel route,Gothenburg–Travemünde.
The two companies were also in competition with ferry routes from Sca-
nia in Southern Sweden to Germany and the shorter routes from Sweden
to Denmark. When Stena Line acquired Sessan Line in 1981, it created
a local monopoly on the ferry routes from Gothenburg to Germany and
Denmark. It terminated the ferry service to Travemünde to concentrate
on Gothenburg–Kiel.

On the Åland Sea, Stena Line also had a brief spell in the 1960s, but
other entrepreneurs with similar business models played the key roles
here. Carl Bertil Mysten from Swedish Rederi AB Slite, Gunnar Eklund
from Vikinglinjen and Ålandsfärjan started short-day car ferry routes
with second-hand tonnage on the Åland Sea in the late 1950s, and soon
joined forces under the marketing name Viking Line.35 They had no

34Bergenek and Brogren (2006).
35Svensson (1986, 1990), Harberg (1995), and Karlsson (2007).
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prior experience in ferry shipping, but the Åland shipowner community
backed them, and introduced novel services to their passengers. Like in
the case of Stena Line, tickets were often free to stimulate shopping-
based travel, and quickly several new-buildings were introduced. Initially
focused on the short Åland Sea routes, Viking Line entered the longer
Stockholm–Helsinki route in 1975. Svea, Bore and Finska Ångfartyg,
which had operated passenger routes between Finland and Sweden since
the nineteenth century, formed Silja Line in 1957. It introduced several
car ferries in the course of a few years, and was the first company to pro-
vide year-round car ferry services between Stockholm and Helsinki even
during the winter season with severe ice conditions.36

On the North Sea, a newcomer, Tor Line challenged the three incum-
bents, Ellerman’sWilson Line, Svenska Lloyd and Svea. Backed by a group
of Swedish shipping companies, Tor Line introduced two new and fast
overnight car ferries between Gothenburg, Immigham and Amsterdam
in 1966. The three established shipping companies replaced their con-
ventional passenger ships with three new overnight car ferries on a joint
Gothenburg–Hull service in 1966, but the new vessels were costly and
suffered from car deck design flaws.37 According to the commissioned
Tor Line history, a ‘battle of the North Sea’ ensued.38 FollowingTor Line’s
introduction of two very large and fast overnight car ferries, the Tor Bri-
tannia andTor Scandinavia , on a service to Felixstowe, in close proximity
to London in 1975 and 1976, the competitors withdrew. The two new
ferries remained the mainstays on the Swedish North Sea routes for the
following three decades.

On the trade between the Danish and Norwegian capitals, DFDS,
another shipping linewith origins in themid-nineteenth century, operated
a daily passenger service.39 Here no real contender emerged.40 In 1957,

36Malmberg and Stempehl (2007). Silja Line started operating on the Stockholm-Helsinki route in
1972. In 1973 and 1974, Birka Line, an Åland based shipping company, also operated a Stockholm-
Helsinki service.
37Rinman (1968).
38Tor Line (1985).
39Graae (1966), Møller (1983), Thorsøe et al. (1991, 2006), and Simonsen and Krogh-Andersen
(2016).
40Two competing lines briefly operated between Copenhagen and different ports in the Oslofjord
area (1966–1968) and between Sandefjord and Hundested (1982).
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DFDS introduced the first car ferries, with small car decks with access
through side ramps. In the late 1960s, two larger vessels entered service,
but the first overnight car ferries with more convenient loading through
bow and stern doors entered service on the route as late as 1984.

In the 1960s, traffic volumes climbed quickly on all the routes, often at
the rate of 30% annually. Unsurprisingly such growth rates were impossi-
ble to sustain (Confer Table 9.1). In the 1970s, annual growth rates were
in the range 5–15% despite the slowdown in the Nordic economies after
1973. Ferry shipping was also relatively unaffected by the shipping cri-
sis, which started for crude oil tankers in 1973, and quickly spread to all
the other global shipping segments.41 When tanker, dry bulk and liner
shipping companies were struggling for survival, andmanyNordic players
went out of business, the Nordic ferry companies continued to prosper.
Their regional trade shielded them from the volatility of the global freight
rates. In the 1980s, growth rates in the passenger volumes were gener-
ally below 5%, but the Sweden–Finland routes saw passenger volumes
jump by 22–24% annually between 1988 and 1990 in response to the
introduction of new ferries.42

Even though the Swedish and Finnish capitals were roughly equal in
the size to the Danish and Norwegian capitals, the Stockholm–Helsinki
routes attracted the highest number of passengers. Annual passenger traf-
fic peaked in 2006 at more than 2.5 million, and bus services extended
their catchment area into the interior of Sweden and Finland. OnGothen-
burg–Great Britain,Gothenburg–Kiel andCopenhagen–Oslo annual pas-
senger traffic peaked at 335,000, 934,000 and 817,000 in 1981, 1997 and
2002, respectively.43

Nordic shipowners responded to growth with frequent investments in
new and larger vessels. Many of the first-generation car ferries soon proved
unsuitable for the traffic forwhich theywere designed. Either car decks had
insufficient height, or cabin capacity turned out to be too small.Moreover,
they often lacked sufficient numbers of cabins with en suite bathrooms.

41Tenold (2006).
42Tenold et al. (2012).
43StatisticsDenmark (various years)Danmarks Skibe og Skibsfart (Copenhagen:Danmarks Statistik);
SCB (various years) Sveriges officiella statistik: Sjöfart (Stockholm: Statistiska Centralbyrån/SCB);
ShipPax Information (various years) Markets and Statistics (Halmstad: ShipPax Information).
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Fig. 9.1 Average number of cabin berths per vessel, by route, 1960–2018 (Source
Compiled on the basis of ShipPax Information [various years] Guide, Designs and
Market, and corporate fleet histories)

Average vessel sizes on the four premier Nordic routes climbed quickly
(Fig. 9.1). The ferry shipping companies were able to order new ferries
at relatively low prices in shipyards, which were struggling to find new
orders due to the crisis.

At the same time, onboard services improved. The ferry generation of
the 1980s provided a greater diversity of buffet and à la carte restaurants,
bars, casinos and show lounges, swimming pools, and saunas. Tellingly,
ShipPax’s publications Guide and Designs on innovative passenger ships
focused almost entirely on the Nordic ferries during this period.

Although ferries were designed for specific routes, the owners could
still reposition them to secondary routes within their networks. DFDS
redeployed vessels from their main routes to secondary routes such as Esb-
jerg–Torshavn, and Silja Line redeployed old vessels to secondary routes
in the Gulf of Bothnia. From the 1960s to the 1990s, several Nordic
overnight car ferries were also employed by their owners as cruise ships in
the Norwegian Fjords, the Canary Islands, or the Mediterranean during
the low season.44 The Nordic ferries had accommodation of such high
quality, that they could offer cruise services to passengers on voyages of
several days’ duration. This illustrates the high level of service and designs

44Thorsøe et al. (1991), Malmberg and Stampehl (2007), and Sjöström and Brzoza (2009).
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of such vessels, which often equalled or exceeded those found on some
cruise ships of the period.45 FormerNordic ferries also found new employ-
ment in the North American cruise trades, which emerged in the 1960s
and 1970s, a testament to the service innovations in theNordic business.46

When the Nordic lines no longer needed the oldest and smallest ships
in their fleets, a liquid second-hand market allowed them to dispose of
the vessels for further trading elsewhere. As observed byWergeland, ferries
tended to migrate southwards and then eastwards as they aged (See exam-
ples in Table 9.2). Nordic ferries transferred to routes to the British Isles
and in theMediterranean in particular. On the long routes across the Adri-
atic, fromGreece to Italy, and from the Europeanmainland toCorsica and
Sardinia, the superfluous Nordic ferries from the 1960s and 1970s proved
ideal. Their car and passenger configuration worked well in this context,
and in terms of distance and duration theMediterranean routes resembled
the Nordic ones. Most notably, Moby Line of Italy was a frequent buyer
of Nordic tonnage. In 2018, six out of Moby Line’s nine overnight car
ferries originated from Northern Europe.47 Meanwhile, some of the for-
mer Nordic ferries from the 1960s and 1970s had left the Mediterranean,
in accordance with the patterns observed by Wergeland. Towards the end
of their careers, they found employment in the Red Sea pilgrim trades
or in the casino cruise business in the Pearl River Delta, and elsewhere
in South East Asia. Even though ferry service markets were regional, the

45Peter (2004, 2017), Peter and Dawson (2010), and Peter and Id (2017). Several Nordic ferry
shipping companies, including Bergenske, DFDS, Lion Ferry, Bore, Rederi AB Sally and Silja Line
parent EffJohn International ventured into the dedicated cruise shipping markets at different points
in time. None of them, however, was able to leverage the passenger shipping experiences in such a
way that they could keep a long-term, profitable presence in cruise shipping. None of the current top
four cruise lines, which dominate the global cruise shipping market, ever engaged in ferry shipping.
46Due to a location at high northern latitudes, the Nordic countries are widely known for long and
dark winters. This has not prevented two cruise lines (Scandinavian World Cruises and Norwegian
Cruise Lines) from emphasizing their Nordic origins in marketing and vessel names. In 1982, for
instance, Scandinavian World Cruises introduced a former Baltic Sea ferry in the Florida cruise
trade for sun-seeking Americans and renamed it the Scandinavian Sun.
47Louagie (2017).
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second-hand market was clearly global. A northwards move of second-
hand ferries never occurred. In this way, the migration patterns of ferries
reflected general patterns in the global economy.48

Maturity, 1990–1999

Around 1990, Nordic ferry shipping was at its peak—both in terms of ser-
vice innovation and passenger volumes. In particular, the Sweden-Finland
trades boomed. Numerous new ships entered service on the Åland Sea,
and for every new ship, new service features appeared.49 Onboard business
conferences facilities had first been introduced in the 1960s to attract a
new clientele, but with the ferries of the early 1990s they reached a new
scale and standard. Moreover, the ferries featured a much wider variety of
restaurants, bars and casinos, as well as larger swimming pools and recre-
ational facilities. In 1990, the Silja Serenade entered service on the Stock-
holm–Helsinki route and introduced the most innovative feature of them
all—a 140-metre-long internal promenade split almost the entire super-
structure in two. This allowed for a large variety of shops and restaurants
along the promenade and from cabins on four decks above, passengers had
unrestricted views over the promenade. Internal cabins, which had always
sold at lower prices than outside cabins, suddenly became very popular
among the passengers. In some cases, they sold out before the outside
ones.50 In terms of service offerings, the Silja Serenade and its sistership,
the Silja Symphony , were ahead of even the most advanced cruise ships at

48Out of the more than 40 overnight ferries currently employed in the Nordics, only the Stena
Germanica and Stena Scandinavia entered service outside the Nordic region (on Stena Line’s Har-
wich–Hoek van Holland route). In 2010–2011, Stena Line redeployed the two on the Gothen-
burg–Kiel route. In same fleet, the Pearl Seaways and Silja Europa have returned to Nordic ferry
routes after spells as cruise ship and floating accommodation in Asia and Australia, respectively.
49The new Stockholm–Helsinki ferry Silja Europa was the first to introduce an onboardMcDonald’s.
The onboard report from the vessel, published by Plus 2 Ferry consultation in Designs 93 made the
following observation: ‘It has been asked if a McDonald’s really suits a ship on which people travel
for no other reason than to wine and dine, but when the doors open at 2 pm (four hours before
departure) the place becomes something of a magnet drawing not only passengers, but also staff
from shore’ (p. 21).
50Brogren (1991).
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the time. In an interview, Hans Christner, CEO of EffJohn International,
the owner of Silja Line, said:

We have cruising companies onboard the new Silja-ferries, who sponta-
neously said that they would be ‘money-machines’ on 3- and 4-day cruises.
And it is with this ‘parachute’ function we designed the ferries in case
everything would go wrong.51

The two ferries have remainedon the Stockholm–Helsinki route ever since,
andChristner was right in his observation on the potential for new features
in the cruise business. Subsequently, several cruise ships introduced the
promenade feature, closely emulating the Silja Serenade .52

In the early 1990s, a slowdown occurred in the Swedish and Finnish
economies. The breakup of the Soviet Union negatively affected Finnish
exports and a Swedish banking crisis contributed to the slowdown.53

On the Sweden–Finland routes, a large oversupply of passenger capacity
was a consequence. In 1990, Viking Line’s ferries completed 994 voy-
ages between the two capitals in just one year.54 Every second evening,
two Viking Line and one Silja Line ferry, with overnight capacity for
almost 8000 people, departed almost simultaneously from Stockholm to
Helsinki.55 This was too much. And the new ships had been acquired at
high prices. Due to the bankruptcy of the Finnish shipbuilder, Wärtsilä
Marine, which supplied most of the new vessels, the prices increased sig-
nificantly after most of the contracts had been signed.56 Not only did Silja
Line and Viking Line compete against each other. Even within Viking
Line an element of competition existed, as the ownership of the ferries
and investment decisions were entirely in the hands of the two owners,

51Quote by Brogren (1991, 121).
52Royal Caribbean Cruise Line’sVoyager of the Seas from 1999 was the first cruise ship to adopt the
mall, and many subsequent ships have taken up the feature. See Brogren (2000, 205–207; 2010).
53Fellman et al. (2008).
54Brogren (1998, 105).
55In the same evening, another five large ferries and passenger vessels would depart from Stockholm
for Mariehamn and Turku in Finland.
56Peter and Id (2017, 172–178), Sjöström and Brzoza (2009, 165–170), and Brogren (1991, 120).
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Rederi AB Slite and SF Line.57 In 1993 Slite filed for bankruptcy, and left
Åland-based SF Line as the sole owner of Viking Line. The Slite fleet was
redeployed to the Southern Balticand UK routes, and in cruising from
Hong Kong and Singapore. In the latter case, the new owners converted
the car decks into large casinos and subsequently had purpose-built cruise
ships derive from the ferry designs.58

Further setbacks to the entire ferry business occurred, when two ferries
were lost at sea. In April 1990, the Scandinavian Star caught fire while en
route from Oslo to Frederikshavn in Denmark, and 159 people perished
onboard. The police suspected arson, and the case has remained con-
troversial ever since. In September 1994, the Estonia , the flagship of the
Tallinn–Stockholm route, capsized in the matter of a fewminutes, causing
the death of 852 passengers and crew members. With good reason, the
losses brought the question of ferry safety to the front pages of newspapers
and high in the general public’s attention. The United Nations’ Interna-
tionalMaritimeOrganization subsequently tightened safety regulation for
ferries.
Throughout the 1990s, traffic volumes stagnated (Table 9.1), and fleet

renewal came to a halt. The shipping companies fine-tuned onboard ser-
vice offerings, and regularly upgraded cabins, restaurants and other public
spaces. In the Baltic Sea, the fall of the Iron Curtain, which opened the
Baltic States to ferry shipping, partly offset stagnation on the established
routes. New routes to Tallinn from Helsinki and Stockholm boomed and
provided new revenue streams for Silja and Viking Line, as well as a new-
comer, Tallink.59

In the 1980s and 1990s, passenger traffic continued to build up on the
Copenhagen–Oslo route. In 1983,DFDShad introduced the Scandinavia
on the route in a defensive move. Built for a new DFDS cruise venture in
the US, the vessel threatened the very existence of the company. The US
cruise venture went badly wrong, and DFDS repositioned the ship to the

57Eliasson (2005, 135–147) provides a reprint of the Viking Line strategy dating from 1987. It
reveals the competitive dynamic between the two owners.
58Brogren (1993, 57–60; 1999).
59For a personal account of the introduction of ferry shipping services to the new Baltic States after
1990, see Tolstrup (2012).
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Copenhagen–Oslo route to cut losses.60 The vessel was too costly to run
on this route and DFDS soon sold it to a US cruise company. However,
the Scandinavia demonstrated the expansion potential of the route. With
the right tonnage, DFDS could attract significant numbers of mini-cruise
passengers.61

On Gothenburg–Kiel annual passenger volumes stabilized around
850,000 passengers in the 1990s, but Stena Line achieved further volume
growth through acquisitions. In 1989 and 1990, respectively, it acquired
the Dutch Crown Line and Sealink British Ferries, thus extending its
network to the English Channel and the Irish Sea.62 The growing route
network gave Stena Line economies of scale in its administration and pro-
curement, and gave it more opportunities for redeployment of its vessels.

Decline After 1999

In the 1990s, themarket reports focused strongly onnew challenges caused
by the imminent opening of new tunnels or bridges across the English
Channel (in 1994), the Great Belt (in 1998) and the Øresund (in 2000),
as well as and the European Union’s planned abolition of duty free sales.
The fixed connections, which were in direct competition with the day-
time ferries on short routes, were not a major concern for the overnight
ferry lines. The EU’s planned abolition of duty free sales, however, posed
a major strategic challenge to them. For almost a decade, European ferry
shipowners lobbied against the EU decision, arguing that many jobs were
at stake and road congestion would ensue.63 However, the lobbying efforts
were unsuccessful and in 1995 the market report in Guide 95 indicated
that the ‘shipping industry has already given up and believe that the battle
will be lost in 1999’.64 Indeed, this prediction proved correct, and the

60Lange (1995, 296–316).
61In 1989, 1990, 1994 and 2002, and it therefore introduced new ferries, three of which originated
from the Stockholm-Finland trade.
62Stena Line AB annual reports (1988–1990), Brogren et al. (2012, 217–247).
63Brogren (various years, 1990–1999); Brogren et al. (2012, 249–253, 295–301); Bergenek and
Brogren (2006, 294–299).
64Brogren (1995, 118).
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termination of duty free sales between EU ports occurred on 30 June
1999.

Immediately, the termination strongly affected Stena Line’s earnings.
Overnight passenger volumes decreased bymore than 25%onmost routes
and onboard spending on the Scandinavian routes dropped from 278 SEK
to 156 SEK per passenger between 1998 and 2000.65 On the Gothen-
burg–Kiel route, half of the passengers disappeared between 1998 and
2000. Stena Line’s annual revenues contracted by 1 billion SEK, and the
companymade a loss of more than 600million SEK in 2000.66 According
toDan StenOlsson,CEO, ‘Stena Line could not survive as a publicly listed
shipping company’.67 In 2001, the Olsson family’s Stena Group took over
Stena Line.68 The Stena Group had diversified in offshore drilling, tanker
and ro/ro shipping, real estate and recycling. While the ferry operations
were loss making, the other businesses generally remained profitable.69

Stena Line immediately responded to the abolition of duty free sales
with ticket price increases. Customers with lorries or trailers and travellers
with cars usually accepted this, but the price-sensitive shopping passen-
gers did not.70 In the longer term, Stena Line focused increasingly on
trailer traffic, which continued to grow. It maintained passenger services,
albeit at a reduced level, and through cost reduction programmes, it grad-
ually returned to profitability.71 On some routes, Stena Line introduced
new, so-called ro-pax vessels, with high trailer intake and reduced pas-
senger accommodation. On the Gothenburg–Kiel route, this happened
in 2010–2011. The two replacement ferries reduced passenger capacity
by approximately 50%, but trailer capacity grew by more than 150%
(Fig. 9.2). Of the four case routes in this study, the Gothenburg–Kiel
route is the only one where a major fleet renewal has taken place in the

65Brogren et al. (2012, 328).
66Stena AB annual report 2000, 4–5.
67Stena AB annual report 2000, 4–5.
68Stena AB annual reports 1999, 2000. The Stena Group had also owned Stena Line until the
stock-listing in 1988.
69Stena AB annual reports 2000–2008.
70Stena AB annual report 2000, 4–5.
71Stena AB annual reports 2008–2016.
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twenty-first century, and the only one, which succeeded in attracting large
trailer volumes to the ferries.
The second—and more fundamental—challenge that all ferry routes

faced, came from above. It resembled the situation that transoceanic pas-
senger lines had experienced five decades earlier: competition from air-
lines. From the late 1990s, several low-cost airlines conquered market
shares for passengers’ travel.72 Ryanair and EasyJet, the latter with a Greek
shipowner as investor, were the most famous, and benefitted from lib-
eralization in European airline markets.73 Air travellers saved time and
money, and avoided the sometimes rough waves on the North and Baltic
Seas. The effects were the strongest on the North Sea, where almost all
overnight ferry services disappeared within about a decade.74 In response
to the abolition of the duty free sales and airline competition, DFDS
discontinued the Gothenburg–Harwich route, and added a call in the
non-EU port of Kristiansand in Norway on the Gothenburg–Newcastle
route. Despite continuation of duty free sales, DFDS was disappointed

72Francis et al. (2006) and Dobruszkes (2013).
73The effects of discount airlines on demand for ferry services are discussed in market reports by
Brogren (1998–2006). On the liberalization of airlines in Scandinavia, see Sjögren (2015).
74Only the routes IJmuiden–Newcastle,Hull–Rotterdam,Hull–Zeebrugge andHarwich–Hoek van
Holland remained.
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with the results.75 In 2006, DFDS closed the last passenger service from
Gothenburg and sold the last vessel to further trading in the Mediter-
ranean. Instead, it focused on expanding the much more profitable pure
roll-on/roll-off freight routes in the North and Baltic Seas.76

Duty free sales continued on the Copenhagen–Oslo route, but even
here, stagnation set in. Since the late 1990s, the annual passenger traf-
fic on Copenhagen–Oslo has hovered around 770,000, with only small
fluctuations and a flat trend line (Table 9.1). The service remains highly
profitable, however.77 In the Stockholm–Helsinki route, passenger trends
were in decline after the turn of the millennium. Sweden and Finland had
joined the EU in 1996, but the economy of the Åland islands was highly
dependent on the ferry business and gained an EU-exemption to continue
the duty free sales. Stockholm–Helsinki vessels deviated, to include a call
at Åland in the middle of the night. While hardly any passengers disem-
barked or even noted the night-time call, the manoeuvre enabled Viking
and Silja Line to continue duty free sales. Without the Åland exemption,
it is clear that the Stockholm-Finland trade would not have continued to
sustain the current passenger volumes.

On the Stockholm–Helsinki and Copenhagen–Oslo routes, the cur-
rent fleets were designed in the early and mid-1980s. Public spaces and
cabins on these ferries have been upgraded regularly, but effectively no
service innovations have been introduced.78 In 2018, the average age
of the remaining Nordic ferries was historically high (Fig. 9.3). On the
Copenhagen–Oslo and Stockholm–Helsinki routes, it approached 27 and
29 years, respectively. In comparison the global average age for bulk car-
riers, container ships and tankers was 8.8, 11.6 and 18.8 years, respec-
tively.79 Currently the age of the Nordic ferry fleet is on the same level
as the fleet of cargo ships flagged in developing countries (29 years). This
appears as a remarkable turn of events. In general, merchant ships flagged
in developing economies are on average 10 years older than those flagged

75DFDS annual reports (2002–2006).
76DFDS annual reports (2005–2017).
77DFDS annual report (2017, 29).
78ShipPax Information (2014, 120–121) contains information on the upgrading of the Silja Serenade
and Silja Symphony after almost two and half decades of service on the Stockholm–Helsinki route.
79UNCTAD (2017, 27). Calculations are based on number of ships, not deadweight.
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in developed economies.80 On average the 45 ferries in the studied sam-
ple were withdrawn and recycled after approximately 35 years of service.
For the shipping companies vessel age means lower capital costs, but also
higher maintenance costs. It seems not unlikely the current, Nordic ferry
fleet is approaching the later stage of its life cycle.81

The decline in Nordic ferry shipping coincided with a historical boom
in the global shippingmarkets. In the early 2000s, freight rates for tankers,
dry bulk carriers and container vessels skyrocketed in particular due to the
rapid growth of the Chinese economy. Shipowners responded with large-
scale contracting of new-buildings, many of which only entered service
after the Financial Crisis of 2008 caused the global freight markets to
collapse. Many shipyards started to search for new orders in niche mar-
kets, such as passenger shipping, but the Nordic ferry companies did not
respond to the drop in new-building prices by new contracting of ves-
sels. The problems that Nordic ferry shipping had encountered were more

80UNCTAD (2017, 27). Calculations are based on number of ships, not deadweight.
81Calculations are based on the data provided in Table 9.1. On the Stockholm–Mariehamn–Turku
route, Viking Line introduced a new-building in 2013 and, at the time of writing, it has another ferry
on order at a Chinese shipyard for the same route. These two vessels represent the only significant
renewal in the fleet for almost two decades.
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fundamental than those caused by the traditional shipping cycle. Ferry
shipping had entered the declining phase of its life cycle.

After 2000, low cost airlines rapidly gained ground, not only in Europe,
but all over the world. As a result, the alternative employment opportu-
nities for second-hand ferries declined and the ‘cascading’ pattern from
previous decades was broken. The Nordic ferries from the 1980s and
1990s, designed for duty-free sales, had high cabin capacity, large public
spaces and relatively small car decks. They were not ideal for the Mediter-
ranean routes, where trailer traffic had also become more important.82

Around 2000, the Adriatic ferry fleet saw renewal with new-buildings and
former Japanese ro/ro ships with significantly higher trailer intake and
higher service speeds.83 With rapidly rising household incomes in South
East Asia, the interest in the aging tonnage from Northern Europe evap-
orated. Indeed Chinese ferry trades, in particular in the Bohai Rim in the
North of the country, expanded, but new vessels with significantly larger
car decks than the Nordic ferries entered service.

One new employment opportunity for a few old ferries did emerge in
the 2010s. For a period, four of the 45 vessels in the sample entered service
as floating accommodation for offshore wind farm construction workers.
Anchored close to thewind farm construction sites, the old ferries provided
hotel functions for workers, who therefore avoided the time-consuming
transfer between land and the site. While this represented a novel use of
the old vessels, the innovation did not come from the ferry companies, but
from entrepreneurs within offshore wind shipping. Recently, tailor-made
offshore accommodation vessels, however, have taken over the market
from the old ferries.84

In the global cruise business, where second-hand ferries’ large cabin
accommodations had been a valuable asset, employment opportunities
also vanished. After 2000, cruise shipping grew quickly, but the Nordic
ferries were generally too small and had car decks, for which the cruise lines
found no use. Instead the global cruise lines built long series of significantly
larger vessels, which also featured numerous new service offerings. These

82Second hand market reports by Louagie (2013–16).
83See for example, Brogren (2000) on the new Superfast ferries for the Adriatic Sea services.
84C-Bed’s web-page, https://c-bed.nl/, accessed 27 July 2017.

https://c-bed.nl/
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included ice skating rinks, stages for Broadway shows, numerous specialty
restaurants, water sport arenas, climbing walls and other sport facilities.
Moreover cruise cabins were larger and of a higher standard, and most
featured private balconies. In the booming Chinese cruise trade, which
had previously employed former Nordic ferries, tailor-made new cruise
ships also entered service in the 2010s.85 Service innovation in passenger
shipping had become the realm of the global cruise lines.

Conclusion

With its regional operations and market structures, ferry shipping repre-
sents a small and somewhat unusual niche in the global shipping industry.
It differs from most other shipping segments, in which shipping compa-
nies take global competition for granted and face very pronounced freight
cycles. Yet in the end, the regional markets could not shield ferry compa-
nies against the forces of global competition. Ferry shipping evolved over
the innovation phase to the mature phase, before it ultimately started to
decline.

From the 1960s to the early 1990s, Nordic ferry shipping companies
were global leaders in terms of service innovation, pushing the boundaries
for onboard amenities and ship designs. They even set the standards for
cruise services. As they broadened their service offerings, the Nordic lines
frequently introduced state-of-the-art vessels. This resonated well with
other shipping niches, such as chemical tanker, car carrier and open hatch
bulk shipping, where Nordic shipowners were also at the forefront of
innovation in the 1960s and early 1970s. This reflected the innovation
phase of the industry life cycle.
The Nordic geography favoured ferry services, but socio-economic fac-

tors fuelled growth. Longer holidays for workers and growing household
incomes provided shipping lines with a rising market of demanding trav-
ellers. Moreover, supporting government policies paved the way for very
profitable onboard duty free sales and enabled ferry shipping companies
to attract many passengers, who would not otherwise have travelled. The

85Cruise market reports by Louagie (2013–16).
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growth of Nordic ferry shipping mirrored the strong growth of the Nordic
economies in the 1960s. Even though ferry shipping was local in its oper-
ations, the second-hand market for ferries was global. Regions with lower
average household incomes and lower consumer expectations than the
Nordics acquired redundant tonnage. The ‘cascading’ pattern was very
pronounced and the south- and eastwards migration of old ferries clearly
reflected the interconnectedness of the global economy.

Structural changes caused Nordic companies in global shipping seg-
ments to lose momentum in the 1970s and 1980s. In the case of ferry
shipping, similar losses occurred. It happened a decade later, due to a com-
bination of adverse socio-economic and policy factors. Policy changes with
the abolition of duty free sales within the EU in 1999 reduced revenue
streams. Some routes ceased, while others shifted focus towards the more
profitable trailer traffic. However, the policy changes were not the fun-
damental causes for the lost momentum. Stagnation set in even on the
routes where duty free sales could continue. In the Baltic Sea and on the
Skagerrak, a fleet of large, but ageing overnight ferries continues to oper-
ate. Since the late 1990s, most travellers have preferred the much fast and
cheaper services of airlines, and the superior service offerings of cruise lines
and other holiday alternatives. In the face of intensified competition, the
Nordic ferry companies could not find resources to upgrade and improve
their service offerings with innovations. Instead, the global cruise industry
took over role of service innovation in passenger shipping more broadly.

Even though a new centre for ferry shipping innovation never emerged,
the development of Nordic ferry shipping reflected global developments.
In the last two decades, the ‘cascading’ pattern was broken (see Table 9.2).
The shipping companies in theMediterranean andAsia largely lost interest
in the ageing Nordic car ferries, originally designed for duty-free sales
and with an impractical capacity configuration. Rapidly rising income
levels in the South East Asia enabled Asian shipowners to look for new
buildings whenever they needed it. The world over, low-cost airlines had
also carved out a major share of the passenger market. The industry life
cycle theory neatly explains why a new centre for ferry service innovation
failed to materialize. Globally the business for overnight ferry services had
entered the declining stage of its life cycle. In the end, the regional market
structures could not shield ferry shipping against structural changes in the
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global economy. The development of ferry shipping in the twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries is therefore a reminder that global economic
processes can have pervasive effects even on regional businesses.
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Conclusion

Niels P. Petersson, Stig Tenold and Nicholas J. White

Global history, transnational history and the history of globalization are
among the key trends in historiography over the past two decades.1 To an
extent, these are fashionable buzzwords, made attractive and plausible by

1For a recent discussion of approaches to global history, see Osterhammel (2019).
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our present-day experience of ever-increasing connections across countries
and continents. But these trends have also helped enrich historiography
by opening up new areas of study and encouraging historians to ask new
questions and transcend boundaries not just of a geographical but also of
a disciplinary nature. The challenges of getting to grips with a range of
new phenomena and topics havemade historiansmore open towards com-
bining social, cultural, political and economic approaches and encouraged
dialogue with neighbouring disciplines. In particular, interest in economic
history has increased due to the obvious importance that businesses, mar-
kets, infrastructures, and economic policies have had for global flows of
all kinds.

Deep-sea shipping is inextricably linked to notions of transnational-
ism and globalization. Over centuries, transnational and transcontinental
spaces were opened up by ships and defined by shipping routes.2 The inte-
gration of theworld economy andworldmarkets in the nineteenth century
has been explained by the impact of low-cost transportationmade possible
by the introduction of steamships.3 In his excellent history of Europe and
the maritime world, Michael Miller presents maritime infrastructures as
an essential ingredient in all key processes of twentieth-century history.4

At the same time, historians have studied the transformation of shipping
from an activity recognizably anchored in specific nation-states into ‘the
world’s most global industry’.5 Thus, the history of shipping can illustrate
and illuminate the characteristics of different periods in the history of
globalization6 and help explain the changes that occurred.
This volume focuses on the transformations of the second half of the

twentieth century. There has been considerable discussion on periodiza-
tion as well as on how to characterize changes that have been summed up
as the ‘shock of the global’.7 For both purposes, the question of continuity
and change in the run-up to present-day globalization has been important.
ForMiller, the transnationalism of themaritimeworld and its cross-border

2Fusaro and Polónia (2010).
3Kaukiainen (2006), Kaukiainen (2012), Harley (2008), and O’Rourke and Williamson (1999).
4Miller (2012, 3).
5Kaukiainen (2008) and Tenold (2019).
6Hopkins (2002) and Osterhammel and Petersson (2005).
7Ferguson et al. (2010).
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networks underpins the continuity of globalization throughout the twen-
tieth century, including the interwar years that are often regarded as a
period of deglobalization.8 Nonetheless, Miller also sees a switch, in the
final third of the twentieth century, from networks that were Eurocen-
tric, imperial, and fragmented to ones that were multipolar and almost
seamlessly global. His account of the relationship between shipping and
globalization in the twentieth century is a story of progressions and muta-
tions rather than interruptions and new beginnings.9 Miller focuses on
the expertise that was available to overcome obstacles to global flows—but
it is equally possible to highlight instead the variety and importance of
such obstacles, and how they fell away once the old world of protected
national markets, cargo liners and conferences gave way to that of liberal-
ized world trade, container ships and cut-throat competition.10 We have
to take a closer look at particular contexts, companies and connections
and find out about mutations, interruptions and new beginnings and how
they relate to the wider histories of globalizations.

Contexts

Highly important in these mutations, interruptions and new beginnings
were the process of decolonization and the accompanying economic
nationalism (not just in the developing world but in the US and the Soviet
bloc too, and supported by the UN’s drive towards trying to create a more
egalitarian world-trading regime from the 1960s). This was hardly sur-
prising since, as Tenold argues in his overarching chapter, European, and
especially British, dominance at the beginning of the twentieth century in
global shippingwas due to a ‘leading positionwithin production and trade’
and ‘superior access to technology, capital [including human know-how]
and sufficiently skilled labour’ but also ‘imperial ambitions and structures
that ensured political support for maritime activities’. Before World War

8Miller (2012, 6, 11). For a different discussion of changes and continuities in interwar global
networks, see Dejung and Petersson (2013, 12–16).
9Miller (2012, 12).
10Levinson (2006).
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II it was only Japan outside Europe which proved capable of breaking into
this maritime system through a combination of defensive industrialization
and defensive imperialism.11

With a few exceptions, such as Singapore’s Neptune Orient Line, new
national shipping lines were often ineffective in the longer-term. Yet, the
efforts of European shipping companies to manoeuvre around obstacles
(both real and perceived) in the decolonized world led onto the adoption
of containerization (asWhite demonstrates in the British case). This was a
new beginning which suggests that, as Tenold also stresses in his chapter,
European shipping companies were innovative and adaptive, for example,
employing multinational crews and exploiting liberalized trading regimes,
and that entrepreneurial/commercial stasis was not the crucial factor in
European decline as Sturmey once argued in the British case.12 As distinct
from European shipbuilders, European shipping firms inTenold’s schema
continued to play ‘a crucial, albeit reduced, role’. This is a theme explored
further in the ‘companies’ part of this volume. Moreover, while part of the
OCL strategy after 1965 was to defend imperial market shares, notably
in the politically stable and culturally familiar old Dominions, diversifica-
tion and redeployment by Britain’s leading shipowners also represented a
chance to tap further into the dynamic Asia-Pacific trading and investment
realm. That reflected not only a quantitative upsurge in world trade but
also a qualitative shift in which the real value-added in global trade was
now to be found in increased exchanges between industrialized countries
rather than between European industrial and financial ‘metropoles’ and
primary-producing ‘peripheries’ in the developing world.13

This trend towards global intra-industrial trade reinforces Tenold’s
‘swing to the East’ and his emphasis in this collection on the changing
gravity of the world economy as western Europe lost its hegemony in both
ocean-going shipping and shipbuilding (but particularly the latter and for
Britain most starkly). Japan had already surpassed the UK in 1956 as the
world’s leading shipbuilder, and that was followed from the mid-1970s by

11On Japan’s defensive modernization and imperialism, see Young (2018, 216).
12Sturmey (1962/2010).
13Hopkins (2002) and Cain and Hopkins (2016, 714–717).
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South Korea and subsequently China. Asian dominance by the twenty-
first century, as Tenold tells us, was even greater than Europe’s had proved
a century earlier. In the maritime industries, at least, Asia finally caught up
from Pomeranz’s ‘Great Divergence’ in which, around 1800, well-placed
coal supplies and resource-rich colonies across the Atlantic allowed the
western rather than the eastern end of Eurasia to suddenly and unexpect-
edly leap forward. In this bit of geographical luck, the particularly ‘fortu-
nate freak’ was Britain. Highly significant for later maritime dominance
was that Britain’s plentiful coal supplies were close to lots of water and
conveniently-located ports which made steam power cost-effective. Plan-
tations in the Americas, meanwhile, provided a superabundance of raw
materials for further industrialization as well as the development of ocean-
going maritime trade.14 In what might be termed a ‘Great Convergence’,
Tenold shows that East Asians had acquired capital and skills to succeed in
shipping by the later twentieth century. Transnational business networks
in the burgeoning intra-Asian economy, government support, low wages,
limited unionization, reliable domestic supplies of steel, and easily trans-
ferrable technology allowed for the emergence of large-scale and globally
competitive Asian shipbuilding. To maintain competitiveness, European
shipping companies turned to Japanese yards for the building of their
vessels—as early as 1965 for Blue Funnel, Britain’s leading cargo line in
East and Southeast Asia, and even earlier in the late-1950s for the Greek
bulk carriers (asHarlaftis’s andTsakas’s chapter in this volume illustrates).15

As Tenold argues, the draw towards Asia entailed considerable ‘dislo-
cation’ effects in the combination of production creation and production
diversion that characterized post-war globalization. That mirrors Levin-
son’s notion that containerization broke the link between ports and pro-
duction centres—the ultimate ‘shock city’ of this post-colonial deglobal-
ization in the 1970s and 1980s probably being Liverpool whose position
as the second city of the British Empire had been based upon the port’s

14Pomeranz (2000, 207) and Perdue (2000, 1–3).
15White and Evans (2016, 233).
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proximity to northern England’s manufacturing powerhouse and a ship-
building complex at Birkenhead.16 At a geo-political level, the ‘Global
Cold War’ can be brought into this transnational maritime narrative too
because, as also addressed byTenold, the Japanese and South Korean take-
off in shipbuilding was greatly assisted by US aid, investment and tech-
nology transfer in the broader context of containing Communist China.17

What emerges equally from the ‘contexts’ section of this volume, is
the reduced (or, at least, changing) role of the nation-state in the post-
war globalization of the maritime industries. The shift towards a more
‘conglomeratic approach’ in the regulation of maritime shipping, Reil-
ing points out, was reflective itself of the decline of state supervision at
a national level and the multinational nature of shipping through flags
of convenience and open registries. Also stressed by Tenold, these are
developments in business forms which make it difficult to precisely iden-
tify ownership patterns and, hence, the European share in shipping, the
decline of which was offset by European-owned vessels flying foreign flags.
On top of this, was the internationalization of cargoes and crews. As Har-
laftis’s and Tsakas’s chapter shows, Greek shipowners-cum-shipbuilders
pioneered these business practices in ‘mammoth’ bulk carriage (especially
oil, the new preferred fuel of post-colonial globalization) in the 1940s and
1950s. That additionally involved a considerable internationalization of
capital in shipping as the Greeks contracted with American oil companies,
utilized US bank finance and invested in American and later northern
European shipyards. White’s discussion of Nigeria shows that multina-
tional crewing was hardly unknown under the old globalization and the
politicization of non-European seafarers, as well as dockworkers, should
not be neglected in explaining increasing costs. But, in the British case,
the use of Nigerian, Kru, Lascar, Malay and Chinese crews (many of the
latter from Singapore and Hong Kong) was clearly linked to empire. The
more recent widespread use of Filipino labour, for example, in interna-
tional shipping emphasizes this multinationalization and the decoupling
of colonialism and maritime dominance.18

16Levinson (2006), D’Eramo (2015), and Lane (1997).
17Westad (2005), Forsberg (2000), and Duara (2011).
18Alderton et al. (2004), Ruggunan (2011) and Swift (2011).
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The transboundary, de-territorialized nature of shipping and multiple
actors involved, in which open registries had ‘neither the capacity nor
inclination’ to provide regulation frameworks, led, as Reiling shows, to a
parallelmultiplication andbroadening out of standard-setting andquality-
monitoring bodies. These took a particular role in labour, safety and eco-
logical issues and encompassed international organizations (often under
UN auspice), regional bodies like the EU, port-based public authorities,
transnational classification societies and P&I clubs. This medley of regu-
latory inputs and oversight bodies was a far cry from the self-governance
of the European-dominated liner conference system of the old ‘colonial’
globalization.
This is not to say that the nation state disappeared. White’s analysis of

British containerization points to the central role in the 1960s and 1970s
of governmental actors in the assertive ex-Dominions and in Southeast
Asia (and later in Sri Lanka as well). Tenold also notes the ‘controlled
economic development model’ in the East Asian NICs. Furthermore, as
Reiling emphasizes, there are still ‘many weak points’ in international reg-
ulation which have tended to set minimum standards only and in which
implementation still relies on individual states and ‘opting out’ remains
more than possible. The latter phenomenon is indicated in White’s dis-
cussion of the limitations of the UNCTAD liner code, and the US’s non-
compliance during the 1980s. EEC reservations, meanwhile, ‘disappl[ied]
crucial parts of the Code to trades between EECmembers and, on a recip-
rocal basis, between EEC members and the OECD countries’. An EEC
regulation, moreover, required that ‘shippers and ship-owners of Mem-
ber States shall not insist on applying the procedures for settling disputes
provided for in…the Code’. As Sturmey argued, these revisions effectively
jettisoned ‘the fundamental principle of the equality of the two groups of
lines of the trading partners in trades with developing countries’.19 This
suggests that the convergence (or equalization) of shipping relationships
between Europe and the developing world in post-war globalization have
been limited. Indeed, in 1983, an angry Mahathir Mohamad, Malaysia’s
Prime Minister, accused western governments of obstructing UNCTAD
and denying developing countries the opportunity to carry more freight

19Sturmey (1986, 197).
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on their own ships.20 AsO’Brien argued in reviewing the historiographical
debate (ten years on) from the publication of Pomeranz’s influential book,
the ‘Great Divergence’ between western Europe and East Asia remained
‘important for social scientists to address simply because it is still with us
as a North-South divide’.21

Nor was the global shock, as far as western Europe was concerned,
that immediate. Tenold shows that Europe’s leading maritime position at
the start of the twentieth century was maintained well into the post-war
period with Britain, ‘the retired empire-builder’, continuing to control the
world’s largest fleet at the end of the 1960s. This lag time suggests that a
combination of the old and the new globalization characterized the post-
war era for at least a quarter of a century. Itwas not until themid-1970s that
Asia’s new found shipping and shipbuilding advantages became manifest.
The big spur here were the OPEC-induced oil price hikes (indicative
themselves of a greater balancing and multi-centring of global economics
and politics as extra-European producers used their collective muscle in
the wake of decolonization). Reiling, likewise, finds that it was not until
the 1970s that the conglomeratic approach in maritime regulation tended
to replace the flag-state principle and when key IMO interventions were
accepted and adopted.
To recap thenon contexts,what does shipping/shipbuilding tell us about

post-war globalization? Shipping has clearly been an important factor in
the changing gravity of the world economy and the changed significance
of the nation state. The declining role of Europe in the international
economy is starkly illustrated by Tenold’s data on the world’s largest ports
(in 1910 more than half of the world’s 15 busiest ports by cargo volume
were European; one hundred years later, there was only one European
port in the top 15). In Reiling’s analysis, meanwhile, new conceptions
of maritime international law are a key example of global governance in
a ‘typically globalized industry’. Yet, disengagement from pre-war colo-
nial structures and patterns was not as complete as might be suggested

20Central Intelligence Agency (United States ), EA 83-10111, Directorate of Intelligence, Office of
East Asian Analysis, ‘Malaysia: Economic Policy at the Crossroads’, 8 June 1983.
21O’Brien (2010).
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in the term ‘post-colonial globalization’. Indeed, Darwin defined decolo-
nization in the 25 years after 1945 as ‘a partial retraction, redeployment
and redistribution of British and European influences in the regions of the
extra-European world whose economic, political and cultural life had pre-
viously seemed to flow intoWesternmoulds’.22 Periodization and chronol-
ogy remain important, therefore, and the broad brush stroke concept of a
distinctive ‘post-war globalization’ requires modification. In shipping, the
1970s seem to be the breakpoint rather than 1945 or 1990 (as Baldwin’s
study of information technology suggests for the ‘Great Convergence’
between ‘Global North’ and ‘Global South’).23

Yet, the changing nature of business models in which international
shipping companies seized upon the opportunities provided by tax havens
and off-shore companies, and their investors became more short-termist
and profit-oriented and less community-centred, appears to have a longer
trajectory. That stretched back to the 1940s and 1950s with innovations
introduced by the Greek shipping barons. Moreover, the nationality of
those European companies which succeeded in the post-colonial maritime
world—the cross-traders of Greece and Scandinavia notably—did not
come with the old ‘imperial’ baggage.24 This points to the agency of
shipping companies in these transformations, as well as the forging of
new connections, which are the next two themes of our conclusion.

Companies

Business historians have long stressed the crucial role private firms and
entrepreneurs played in economic globalization through their decisions to
invest, adopt new technologies, or seek out new markets. Shipping firms
have been singled out as key drivers of economic globalization.25 The
companies examined in this volume contributed and reacted to globaliza-
tion in a variety of ways, and some did so more successfully than others.

22Darwin (1988, 7).
23Baldwin (2016).
24In cruising, meanwhile, it has been American ‘parvenus’ who have come to dominate. Miller
(2012, 326–330).
25Boon (2017), Ekberg and Lange (2014), Jones (2002), and Miller (2012).
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In the 1950s, shipping entrepreneurs began ordering supertankers and
large bulk carriers, and created new blueprints for global business organi-
zation that appeared exotic to some, illicit to others, but eventually were
widely adopted within and beyond the shipping world.26 In the 1960s,
liner shipping firms had to respond to decolonization and developmental-
ist economic nationalism, while also engaging with the technological and
strategic challenges of the container revolution.27 The 1970s brought a
muchmore difficult environment withmacroeconomic instability, stagfla-
tion and currency fluctuations. Rising costs, overcapacity and increased
competition were the key challenges shipping firms had to face, and their
responses led to a fundamental transformation of the international ship-
ping industry. Container transport gained in importance over the 1980s
and by the 1990s became a key ingredient in the global integration of pro-
duction chains spurred on by economic liberalization, while tanker and
bulk shipping grew in response to the rising industrial economies’ hunger
for raw materials.

Business history focuses on corporate success and failure and the reasons
behind it.The three chapters in the ‘companies’ section invite approaching
this issue via a comparison of the very different strategies and trajectories of
three container shipping firms. Ocean / OCL,28 EAC andMaersk differed
in their basic approaches to containerization; in the timing ofmarket entry
and (in the case of Ocean and EAC) market exit; in the resources they
could draw on and chose to develop; in the resulting organizational ability
to control and coordinate operations effectively on a global scale; in overall
corporate strategy; and in the extent to which their strategies and strengths
were compatible with a changing external environment. Perhaps the most
obvious difference between the three companies lies in where they ended
up: Maersk nowadays is well known as the world’s largest liner shipping
firm with well over 600 ships, including ‘megaships’ of over 18,000 TEU
carrying capacity. Ocean and OCL no longer exist as corporate entities;
Ocean sold its stake in OCL in 1986, abandoned its shipping activities

26See the chapter by Gelina Harlaftis and Christos Tsakas in this volume.
27See the chapters by Martin Jes Iversen, Niels P. Petersson, Henrik Sornn-Friese and Nicholas J.
White in this volume.
28Overseas Container Lines (OCL) was a joint venture established by Ocean, P&O, Furness Withy
and British & Commonwealth in 1965.
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and developed into a successful logistics business that was acquired by
DHL in 2000, while OCL ended up as part of P&O and, ultimately,
Maersk. EAC, meanwhile, also left shipping, selling its fleet to Maersk in
1997 and never really recovering from the losses incurred in shipping.

DidMaersk succeed where others failed, and get things right that others
got wrong? And, if so, can any of the differences between the three com-
panies be singled out as decisive? Did Maersk, for example, benefit from
being a ‘late mover’ into containerization? OCL certainly incurred its fair
share of learning costs as a result of being an early mover. Technologies
and processes had to be developed from scratch, and new terminals and
facilities built in Europe, Australia and East Asia.29 Maersk moved into
the market once such teething problems had been overcome, and once
major port operators had begun building the infrastructure required to
handle large-scale container flows. On the other hand, OCL remarkably
soon became a successful and profitable operation, which suggests that
both early and late entry into the market may have represented viable
strategies. (In contrast to EAC, Ocean also proved rather adept at exiting
the market as both the sale of OCL and later the takeover of Ocean by
DHL were very profitable for the shareholders.)
Were Maersk superior in exploiting and nurturing corporate resources?

A slightly flippant point about resources is that it always helps to own
an oil well—and Maersk were a large player in the oil business until
they decided to focus exclusively on container shipping in 2017.30 More
seriously, containerization represented investment on a much larger scale
than liner shipping companies were used to, and neitherOcean, who in the
late 1960s were sitting on substantial reserves and unused tax allowances,
nor Maersk faced significant financial constraints when they decided to
containerize. OCL’s fortunes changed in the early 1970s when Ocean and
its other three parent companies decided that they wanted OCL to pay
dividends rather than reinvest and expand. From then on,OCL’s frustrated
managers described their business model as simply ‘a milch cow followed

29See Niels P. Petersson’s chapter in this volume and Bott (2009).
30As of the time of writing, Maersk were planning to complete the sale of Maersk Oil to Total
and offering their other oil-related businesses for sale: https://www.maersk.com/news/2018/06/29/
values-and-opportunities (last viewed 1 February 2019).

https://www.maersk.com/news/2018/06/29/values-and-opportunities
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by a coffin’.31 EAC, during the same period, were also held back by the
debt taken on to build the Liner Replacement Vessels, a type of ship that
turned out to be unsuited to the market.32 Thus, from the mid-1970s,
OCL and EAC faced tighter restrictions on the investment they could
undertake in container shipping than Maersk.

For business historians, the notionof corporate resources covers farmore
than material and financial ones. Explicit and implicit knowledge, corpo-
rate culture, and the often elusive ‘dynamic capabilities’ are all equally
important. The shipping industry did not invent the systematic nurturing
of corporate resources, but the three firms examined here certainly went
with the times, applying professional management methods, adopting
modern personnel development systems, introducing the latest informa-
tion technologies, and making use of other innovations as they became
available. Both Maersk and Ocean placed great value on systematically
increasing efficiency and quality throughout all business processes, as cap-
tured in Maersk’s slogan ‘service all the way’, and both firms seem to
have believed that globally integrated, standardized operations, reporting
and control were required to achieve this. In contrast, EAC, rather than
aiming to build a standardized, frictionless operation on a global scale,
seem to have continued to rely on decentralized ad hoc problem-solving,
assuming that significant friction as a result of technological, political and
administrative obstacles was unavoidable in maritime transport.

Control and coordination, emphasized so much byMaersk and Ocean,
seem to have played an important role both in turning shipping firms
into powerful engines of global economic integration and in making their
operations profitable. Moreover, institutional and organizational factors
also played a role in strategic decision-making far removed from day-to-
day business. Of the three companies, Maersk seems to have given the
shipping business the largest amount of autonomy over the long term,
even though it still was part of a conglomerate. Maersk’s container ser-
vices largely remained outside the shipping conferences through which
the traditional operators sought to coordinate their activities and regulate
supply and prices. Maersk operated as an outsider competing on cost and

31Bott (2009, 155 and Chapters 12 and 13).
32See Martin Jes Iversen’s chapter in this volume.
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quality in a free market. OCL initially seemed to enjoy substantial auton-
omy, having been created as a new organization with the sole purpose
of becoming the dominant force in container shipping, unencumbered
by any responsibilities in the traditional liner business. Soon, however, it
became apparent that OCL as a joint venture had to follow a strategic
direction set by its four parent companies. By the mid-1980s, managers at
Ocean had come round to the view thatOCL required control over its own
affairs, and that they would have to either acquire sole ownership of the
container shipping consortium or (as they eventually did) sell their stake
in it.33 Another respect in which OCL’s autonomy was constrained by
the parent companies was that OCL always operated as a conference line.
Early on, it had been considered to run container services free from the
conferences and the ‘inhibitions and barriers’ they imposed, but Ocean’s
view that container services should be used for ‘strengthening the confer-
ence hold over shippers’ prevailed.34 In this case, corporate culture acted
as an internal constraint, restricting the options OCL would consider.

Like OCL, EAC was a conference line. EAC also was held back by
unhappy relationships, power struggles and miscommunication within
the alliances with other container lines that most operators believed were
necessary in order to be able to offer frequent sailings while also using large
ships. In another respect, however, EAC’s senior managers seem to have
had toomuch autonomy for their own good: at key points in the company’s
history, including the decisions to order the Liner ReplacementVessels and
to pour resources into gaining a foothold in the Chinese market, stronger
oversight and critical questioning of top-level strategic initiatives could
have prevented costly mistakes.

Entrepreneurial autonomy thus needs to be used wisely, in pursuit of a
strategy that is in tune with a company’s internal capabilities and with the
opportunities offered by the external environment. The strategy literature
insists that strategy does not necessarily have to imply the systematic pur-
suit of an elaborate long-termmaster plan; equally, it can emerge gradually
as a pattern of successful activity or manifest itself in the culture and skills

33Again following Bott (2009, 144, Chapters 12 and 13).
34Bott (2009, 86).
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that exist within an organisation.35 Sornn-Friese argues that Maersk pur-
sued just such an emergent strategy over much of their history, reacting
flexibly to business opportunities that presented themselves, while also sys-
tematically building up commercial and organizational capability. By the
mid-1980s, however, a more explicit strategy was chosen asMaersk set out
to become the world’s most profitable container operator through offering
customers the best possible integrated service. Ocean/OCL embraced for-
mal strategic planning with far more enthusiasm. However, the resulting
strict focus on business metrics such as profits and share price eventu-
ally led to the decision to reduce the company’s involvement in shipping
activities which seemed to offer inadequate returns, and to concentrate on
logistics services instead.36 EAC, as Iversen demonstrates, seems to have
pursued a succession of opportunistic moves. In terms of their time scales,
investment requirements and fundamental importance for the company,
both the LRV project and the work done in connection with container-
izing China’s trade were of strategic importance. They were undertaken
based on an assessment of long-term term trends in shipping markets and
in the global economy, required substantial investments and engaged the
future of the company. However, as so many company strategists found
out in the 1970s, perceived long-term trends could end abruptly or pro-
ceed through cycles of stops and starts, markets moved in unpredictable
swings and once resources had been committed to a failed initiative, they
were no longer available for anything else.
The ability to make and implement strategy is clearly one of the factors

explaining success and failure in the three cases presented here. However,
it is likely that EAC was handicapped not only by internal shortcomings
and flawed strategy but also by changes in the external environment that,
broadly speaking, devalued its strengths and highlighted its weaknesses.
For Maersk, the opposite was the case, while Ocean/OCL occupied a
middle ground. The external environment may be analyzed from a macro
perspective, with a focus on regimes of political economy and global trade.
From such a perspective, the liberalization of trade and investment, the

35Mintzberg et al. (1998).
36Barber (2003) offers a succinct analysis of Ocean’s and OCL’s strategic options.
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opening up of once closed economies—foremost among them China—
and the growth of non-Western industries and global supply chains are key
trends since the late 1970s. Freer trade and level playing fields both allowed
and rewarded the investments firms such asMaersk andOceanmade to set
up efficient, standardized, customer-focused, globally integrated logistics
networks. Firms with a focus on doing business in the cartel-like structures
of the conferences, such as Ocean and EAC, found the increased compe-
tition from non-conference lines difficult to deal with, whereas Maersk’s
experience of operating as an outsider firm was increasingly relevant as the
conferences eroded and the shipping world became more and more com-
petitive. Meanwhile, the local knowledge and political connections that
allowed a company such as EAC to navigate politicized markets in closed
economies were no longer of such crucial importance in an era of lib-
eralization. Borders, political economy and institutional regimes matter.
Changes in the external environment require firms to adapt and change;
however, such change was much easier where it could draw on existing
strengths and resources. Different company cultures and the weight of
past decisions—path dependency—go some way towards explaining the
varied experiences of the three companies in this respect.

A complementary perspective on the external environment would be
a local one. Maersk and EAC, along with the entire Danish maritime
industry, probably benefited from being important players in a small,
open European economy. They enjoyed political clout and social prestige
and were part of an industrial cluster whichmade it easy to recruit talented
people and exchange information. Ocean/OCL were located in the UK,
exposed to the erosion of colonial and Commonwealth economic ties,
to the decline of British industry and British long-distance trade and to
industrial unrest.The economic revival of the 1980s bypassed the shipping
sector, while capital market liberalization increased the pressure to achieve
short-term gains for shareholders and attracted promising youngmanagers
to careers in the City. All of this pointed to building Ocean’s future in
logistics rather than shipping.

Both on a local and on a global level, the factors that made for success
were linked to an ability to organize processes in networks of vessels, places,
systems and people. In the globalized free-trading world of the 1980s and
beyond this was a completely different challenge to what it had been over
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the middle decades of the twentieth century when the business of moving
goods by sea was governed by large numbers of political controls, tariffs,
quotas, capital controls and local idiosyncrasies which limited, but did not
eliminate, the ability of private firms to pursue truly global strategies and
to contribute to global economic integration. Once again, the relationship
between shipping and changes in the nation state is crucial.

Connections

Globalization transformed the relationship between countries and
between companies—new connections were forged and old ones were
transformed. The global nature of shipping demand put the industry in
a special position. Shipping companies could challenge the nation state
in ways and to a degree that would be difficult for companies in more
location-bound industries. We can call this development deterritorializa-
tion—the link between the economic activity and the national jurisdiction
was severed. Shipping entrepreneurs would transcend traditional borders,
and break free from national regulatory regimes, in their attempts at pro-
ducing shipping services as efficiently and as profitably as possible. This
was accomplished by creating a new international division of labour, where
countries, companies and workers reconstituted their positions within a
global system.

More than anyone else, Greek shipowners contributed to the reconfig-
uration of the global shipping industry, challenging the role of the nation
state and finding alternative ways of organizing their business. Among
these Greek pioneers, Aristotle Onassis was the first and foremost. As
the chapter by Harlaftis and Tsakas shows, he became one of the world’s
greatest shipowners by establishing a new institution: ‘the global shipping
company’.
Two factors enabled Onassis and the other Greeks to do this. First, their

‘home bias’ was limited, and it was primarily related to cultural, rather
than economic or financial, factors. Like the Norwegians before them,
the Greeks had built up their position within shipping as cross-traders,
fulfilling other countries’ transport needs, rather than transporting their
own imports and exports. Moreover, there was a long tradition of a Greek
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diaspora. These merchants and shipowners were originally based in the
Mediterranean and the Black Sea, but in the interwar and post-war periods
also located in leading metropolises such as London and New York.
The second factor that enabled the Greeks to build global companies

was their willingness to undertake organizational innovation—to do busi-
ness in new ways, which gave them a competitive advantage. The Greeks
managed to build up an international system where companies in differ-
ent countries played specific roles, while the Greek owners at the helm
oversaw the activities. By slicing up the value chain, and sourcing inputs
where the costs were low, high profits paved the way for further expansion.

As Gelina Harlaftis and Christos Tsakas show, owners such as Aristotle
Onassis and Stavros Niarchos pioneered ‘business beyond borders’. They
combined Greek entrepreneurship with customers and financing from
the United States and with German shipbuilding capacity. The corporate
model that enabled them to do this was ‘global’, with a complex legal struc-
ture, often impenetrable from the outside. Onassis was an international
man. He controlled hundreds of companies in different domiciles, often
‘offshore companies’ in countries with limited transparency. He registered
his ships in a number of countries, bothTraditionalMaritimeNations and
Flags of convenience. Organized in a strictly hierarchical manner, Onas-
sis’ companies in different jurisdictions all played special roles, for finance,
operation, management, agency or ownership. The basis of this model,
the element that made it viable and successful, was Aristotle Onassis and
his reputation.
The Greek experience illustrates the manner in which shipping chal-

lenged the nation state, utilizing resources from different countries and
creating or institutionalizing novel transnational systems. While shipping
companies in some countries gained competitive advantage by technolog-
ical innovation, the Greeks based their competitiveness on organizational
innovation.37 Important ingredients here were offshore companies and
Flags of convenience.

Flags of convenience were originally a refuge for owners that wanted
to escape strict domestic rules, double taxation and the effects of the
Prohibition. The Greeks refined the model, and today such flags have

37See Tenold and Theotokas (2013).
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become the dominant way of organizing vessel ownership. While the vast
majority of the world’s ships in 1900 was registered in Great Britain, the
United States and Germany, the leading flags today are Panama, Liberia
and the Marshall Islands.

In 1919 the Belen Quezada, a former US navy ship, became the first
foreign-owned vessel registered in Panama, often seen as the ‘original’ Flag
of convenience.38 Slightly less than a century later, the country became
the foremost example of tax evasion, greed and an uncontrollable global
financial architecture. The leaking of The Panama Papers, more than ten
million secret files from a lawyer’s office, showed how individuals and
businesses used offshore companies to avoid the regulations and restric-
tions of the nation state for personal gain. For many, The Panama Papers
provided the first glimpse of an economic system that was alien, a rogue
system where the nation state had been forced to play second fiddle. In
the press, the practice of ‘offshore holdings’ was linked to the increased
international flows of money, to technological improvements that made
it possible to distribute incomes and funds among different jurisdictions
in a rapid and concealed manner. While many of the businesses involved
in the inquiry were legitimate, the leak also revealed a surprisingly large
amount of suspicious actions by politicians, athletes and businessmen.
For shipping insiders, the practices that were revealed in connection with
The Panama Papers were neither new nor surprising. Shipping had tran-
scended borders for a long time. The globalized world—and the techno-
logical developments that have made this world possible—simply meant
that other industries were gradually catching up with shipping.
The new, global shipping regime that emerged on a large scale after

World War II was based on new connections, but this also implied that
some of the older connections were replaced. The link between (British)
shipowners and (British) shipyards, which had given both a dominant
position at the start of the twentieth century, was severed. Greek shipown-
ers helped the expansion of German yards in the 1950s and 1960s, and
they also embraced low-cost shipyards in Asia, contributing to the shift in

38See Carlisle (2009, 2017). In the slipstream of Belen Quezada came two American cruise ships,
encouraged by the owners’ desire to avoid being ‘dry’ during Prohibition. There were long traditions
for using foreign flags in times of war, and there had also been instances of ‘tactical registration’ in
foreign countries before this, see Tenold (2019, 38).
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the shipbuilding industry. Similarly, the links between shipping compa-
nies and their home country—in terms of flag, labour and regulatory and
political regime—were cut with the advent of the global and transnational
shipping companies.
The majority of the chapters in this book treat shipping demand as

a global concept. One of our underlying theses is that the production of
shipping services afterWorldWar IIwas transformed fromanational frame
to a global or transnational frame, parallel with the increasing integration
of the international economy. However, René Taudal Poulsen’s analysis of
the ferry segment shows that this picture is not applicable to all parts of
the shipping industry.
The demand for ferry services has a clear national or regional com-

ponent and is a ‘remarkable exception’ to the global nature of maritime
transport. Consequently, competition and other market processes differ
from shipping in general. Focussing on the ferry market in the Nordic
countries, Taudal Poulsen shows how important political decisions might
be for shipping. For instance, the emergence of a common European mar-
ket and the termination of ‘duty free’ sales of alcohol and cigarettes clearly
reduced the attractiveness of short sea shipping. Similarly, the ‘opening
up of the skies’ and the growth of low-cost air carriers have provided
ferry companies with new types of competition. As such, the basis for the
decline of the European ferry market was different from the basis for the
decline of European shipping in general.

During the first decades of the post-war period, there was a ‘life cycle’
that ferries tended to go through.39 Starting their careers in the Nordic
countries, as the ferries aged they were sold on to lower-income markets
in the Mediterranean, then moved on to local markets in Africa and Asia
before the ship was scrapped. As a result of, among other things, high-
income growth in Asia and limited investment in new capacity in the
Nordic countries, this life cycle pattern has disappeared today. Due to the
fact that regional markets have become more similar, and the segment
has become mature, the previous connections in the market for second-
hand ships have been severed. As such, it is evident that globalization

39The existence of life cycles in shipping has been discussed in for instance Thanopoulou (1995).
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has influenced not only the global shipping segments, but also the locally
based ones.

Concluding Comments

This book has discussed the intimate relationship between shipping and
globalization in the post-war period. To some extent, the growth of the
shipping industry and the increased economic integration have been two
processes that have reinforced each other, two feedback loops.
The shipping industry has contributed to changing the centre of gravity

of the world economy. For instance, low and decreasing transport costs
have been a necessary condition for the integration of Asian countries
in the world economy to the extent that we see today. This pertains to
containerization and the low cost of moving manufactured goods from
Asia to markets in North America and Europe, but it is also a result of
the manner in which technological and organizational innovations have
lowered the cost of transporting inputs to Asia. Moreover, the growth of
Asian shipbuilding—with subsidies and political priority in Japan, South
Korea and China—has reduced the cost of the ships needed to produce
shipping services, and thus the cost of providing these services. This is the
first of our feedback loops—shifts in production and growing seaborne
trade pave the way for reductions in maritime transport costs, and these
cost reductions encouraged trade and division of labour.
The shipping industry has also been a frontrunner in the development

of ‘global companies’, organizations that have challenged the role of the
nation state in the search for lower costs. Such companies were originally
the preserve of shipowners from a handful of countries—Greece and the
United States in particular.However, as it is difficult to regulate an industry
that primarily operates outside national borders, the liberal regime spread
from country to country. The detrimental market conditions during the
shipping crises of the 1970s and 1980s implied that countries were forced
to liberalize, or see their shipping activities disappear.
Today, the majority of the shipping companies operating in the interna-

tional market have a high degree of autonomy in questions of localization,
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and there has been a levelling of tax policies and of registration require-
ments. This is the second of our feedback loops—when shipowners from
one country challenge the regulatory regime, other countries are forced
to follow, as the alternative is that their ‘own’ shipowners lose competi-
tiveness. This exodus triggers further pressure on countries trying to avoid
liberalization.
The two feedback loops reflect how shipping has become more global,

but the industry still has an important national dimension. Port states still
maintain an element of autonomy and authority, and many Traditional
Maritime Nations still benefit from having a business culture that pro-
motes maritime activities. Moreover, it is easier to uphold a regulatory
regime with regard to coastal transports and short sea shipping, a topic
that we have not discussed in detail in this book.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the shipping industry
reflected the primacy of Western Europe and North America, and the
political and economic linkages on which this hegemony was built. Today,
the shipping industry reflects the global nature of international economic
relations. It reflects the constant search for cost reductions in the sourcing
of raw materials, and in the production of goods and services.

Shipping is crucial for the smooth functioning of the world economy.
It is mainly in the rare instances where this part of the global production
system does not perform optimally—for instance when the South Korean
container operator Hanjin was facing bankruptcy and their ships were
left at sea—that ships and shipping gets any mainstream attention. The
maritime transport system that has emerged since World War II is both
an important engine—and an important example—of globalization.
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